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Executive Summary
The objective is to develop a co-design process using a holistic approach involving keys technology
components able to achieve sizable levels of energy-efficiency in heterogeneous systems for High
Performance Computing , AI and HPDA.
Usually a co-design center process works on the whole stack from underlying hardware/software
platforms to the tip of the applications with a process built around identifying a specific high-impact
applications and providing custom optimization targets. The stack of the co-design process shall be
deployed over the tasks matrix describing the layout topics of the WP1 objectives composed of 5
Tasks as rows of the task matrix: 1) User Applications; 2) Runtime Services; 3) Programming Models;
4) System Architectures; 5) HW Platforms. This report is focused on the first column of the tasks
matrix: Gap Analysis to outline the state-of-the-art in the HPC landscape in all 5 tasks of the codesign stack.

Partner Report Activity
Task 1.1
TL:INRIA
Task 1.2
TL: INRIA
Task 1.3
TL: ENEA
Task 1.4
TL: CINI
Task 1.5
TL: ATOS
Github address
Technology
Technical
development

User Applications: to provide gap analysis on flagship scientific codes, numerical
libraries, AI and HPDA developed in WP6.
Participants: CNR, CINI, INFN, ENEA, FHG, PSNC
Runtime Service: to provide gap analysis on execution models of the application
including workflow, resources management as well as the IO interfaces.
Participants: ENEA, BSC, CINI, PSNC
Programming models: to provide gap analysis on new toolchains and workflow shall
be available for optimizing the user applications for heterogeneous architectures.
Participants: ENEA, INRIA, UBx, CINI (POLIMI, UNIPI, UNITO), BSC
System Architectures: to provide gap analysis on the architectures of: CPU/FPGA/GPU,
memory hierarchies, IO subsystems, networks.
Participants: CINI (UNIPI, POLIMI), FHG, ENEA, E4, INFN
Hardware platforms: to provide gap analysis on cooling at level of node, rack and data
center as well as in term of Energy Reuse Effectiveness.
Participants: E4, InQuattro, ENEA, PSNC
The software developed and the benchmarks carried out during the activity are
downloadable at github at the address: https://gitlab-tex.enea.it
ENEA HPC CRESCO Data Centre
The technical development is performed by ENEA.
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List of Acronyms
AaaS
ABI
ACP
ADC
AFS
AI
ALU
AMG
AMS
API
ASIC
BMC
C/R
CDU
CNN
CP
CPU
CRDB
CU
DAG
DC
DCL
DDR
DIMMs
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DLC
DPSNN
DSL
DSP
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ECC
ECC
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EFLOPS
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EPI
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FP
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FT
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HLS
HPC
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Accelerator as Service
Application Binary Interfaces
Acceleration Coherency Port
Analog Digital Converter
Andrew File System
Artificial Intelligence
Arithmetic Logic Unit
Algebraic MultiGrid
Analog Mixed Signal
Application Program Interface
Application Specific Integrating Circuit
Baseboard Management Controller
Checkpointing/Restart
Cooling Distribution Unit
Convolution Neural Network
Common Platform
Central Processing Unit
Co-design Recommended Daughter Board
Compute Unit
Data-flow Graphs
Direct Cooling
Data Control Language
Double Data Rate memory
Dual In‑line Memory Modules
Deep Learning
Direct Liquid Cooling
Distributed Polychronous Spiking Neural
Domain Specific Language
Digital Signal Processing
Direct Two-Phase Cooling
Elliptic Curve Cryptography
Error correction code memory
Embedded Design Suite
Exa Floating Point Operations per Second
EPI Accelerator
European Processor Initiative
Fast Multipole Method
Floating Point
Field Programmable Gate Array
Floating Point Unit
Fault Tolerance
Fault Tolerance Interface
Graphics Compute Die
Generic Interrupt Controller
Gallons per minute
Graphics Processing Unit
Global Resource Manager
Host Bus Adapter
High Bandwidth Memory
High Energy Physics
High-Level Language
High Level Synthesis
High Performance Computing
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1 Introduction
Rising energy costs, and the increase in data center power consumption driven by an ever increasing
demand for data services, are becoming a dominating factor for the Total Cost of Ownership over
the lifetime of a computing system. Additionally, current semiconductor technology will be hitting a
point where downsizing and, thus, inherent reduction of power, will no longer be possible mainly
due to the increase in leakage currents. Many high profile studies show the increase of data center
power demands as well as the power challenges that high performance exascale computing will
provide. Global data center electricity demand in 2019 was around 200 TWh, or around 0.8% of
global final electricity demand. If current trends in the efficiency of hardware and data centre
infrastructure can be maintained, global data centre energy demand can remain nearly flat through
2022, despite a 60% increase in service demand. For HPC data centre the main challenge is the
threshold of the power consumption to a 20 MW in the exascale systems, e.g. 20 mWatt per GFlops
[Handbbok on Data Centers, S.U.Khan, 2015]. To better understand the challenge, figure 1 shows the
performances in terms of mW/GFlops of the HPC systems in the first position of the top 500 list in
the last 12 years.

TOP HPC system in TOP 500
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Fig.1: Electric Power consuming per GFlops of the top HPC systems in the TOP 500 lists since 2009

The increasing power density in modern post-Dennard scaling Multi-Processor System on Chips
(MPSoCs) raises chip temperature and on-chip thermal gradients, leading to a wear-out of silicon
devices and putting at stake the lifetime reliability of chips, defined as the long-term reliability.
Together, performance and lifetime reliability issues make joint power and thermal management
crucial and inevitable for MPSoCs, and also pose an important challenge from the energy efficiency
perspective. The next step in higher intensity, more energy efficient cooling in data centers is the
move to “on-chip” cooling, with much higher heat transfer removable rates than air cooling. A new
two-phase cooling system using flow of boiling heat transfer to cool electronic devices, and
compared to traditional cooling systems (liquid cooling or heat pipes), can achieve significantly
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higher heat transfer coefficients at significantly lower flow rates and pumping power able to achieve
a PUE (Power Usage Effectiveness) close to 1, verified by monitoring all relevant information.
In the last decade, mainly because of the continuously increasing graphics processing demands of
the video game industry, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have evolved into massively parallel
computing engines. The current pre-exascale HPC systems in the last Top 10 list, are supercomputers
GPU based. On the other hand, FPGA solutions can also offer high throughput to numerous dataintensive applications with critical time constraints. The following table 1 shows the main features of
the GPUs and FPGA already available to co-design HPC heterogenous systems.

Model

GPU

FPGA

Processor

NVIDIA TESLA
NVIDIA TESLA
AMD RADEON
Alveo-U250-A64G-PQ-G
520N-MX

A100 HGX
V100-SXM2
INSTINCT MI60
XLINK Virtex Ultrascale+
INTEL STRATIX-10 GX2800

single
precision
TFlops
19.5
15.7
14.7
8.3
9.2

double
precision
TFlops
9.7
7.8
7.4
4.1
4.6

Power
Conumption
Watt
400
300
300
225
225

MW/GFlops
(DP)
41.2
38.5
40.5
54.9
48.9

Tab.1: GPUs and FPGAs already available by vendors

In particular, the FPGA accelerator boards got 2/4 QSFP network interfaces that allow to design HPC
systems based on heterogenous architectures with network topologies: 1D torus or 2D mesh/torus
with 2/4 node degrees and diameters as n/2 or n1/2.
The heterogenous architectures based on FPGA got a level of flexibility able to set dynamically mixed
precision methods suitable to save energy when solving Ax=b using Iterative Refinement (IR). The
idea of the mixed precision method is to utilize a low precision for O(𝑁 3) LU solver, while attaining a
solution accuracy through O(𝑁 2) refinement, where 𝑁 is a matrix size. The energy efficiency can be
further improved shifting thermal evaluation from the chip design phase to the run-time thermal
management. In this context, accurate, fast and flexible thermal simulators help understanding the
power dissipation requirements, tailoring the cooling to the chip requirements to best utilize HPC
infrastructures while keeping cooling costs at a minimum and enabling run-time thermal
management. It can be implemented with more flexibility on programmable accelerator boards
FPGA based.
Starting from European Processor Initiative (EPI) activities are planned on the Stencil/tensor
accelerator, boosting it using mixed-precision/trans-precision arithmetic and/or Posits and
developing an accelerator with an hardware posit processing unit for HPC computation. Alternative
to floats Posits are promising to increase bandwidth and memory efficiency and hence boosting
performance and saving power either for AI services (Posit8 instead of float16/32), or for scientific
computation (posit16/32 instead of float64/128). IPs will be prototyped on reconfigurable
technology.
In order to optimize the usage of the available resources, runtime services have to be deployed by
taking advantage of energy-saving features provided by the underlying hardware with respect to the
application needs. At the runtime services level the operating system is an important part of the
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energy-saving possibilities. Most HPC systems use the Linux kernel which has an active community
maintaining and updating it, thus providing further developments for new energy-saving features.
The Resource Management System, which handles the system resources allocation and workload
management, is highly customized for its integration with thermal management tools already
available at node level. For example, many available scheduling systems can be optimized via predefined policies. Additionally, one could implement software-based support for specific energy
saving policies in the scheduling system itself or as a higher level tool on top of the scheduler. This
higher-level tool could, for example, validate the workloads energy requirements in order to assure
that certain energy driven policies are not violated before the workload is actually scheduled.
In order to design HPC heterogenous system running on FPGA accelerators, the availability of a HighLevel Synthesis tool and the possibility to use in the flow pre-designed computation/interfacing IP is
mandatory to lower the access barrier currently limiting the widespread adoption of FPGA devices.
One of the basic guidelines in energy efficient computing is the optimization and the acceleration of
algorithms and software libraries that provide a reduction of the elapsed time of HPC applications
and, as consequence turn, a significant cut in energy consumption.
The new power-to-solution metrics requires a rethinking of many computational kernels of HPC
applications looking for a trade-off between the reduction of the total energy and the minimization
of the time-to-solution, promoting scalability also for solving ever larger problems as required by
high-resolution simulations and big data applications.
Within this context, new open-source high-performance algorithms and software libraries for some,
among the most widely used, kernels in numerical linear algebra and graph computation, will be
deployed. The library kernels will be of immediate use in a wide range of applications, ranging from
simulation of phenomena driven by Partial Differential Equations to complex network analysis.
The algorithms will be designed and optimized having as target platforms clusters of hybrid nodes,
with thousands of simple computing units and a memory hierarchy that is much more exposed to
the developer's control with respect to the traditional multi-level cache-based systems. It is not
unusual for algorithms, inefficient on traditional computing platforms, to become very much
competitive on accelerators like GPU because additional computations are well tolerated and
convenient when using complex memory access patterns. On the new platforms also data structures
may need an in-depth revision. As for GPU, for instance, thread-locality rather than data-locality
must be privileged. We are going to investigate also the chance of using, where possible, singleprecision floating-point arithmetic that offers many advantages in terms of memory footprint and
computational efficiency on GPUs (latest generation GPUs also offer a half-precision, 16 bit-based
floating-point arithmetic). Although in general algorithms should be oblivious to the precision of the
floating-point arithmetic, at the level of software implementation, any algorithm must be double
checked under different conditions (size of the problem, range of the values that the variables can
assume, presence of reduction operators), in order to guarantee that single precision and potentially
half precision can be safely used, within several IR (Iterative Refinement) techniques for obtaining
user's required accuracy.
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2 Methodology
In general, a gap analysis is used to identify the discrepancies between the current state and the
wished state of particular existing tasks in a project. As this project concern technological tasks
interesting the whole co-design stack: from the top of software users' applications, down to the
bottom of the hardware platforms, a list of tasks gap analysis is reported as the following for each
task:
•
•
•
•

CURRENT STATE summarizing the current landscape of the task
WISHED STATE explaining the reasons for the improvement and advantages of it and
whereas possible specifically to heterogeneous architectures of HPC systems and their own
energy efficiency
ACTION STATE suggesting the steps and the solutions that can be deployed to achieve the
wished states.
PRIORITY prioritizing the steps in terms of their own importance

Finally, a list with a summary of the actions for all tasks is reported in order to have an easy view of the
activities is being to carry out in the project.
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3 Task-1.1: User Applications
The performance of HPC applications is tied to their level of optimization and the capacity of the
underlying tools they use. Research usually focuses on both facets separately: optimizing the
applications on one side and improving hardware/middleware layers on the other side. This is not
the case with our co-design approach. We aim at connecting both aspects by evaluating the impact
of novel technologies on a set of target HPC applications, and at the same time studying which
improvements at lower levels could be beneficial to these applications. Task 1.1 addresses the gap
analysis for the set of target HPC applications and numerical building blocks defined in WP6 that will
be ported on the project architecture and dissects the missing technologies that the project should
provide to facilitate their transfer.

3.1 Task-1.1.1: New algorithm and software libraries
Nowadays main target platform are clusters of hybrid nodes hosting accelerators and multi-core
processors with wide-vector extensions therefore new algorithms and software modules for
a Math library have to be designed and implemented. These issues are, by now, quite common in
current systems, from small and medium size servers to petascale supercomputers and fostered
near-future exascale platforms. However, existing software does not exploit at their best those
computing resources, especially when multiple nodes are used. Although main target platform is
made of hybrid nodes equipped with Nvidia GPUs, it’s needed to start the development and
benchmark, mini-app algorithms, also for the FPGA target platform.
Software modules for some of the so-called Colella's dwarves, who identified numerical methods
crucial for science and engineering [Duff,2011] shall be implemented with efficiency and reliability.
Key numerical building blocks for very large (memory-bound) sparse matrix and graph computations
that require multiple nodes shall be focused including:
• scalar vector products (dot operations), Sparse Matrix-Vector products (SpMV operations),
Sparse Matrix Power (SpMP operation), Sparse Matrix-sparse Matrix products
(SpMM operations);
• maximum weight/maximum cardinality (sparse) graph matching and graph clustering;
• Krylov-type iterative methods, such as Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) and
Preconditioned Generalized Minimal Residual (PGMRES);
• Algebraic MultiGrid (AMG) preconditioners based on aggregation.
Furthermore, leveraging on task-based model, new parallel Math library algorithms shall be
implemented as function kernels for FPGA target platform.

CURRENT STATE
Many efforts are currently devoted to providing reusable, high-performance software components
to scientific applications. These components provide efficient implementations of widely used
algorithms on a variety of architectures and, at the same time, expose adaptable interfaces that
enable easy integration into application codes coming from different scientific sectors. Here we limit
our discussion to the main software development projects in the area of sparse matrix and graph
computations. More in details, we focus on the topics of the solution and preconditioning of sparse
linear systems by iterative methods, and on matching and clustering in large and sparse graphs.
Main efforts in this context are carried on in the US scientific community, within
the Exascale Computing Project [ECP,2021], and include PETSc (Argonne National Laboratory)
and Trilinos (Sandia National Laboratories), which provide specific solver components and
infrastructures for coordinating component use; Ginkgo (University of Tennessee)
textarossa.eu
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and hypre (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory), which provide key solver capabilities that can
be used independently or as part of the PETSc [PETSC,2021] and Trilinos infrastructures
[TRILINOS,2021]; ExaGraph [EXAGRAPH,2021], which focuses on main graph algorithms
[Anztetal,2020], [Pothen,2018]. All the above mentioned projects focus on novel algorithms and
component design strategies that enable efficient utilization of the extreme degree of parallelism
provided by manycore and accelerator processors via concurrency and memory system complexity.
In this scenario is collocated the project of software development PSCToolkit carried on by CNR, in
collaboration with the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”, and funded by EU within the Energyoriented Center of Excellence [EOCoE,2021].
PSCToolkit (Parallel Sparse Computations Toolkit) [PSCTOOLKIT,2021] covers both the needs of
having parallel basic algorithms for sparse matrices and graphs that can run on machines with
thousands of cores and the setup of higher-level iterative solvers and preconditioners exploiting
these capabilities.
The current version of PSCToolkit includes a set of different linear solvers, algebraic multigrid
preconditioners, and tools for the handling of distributed linear algebra operations. It is written in
modern Fortran exploiting object-oriented programming paradigm and offers also a C-language
interface. Some of the main kernels, such as dot and SpMV operations are already tuned for efficient
exploitation of Nvidia GPU accelerators. Its potential to successfully meet the exascale challenge has
been demonstrated both on model problems [D’Ambra,2021] and in real-world applications
[Owen,2021], [Bertaccini,2021].
On the other hand, task-based method is well designed to parallelize applications on heterogeneous
hardware composed of CPUs and GPUs [Sukkari,2017], [Myllykoski,2021], [Moustafa,2018],
[Carpaye,2018]. Using dynamic schedulers that orchestrate the tasks, the runtime systems use both
CPU and GPU and try to benefit from the specificities of each one. The availability of FGPAs opens
new possibilities and asks several questions that should be studied to orient the design of the future
HPC platforms.

WISHED STATE
WS-1.1.1a: to develop a new generation of numerical algorithms and software tools in
PSCToolkit which face the following computer architecture features and challenges:
- the cost of data movement dominates the cost of floating-point arithmetic; here the
issue is to rethink numerical methods with the final goal to have implementations which
reduce memory access and data communication among multiple processing units,
and/or allow overlapping data movement and computation for latency hiding. An
interesting specific use cases is to reduce movements in Krylov subspace methods,
employing s-steps algorithms and/or enlarged Krylov subspaces as well as to test new
approximation algorithms in graph algorithms for balancing accuracy and
parallel performance.
- accelerators (GPUs, FPGAs, coprocessors) are becoming not only more powerful but also
more usable, and heterogeneous architectures are increasingly prevalent; here the
needs of exploiting very high levels of concurrency often require the substitution of
more accurate methods with more parallel counterparties, because additional
computations are well tolerated and convenient rather than using intrinsically
sequential and complex memory access patterns.
- minimizing energy consumption is an increasingly important criterion for sustainability
of HPC; one of the basic guidelines in energy efficient computing is the optimization and
the acceleration of algorithms that provide a reduction of the elapsed time of HPC
applications and, as consequence, a significant decrease in energy consumption. Here
one issue is to integrate energy consumption information on specific architectures in
order to analyze both performance and energy efficiency of different approaches using
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management software tools provided in this project to study possible algorithmic and
implementation alternatives.
- low precision floating-point arithmetic is available in hardware on accelerators originally
provided for machine learning, and offers greater throughput, albeit less accuracy; here
the issue is how such lower precision computations can be exploited within an algorithm
aiming for higher accuracy. Therefore, a start point is to test multiple precisions in basic
sparse matrix operations and preconditioning of iterative solvers to accelerate the
applications with the use of lower precision formats while maintaining the required
accuracy of the output.
WS-1.1.1b: It shall be evaluated whether FPGAs are complementary to GPUs or could replace
them and in which configurations for some Math library function kernels. Moreover, the study
should be done by focusing on the computing capability but also on the energy consumption.
While the existing studies already demonstrated the potential of FPGAs for small test cases,
there is a gap to push the validation and create a generic scheduler. Therefore, it’s needed a
clear description of the differences and complementarities between GPUs and FPGAs on a Math
Library test case and to develop a scheduler able to obtain energy efficient executions on
heterogeneous computing nodes equipped with CPUs, FPGAs and/or GPUs. With this aim, the
Heteroprio scheduler [SCHED19] shall be implemented and use it in the Chameleon solver
[Agullo,2012], [Agullo,2016], [Agullo,2011], [Agullo- Augonnet,2011] and Fast Multipole Method
(FMM) application [Bramas,2019].

ACTION STATE
To address the aforementioned wished states, the following actions shall be carried out.
WS.1.1.1a

WS.1.1.1b

Design
Data movement in Krylov methods and
multiple precisions in basic sparse matrix
operations
Task based model for dense linear algebra
and FMM kernels on FPGA

Develop/implement
PoC of new algorithms in GPU and/or
FPGA
PoC Chamelon solver and Heteroprio
on FPGA

Test
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution

PRIORITY
The highest priority is the development of efficient implementations on multiple nodes embedding
GPUs of basic sparse matrix operations, such as SpMP and SpMM, to be used in communication
avoiding Krylov methods and AMG preconditioners. Optimization of approximate parallel matching
algorithms both for shared-memory architectures and for multiple GPUs has also a high priority in
order to accelerate the setup of AMG preconditioners. Using mixed precision in basic kernels and
preconditioning for Krylov solvers has a medium-level priority. Interactions with colleagues from
other WPs are critical in order to experiment with software tools for FPGA implementations of some
of the above operations and to analyze energy consumption of the proposed approaches, then these
activities are considered with lower-level priority and will start as soon as the needed software tools
from other WPs will be made available.
The more important step will be on the development of an efficient scheduler. It should be generic
and remain efficient even if the hardware, the computational kernels, or even the target application
change. Secondly, we should have an interface to access power monitors on FPGAs to be used by the
scheduler. Finally, we will implement and optimize the BLAS routines needed by the Chameleon
solver, and some FMM operators.
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3.2 Task-1.1.2: AI and HPDA
Heterogeneous computing with CPUs, GPUs and FPGAs is a well-established pattern in the High
Performance Computing field, thanks to the huge quantity of resources available on state-of-the-art
FPGAs and increasing computing power of GPUs by now an essential part of a modern artificial
intelligence infrastructure.
Large experiments in High Energy Physics (HEP) have already designed heterogeneous systems
GPU/FPGA based for the NA62 experiment at CERN [Ammendola,2018]. The GPU-RICH system
orchestrates CPU-GPU-FPGA in a single computing node, exploiting the GPUDirect RDMA capabilities
of NVIDIA Tesla GPUs, to inject an input data stream arriving from a detector front-end, directly into
the GPU memory. Data from the network is received by a low-latency PCIe RDMA FPGA-based NIC,
supporting different network link technologies. Future experiments, which will handle high volume
of data and high costs, push the need for new techniques in TDAQs to improve particle identification
and further suppress background events in trigger systems, or to perform an efficient online data
reduction
for
trigger-less
ones.
Architecturally,
data
streams
from
different
channels/sources/detectors can be recombined through some processing layers using a low-latency,
modular and scalable network infrastructure (configurable in number of channels, topology and
size). Each processing layer can perform feature extraction through machine learning leveraging
Deep Neural Networks (implemented on heterogeneous devices). This implementation must take in
account the limited memory and floating point resources of some of the devices (usually those
located at the edge) deploying resource-demanding Neural Network layers (e.g. CNN) in subsequent
processing layers and studying reduced precision and/or compression techniques for input data.
Neuronal simulation in HPC can benefit from heterogeneous architectures for modelling the human
brain cortex. INFN is focusing three code bases, the first being the Distributed Polychronous Spiking
Neural Network simulator (DPSNN) [Pastorelli,2019] - which was developed in-house and employed
in many different ways, ranging from architecture co-design and benchmarking in the EURETILE
project to studies in Slow Wave Activity in WaveScalES -, while the other two are the Neural
Simulation Tool (NEST) [Gewaltig,2007] -a well-established name in the field of neuronal simulatorsand NeuronGPU [Golosio,2021] - a more recent, GPU-centric development that shows excellent
promise and good chances of a much larger impact.
While DPSNN is a high-performance C/C++ MPI code, versatility and programmability were not
foremost in its design; on the contrary, NEST is a framework that provides a feature-rich
environment where a neuroscientist can build and simulate very complex electrophysiological
experiments with just a few lines of Python scripting. Of course, this ease of use comes at the price
of quite suboptimal efficiency when the scale of the said experiment is pushed from a single
workstation to more than a few nodes of an HPC cluster. NeuronGPU takes the same approach as
NEST - the experimenter describes by means of a Python script the neural system whose dynamics is
then simulated by the framework - with the difference that, being designed to run on a GPU, it
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employs algorithms that exploit its strengths to achieve performance improvements in the range of
tenfold and more when compared to NEST.

CURRENT STATE

There is a plethora of Deep Learning (DL) frameworks available fir AI algorithms applying to large
dataset. Training DL networks require efficient implementations of standard computational kernels
on tensors (convolutions, multiplication, normalization, and many others), and of the derivative of
these kernels. Both TensorFlow [TENSORFLOW,2021] and Pytorch [PYTORCH,2021] provide Python
interfaces to such implementations (based on CUDA), and an *automatic differentiation*
mechanism that allows to compute derivative of compositions of kernels. The training process is
expressed very simply via adapted interfaces, such as: Keras [KERAS,2021] for TensorFlow and
Lightning [LIGHTNING,2021] for PyTorch. These frameworks also provide automatic mixed-precision
capabilities to accelerate the computations which do not require high precision. Data Parallel
training is available, with a BSP-style communication pattern: all nodes perform a training step on a
batch of inputs, followed by an allreduce collective operation. Finally, both frameworks provide justin-time [XLA,2021] (Accelerated Linear Algebra) compilation, allowing to generate optimized
GPU/TPU kernels specific to the user's application.
Some Pytorch extensions are as follow:
•

Horovod [HOROVOD,2021]is an additional library to improve the performance of distributed
learning, by using MPI-optimized collective communications. It is compatible with both
TensorFlow and PyTorch.
• DeepSpeed [DEEPSPEED,2021] is a PyTorch library which optimizes the training of very largescale networks, with an emphasis on networks with a very large number of parameters.
DeepSpeed regroups many aggressive optimization techniques tailored for this specific usecase. In particular, DeepSpeed distributes parameter data instead of replicating them,
relying on fast collective communications to make the data accessible when needed.
• Rotor [ROTOR,2021] is a Pytorch extension for memory management, targeted at very deep
neural networks, with the ability to optimally trade memory usage for computations. The
goal of Rotor is to allow training of deeper models, or models which use more precise data,
in a transparent way for the user. It can be combined with data (mini-batch) parallelism. The
use of model parallelism should eventually allow the distribution of the network weights
over several GPUs.
Other tools python based are as follow:
•

JAX [JAX,2021] is a more recent library, which provides a lower-level, more generic interface
to compose arbitrary Numpy computations while still allowing XLA compilation and
automatic differentiation.
• Ray [Ray,2021] is a Python distributed programming library, with a task-based approach. It is
not specific to Deep Learning applications, but widely used in the machine learning
community. It also features libraries dedicated to specific learning algorithms: Tune for
hyperparameter tuning, RLib [RLIB,2021] for reinforcement learning, Ray can be interfaced
with Horovod for more efficient communications.
There are also high-performance deep learning inference frameworks using GPU for high throughput
(e.g. TensorRT) but they are based on commercial software and it is not possible to insert code
aimed to allow deterministic low-latency reconfigurable data-transport path, furthermore for
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specific AI applications, FPGA devices offer better performances and reduced energy consumption
using quantization on neural networks [Lammie,2016], [Jacob,2018], [Coelho,2021], [Han,2016].
Recently Microsoft has made available Project Brainwave [BRAINWAVE,2021] offering a deep
learning platform for real-time AI inference in the cloud and on the edge. Unfortunately, it is based
on pre-trained NN models that cannot be inserted in a custom pipeline merging computing and
data-transport.
Over the last years more advanced High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools for FPGA [Intel-HLS, Xilinx-HLS]
have already established themselves as a useful design strategy for AI and Machine Learning (ML).
Besides, the HLS4ML python-based package [HLS4ML] bridges HLS Tools and TensorFlow/Keras and
PyTorch libraries to create firmware implementations of machine learning algorithms using high
level synthesis language (HLS). This package allows developers to translate traditional open-source
machine learning package models into HLS that can be configured for the specific use case. To
reduce FPGA resources used by the NN implementation, we are presently exploring the quantization
of our models, using fewer bits to represent weights and biases leveraging on the Qkeras, an
extension to Keras. The challenge is to balance the decline in performance and a quantized version
of a deep neural network model reduced in size, latency and energy consumption.
The recent aforementioned technological developments, with the availability of IP focused on low
latency communication between FPGAs, create an opportunity to finalize a more flexible and
powerful programming model to exploit the architectural peculiarities of these devices. Due to the
intrinsic reconfigurability, modularity and scalability, such a distributed system can be employed in
many different use cases.
The L0TP+ FPGA-based design hosted on a VCU118 Xilinx board is the upgraded version of the NA62
low-level trigger system developed by our group and is currently deployed at the experiment for
validation in parallel with the previous version. We started the design and prototyping of a Neural
Network (multiple Dense Layers) implemented on FPGA to count the number of tracks (rings) in the
NA62 RICH detector to count the number of charged particles in a single physics event, and to assess
the number of electrons within that set of particles (partial particle identification).
About NEST is a well-tested, established codebase while NeuronGPU is a new development. While
NEST supports either multithreading (via OpenMP) and multi-node (with MPI) parallelization in a
straightforward way, it does not support running on GPUs. On the other way, NeuronGPU is
designed from scratch to run on GPUs (it employs GPU-optimized algorithms and design choices in
order to do this efficiently) but, although the syntax and API for its Python scripting are mostly
clones of NEST’s (which is on purpose, so that the same script can be run on either simulator), they
are not identical; NeuronGPU does not (yet) support the whole range of NEST functions (neuron and
synapse models, probability distributions, topologies, integration schemas…) and diverges somewhat
in the syntax of others, meaning that at the current moment a non-trivial script usually needs some
adjusting when ported from NEST to NeuronGPU. Moreover, NeuronGPU does support running
multi-node (via MPI) but the coordination among the many processes is not as integrated and
transparent as it is built-in in NEST, so that using multiple GPUs on a node or GPUs on remote nodes
is an added effort laid upon the script and therefore the experimenter. Even with these
shortcomings, a detailed comparison designed to be fair to the differences between the codebases
and spanning a range of different sizes and types for populations of neurons and their connections
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(see [Golosio,2021]) shows that NeuronGPU – running on an Nvidia Tesla V100 – can be from 16x to
59x faster than NEST – running on an Intel Core i9-9900K – and it is from 32% to 59% faster when
compared to other GPU-centric simulators like GeNN [Yavuz,2016] and CarlSIM [Chou,2018], coming
very near to real-time capability.
Finally, AI and HPDA applications can leverage on StarPU [STARPU,2021]. It is a task-based runtime
system, written in C. StarPU can handle execution of task-based applications on heterogeneous
architectures, typically made of CPU cores and accelerators (like NVIDIA GPUs for example). StarPU
performs automatic task placement thanks to efficient dynamic algorithms which allow to perform
each task on the most efficient computing resource. StarPU also automatically performs all
necessary data movement, even in a distributed context.

WISHED STATE

A Proof-of-Concept shall be provided as a typical HEP (High Energy Physics) real-time AI-based data
analytics on heterogeneous distributed system. This system, named RAIDER, has a distinguishing
feature that is the capability of performing this distributed inference scheme with real-time
constraints. Instead, neuronal simulator applications can efficiently perform on specialized
hardware and efficiency in term of energy saving shall be proofed. Finally, a task-based
programming model can be used as an efficient orchestrator to optimize the usage of
heterogeneous hardware.
WS-1.1.2a: FPGA devices are the key architectural elements enabling the implementation of the
general RAIDER architecture in application scenarios characterized by very low-latency
classification requirements. In fact, these devices allow the implementation of data transport
and processing stages characterized by a highly predictable and low latency. Wrapping up
overview and studies concerning available low-latency communication IPs and frameworks for
Neural Networks (NNs) deployment on FPGA to finalize a preliminary testbed for a distributed
data-analytics system. Henceforth having the possibility to evaluate pros and cons of a
programming model focused on the realisation of a real-time AI-based data analytics
heterogeneous distributed system. For this purpose, a distributed HLS development framework
is required, hence we will work toward the extension of one of those frameworks, namely Xilinx
Vitis, in order to be able to deploy in a straightforward manner multi-FPGA distributed lowlatency applications, such as RAIDER. It shall be done integrating INFN set of Interconnection IPs
(switch, low-latency data channels, …) in the Xilinx Vitis framework also through the definition
and implementation of the full software stack supporting those IPs for the very low-latency data
transfer between processing tasks deployed on the same FPGA (intra-node communication) and
on different FPGAs (inter-node communication), in order to offer hardware support for the
execution of applications developed according to the streaming programming models on a
system made of multiple interconnected FPGAs. The careful design and implementation of the
HW/SW interface, through the VITIS HLS flow to define the communication protocol (HLS
communication primitives) and to map the I/O ports of the VITIS HLS flow on those provided by
the communication IPs will be of great importance to fully exploit the potential of the hardware.
WS-1.1.2b: With such shrinking in runtimes, although Thermal Design Power (TDP) figures for
the GPU (currently from 300W for high range to 400W for top range GPUs) are usually larger
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compared to those for cluster-class Intel CPUs (between 100W and 200W), significantly
improved time-to-solution and energy-to-solution are expected to be easily achieved for neural
simulations on such heterogeneous architectures. The margin for improvement can even be
expected to increase on an HPC platform designed around low-power, high compute density
GPUs and a tight integration with the network fabric.
Since the NEST Initiative Association is discussing the feasibility of integrating NeuronGPU into
the NEST framework (see [Golosio,2020]), the roadmap to a neural simulation environment that
enjoys both the versatility of NEST and the speed of NeuronGPU – when GPUs are available –
seems, at least in the long term and from the software development and maintenance side,
already traced. In the short term, a prototype neural simulation must be devised that can run on
a cluster either on NEST or NeuronGPU in order to have a baseline for meaningful comparisons
between the two. This work must accommodate the discrepancies between their semantics, the
greatest being the multi-node syntax for NeuronGPU, which is still a work-in-progress at the
present time and only partially documented. Moreover, the precise power measurements which
are required to assess energy-to-solution and power efficiency will need an instrumented setup
where these simulations are to be run.
WS-1.1.2c: to implement a prototype of an inference phase of some NNs over StarPU
independently from target architecture: CPU/GPU/FPGA, selecting dynamically the Processor
Elements for the executions of the tasks using tools as Rotor able to mix re-materialization &
offloading performing data or model parallelism.

ACTION STATE

The actions for achieving the wished states are as follow:

WS.1.1.2b

Design
Integration INFN interconnection
IPs for FPGA Xilinx and stack
software
Neuronal simulation test case

Develop/implement
PoC of NNs in FPGA Xilinx with high level
programming model offering abstraction for
coomunications
PoC of Nest and NeuronGPU in GPU

WS.1.1.2c

Allocation algorithms

PoC NNs over StarPU in FPGA

WS.1.1.2a

Test
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution

PRIORITY

The integration and customization (e.g. the number of ports provided by our switch) of INFN
interconnection IPs in the Xilinx Vitis framework for the reference Xilinx Alveo boards is the
prerequisite for all subsequent developments. It will leverage the HLS framework to build mixed HLSHDL designs to test extensively the ported IPs and to acquaint ourselves with the framework to ease
the design of the HW/SW interface (i.e. the inter-HLS kernels communication primitives and the
control and monitoring mechanisms to be implemented). After the development of the custom
software stack enabling the straightforward implementation of multi-HLS kernel applications we will
try to identify a standard high level programming model, such as SYCL, offering a suitable abstraction
for communications that we could adopt for our architecture.
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About neuronal simulation, at beginning a generic simulation must be defined, in type and
connectivity for the neurons and in size for their network in order to obtain something wieldy but
with a timescale that can reflect the actual performances when a realistic simulation is up to speed.
Second, this simulation must be implemented in such a way as to be able to run on either NEST and
NeuronGPU with as few modifications as possible between the two, to maintain coherency. Third, an
appropriate instrumentation (as hardware and/or software combination might that be) is to be
defined that makes us able to give precise estimates as to the power consumption of the platform
the simulation is run on.
Finally a PoC implementing a NNs over StarPU in FPGA devices is an action at high priority.
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3.3 Task-1.1.3: Scientific flagship codes
A list of flag-ship codes shall be tacked into account in this task in order to evaluate their own
efficiency to perform on heterogeneous systems equipped with GU/FPGA.
Tensor Network Methods
INFN is going to develop also efficient software modules for simulating quantum circuits via Tensor
Network algorithms. In particular, we are going to explore the possibilities offered by High
Performance Computing (HPC) platforms equipped with GPUs and FPGAs. These components could
drastically reduce the computational time required by the basic tensor operations, such as tensor
multiplications, contractions and singular value decompositions. With the opportunity to work on
HPC clusters with multiple GPUs or FGPAs, we aim to push the limits of tensor networks
implementations and thereby set a new benchmark for simulating quantum circuits and quantum
many-body systems.
High-Energy Physics algorithms
HEP experiments require large-scale computing systems in order to process, select and analyze the
incoming data. INFN, as a major global leader in their design, realization and operations, has a vast
interest in the realization of future-looking solutions, also in order to keep the cost of such systems
affordable.Two main directions are under investigation in order to ease the computing of the next
generation of experiments:
• The use of technical solutions with a better cost/performance ratio, such as GP-GPUs,
FPGA, TPUs, down to ASICs;
• The use of solutions with a lower operational cost, with a better profile for energy per
operation (ARM-based solutions, for example).
In both cases, the major obstacle comes from the huge codebase already existing (about 10 million
lines of source code per experiment), which makes it difficult to fine tune algorithms for more than
one specific solution (the current one being Intel CPUs).
The solution technology seems to provide it via the availability of high-level
frameworks/toolkits/libraries that decouple the user-level code to the actual executable code, via a
translation capability to happen either at compile or run time to provide (optimized) executable
codes for multiple platforms. These tools hold the promise to provide a solution for current and
future platforms, if a proper backend will be provided.
The most promising technologies on the market today are Alpaka, Kokkos and SYCL (as available, for
example, in oneAPI/DPC++); each has different capabilities, support model and number of supported
backends.
Air Pollution
The UrbanAir concerns the modelling and forecasting of the concentration and dispersion of
pollutants. It is a 3D multiscale model that combines a Numerical Weather Prediction model, running
at larger scale (e.g. mesoscale), with a city-scale geophysical flow solver (EULAG) for accurate
prediction of contaminant (e.g. NO2, PM2.5, PM10) transportation through the street corridors, over
buildings and obstacles.
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Molecular Dynamics
MD simulations are usually used successfully on HPC systems playing a significant role in drug
design. The MD model is a N-body classical physical problem consisting of obtaining the dynamic of
N mass particles interacting according to a given force law. The problem arises in several contexts of
the classical physic from molecular scale in structural biology systems to stellar scale research in
astrophysics. One of the basic guidelines in energy efficient computing is the optimization and the
acceleration of algorithms and software libraries that provide a reduction of the elapsed time of HPC
applications and, as consequence turn, a significant cut in energy consumption. Within this context,
new open-source high-performance algorithms and software libraries for some, among the most
widely used, kernels in numerical linear algebra and graph computation, shall be deployed.
CURRENT STATE

Tensor Network Methods
Efforts are currently devoted to explore the different strategies to implement basic tensor network
operations, such as tensor multiplications and contractions, on High Performance Computing
architectures, equipped with GPUs and FPGAs. Some preliminary tests of the tensor multiplications
have been performed on GPUs.

High-Energy Physics algorithms
The experiments have already started (since 2017 at least) the investigation for possible long-term
solutions, not implying the constant rewriting of the codebase. INFN, as a fundamental partner in
the experiments, has internal activities in the same direction covering not only the HEP domain.
While many of the activities are still internal to the experiments, a few have public results
[Cappelli,2020], [Childers,2021].
These efforts set a framework for comparing the codes produced via manual recoding with
automatically produced (pseudo) code, and to assess the difficulty to port existing codes to the highlevel toolkits.
The CMS collaboration, one of the major experiments at CERN, has provisionally decided to use
Alpaka for the period 2022-2025; hence, larger scale evaluations will be available shortly.

Air Pollution
UrbanAir is a multiscale application for assessing and predicting air quality over complex urban
areas. Based on the WRF - a mesoscale weather prediction community model, and EULAG – all-scale
geophysical flow solver, it allows to precisely model contamination transportation (as a passive
tracer) through the complex building structures. The application is parallelized using Message
Passing Interface (MPI) and it is proven to scale very well. PSNC is going to focus on the latter,
EULAG, model. Some preelimary tests on GPUs were conducted for the GCRK routine of EULAG,
delivering promising results in terms of performance and energy efficiency, [Rosa,2014],
[Ciznicki,2015]. Moreover, an uncertainty of input parameters has been studied [Wright, 2020],
[Groen,2021], [Suleimenova,2021]], which increases the importance of usage of accelarators or
mixed-precision techniques.

Molecular Dynamics
A typical simulation consists of a force evaluation step, where the force law and the current
configuration of the system are used to the compute the forces on each particle, and an update
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step, where the dynamical equations (usually Newton’s laws) are numerically stepped forward in
time using the computed forces. The updated configuration is then reused to calculate forces for the
next time step and the cycle is repeated as many times as desired. The simplest force models are
pairwise additive, that is the force of interaction between two particles is independent of all the
other particles, and the individual forces on a particle add linearly. The force calculation for such
models is of complexity O(N2) as shown in the algorithm 1 of figure 1.1.3.1 with details in pseudocode.

Algorithm 1: n-body
set initial positions and velocities
for each time-step ∆t do
for each particle i-th do
for each particle j-th do
evaluate the force on j-th particle
end for j-th particle
integrate to calculate ∆x for i-th particle
end for i-th particle
end for time-step

Fig.1.1.3.1: n-body algorithm.

Since typical studies involve a large number of particles (103 to 106) and the desired number of
integration steps is usually very large (106 to 1015), the computational requirements often limit both
the problem size as well as the simulation time and consequently, the useful information that may
be obtained from such simulations. Numerous methods have been developed to deal with these
issues. For molecular simulations, it is common to reduce the number of particles by treating the
solvent molecules as a continuum.
The current petascale HPC systems are based on architectures with conventional multi-cores
processors, composing a SMP compute node, sharing main memory and interconnected to other
nodes by means of a low latency network. Thanks to a multi-thread handling in a SMP node, hybrid
parallel applications, using MPI and OpenMP (or others threading API) are still suitable on petascale
HPC systems with the growing the number of cores. So far the MD applications, based on N-body
algorithms such as Gromacs, Lammps, have still a good speed up for simulations with 100M particles
on large HPC systems running over 150k cores reaching performance of 24 ns/day. As N-body
algorithm needs to update the whole configuration domains by means MPI all-to-all communications
among nodes interconnected by low latency network, it is a biggest computational challenge for MD
simulations as well as parallel applications based on numerical models strongly coupled, such us
CFD, to scale-up on exascale HPC systems with tens of million cores in tens of thousands nodes
consuming a huge quantity of electric energy. Hence the main challenge in the exascale transition is
the containment of the power consumption to a certain value, e.g. 20 mWatt per GFlops, while
improving compute performance by, say, doubling at least the current top HPC systems. The issue of
the efficiency loss, major and disruptive changes in hardware architectures are taking into account.
There is increasing consensus that the constraints set by power consumption can only be met by
heterogeneous architectures, with specialized core processors that maximize efficiency for a specific
set of instructions. This will make the overall computations more time- and energy-efficient by
mapping different compute-intensive tasks to different specialized processing units, allowing
performance to grow while keeping the power budget under control. The ensuing architectural
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complexity will set nontrivial requirements in terms of data movement, heterogeneous memory
management, and fault tolerance, which will most probably require a major, possibly joint, re-design
of circuits and algorithms and the adoption of different programming paradigms. In the last decade,
mainly because of the continuously increasing graphics processing demands of the video game
industry, GPUs have evolved into massively parallel computing engines. On the other hand, FPGA
solutions can also offer high throughput to numerous data-intensive applications with critical time
constraints in a reconfigurable environment- In this context several toolchains provide new
programming models for developing on GPU/FPGA accelerators.
Heterogenous architecture based on GPU/FPGA is already used to reduce the huge processing time
in MD simulations. Its programming model provides a top level abstraction for low level hardware
routines as well as consistent memory and execution models for dealing with massively-parallel code
execution. A standard programming model is OpenCL, set from Khronos, for heterogenous parallel
computing on cross-vendor and cross-platform hardware. In OpenCL programming model, one CPUbased “Host” controls multiple “Compute Devices” such as: GPUs & FPGAs. Each of these coarse
grained compute devices consists of multiple “Compute Units” and within these are multiple
“Processing Elements”. At the lowest level, these processing elements all execute OpenCL “Kernel
Functions”.
The “Kernel Functions” can be thought of as functions that transform each element of an input
stream into a corresponding Processing Element of an output stream. When expressed this way, the
“Kernel Function” can be applied to multiple “Processing Elements” of the input stream in parallel.
Instead of blocking data to fit caches, the data is streamed into the compute units. Since streaming
fetches are predetermined, data can be fetched in parallel with computation.
Since all coordinates are fixed during the force calculation, the force computation can be parallelized
for the different values of i. In terms of streams and kernels, this can be expressed as the kernel
function shown in pseudo-code of figure 1.1.3.2.
The kernel is applied to each element of the stream coordinates to produce an element of the forces
stream. Note that the kernel can perform an indexed fetch from the coordinates stream inside the jloop. An out-of-order indexed fetch can be slow, since in general, there is no way to prefetch the
data. However in this case the indexed accesses are sequential. Moreover, the j-loop is executed
simultaneously for many i-particles; even with minimal caching, the position of the j-th particle can
be reused for many N i-particles without fetching from memory thus the performance of this
algorithm would be expected to be high.

Algorithm 2: n-body kernel function
__kernel void kforce(global double i-th partcle)
for each particle j-th do
evaluate the force on j-th particle by i-th particle
end for j-th particle
end __kernel kforce

Fig.1.1.3.2: N-body kernel function algorithm.
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There are dozens of MD packages in production use, many of which have been successfully
accelerated with GPUs. Scaling, however, remains problematic for the small simulations (20K - 50K
particles) commonly used in critical applications, e.g., drug design, where long timescales are also
extremely beneficial. FPGAs have been explored as possible MD accelerators for many years
([Azizi,2004], [Hamada,2005], [Scrofano,2006], [Kindratenko,2006], [Alam,2007], [Chiu,2010],
[Cong,2016]). The first generation of complete FPGA/MD systems accelerated only the Range
Limited (RL) force and used CPUs for the rest of the computation. While performance was
sometimes competitive, high cost and lack of availability of FPGA systems meant that they were
never in production use. In the last few years, however, it has been shown that FPGA clusters can
have excellent for the Long Range force computation (LR), the part of MD that is most difficult to
scale.
It remains to be demonstrated, however, whether a single FPGA MD engine can be sufficiently
competitive to make it worth developing such a cluster. And if so, how should it be implemented?
One thing that is certain is that previous CPU-centric approaches are not viable: long timescales
require ultra-short iteration times which make the cost of CPU-device data transfers prohibitive. This
leads to another question: is it possible to build such an FPGA MD engine where there is little
interaction with other devices? One advantage with current FPGAs is that it is now possible–for
simulations of great interest (up to roughly 40K particles)–for all data to reside entirely on-chip for
the entire computation. Although this does not necessarily impact performance (double-buffering
off-chip transfers still works), it simplifies the implementation and illuminates a fundamental
research question: what is the best mapping among particles, cells, and force computation
pipelines? Whereas the previous generation of FPGA/MD systems only dealt with a few cells and
pipelines at a time, the concern now is with hundreds of each. Not only does this lead to a new
version of the problem of computing pairwise forces with cut-off, it also requires orchestrating LR
with the other force computations, and then all of those with motion update and particle
movement.
Currently the main MD algorithms are force calculation and time integration based on the n-body
algorithm. The forces computed depend on the system being simulated and may include bonded
terms, pairwise bond, angle, and dihedral; and non-bonded terms, van der Waals and Coulomb. It
allows to avoid O(N2) calculations treating the solvent as a continuum model. In such models, the
quantum interaction of non-bonded atoms is given by a Lennard-Jones function and the electrostatic
interaction is given by Coulomb’s Law suitably modified to account for the solvent. The LJC(constant)
kernel calculates the Coulomb force with a constant dielectric, while the LJC(linear) and
LJC(sigmoidal) kernels use distance dependent dielectrics. The equations used for each kernel as well
as the arithmetic complexity of the calculation are shown in Table 1.1.3.1.
Tab.1.1.3.1: Forces formulas and number of float pointing operations per instructions in MD algorithms
Kernel
Coulomb
LJC (constant)

Formula
𝑞𝑗
𝒓̅𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗3
𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗3

LJC (linear)

𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗4
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Flop per Interaction
19
12

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝒓̅𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 [( ) − ( ) ]
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗
6

30

12

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝒓̅𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 [( ) − ( ) ]
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗

30
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LJC (sigmoidal)

6

𝑞𝑖 𝑞𝑗

12

𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝒓̅ + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 [( ) − ( ) ]
3 𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝜁(𝑟𝑖𝑗 )𝑟𝑖𝑗
𝜁(𝑟) = 𝑒

43

(𝛼𝑟 3 +𝛽𝑟 2 +𝛾+𝛿)

There are several techniques available to reduce the computation cost and to accelerate nonbonded force computation. MD simulation is done for a system that is usually represented by a box
of atoms. To reduce the computation complexity, the box is divided into multiple cells.

Fig.1.1.3.3: Division of the simulation box in to cells.

Figure 1.1.3.3 shows a 2-D representation of the cell division. A cut-off distance is set between two
atoms and the neighbouring cell-pairs within the cut-off distance are extracted to a cell-pair list.
Non-bonded force computation is done for the atoms of the cell-pairs in the list. As a result, all
atom-pair combinations for the force computation do not have to consider. Since the atoms move in
the box, the cell-pair list is updated in each iteration. A periodic boundary condition is used when an
atom leaves the box. Usually the same box is replicated at the boundaries so that an atom leaves
from the box reappears from the opposite direction. Using this method, a large system can be
simulated by using only a small number of atoms. Even with these techniques, MD simulation takes
a huge amount of processing time. Non-bonded force computation occupies most of the total
processing time. Therefore, the Non-bonded force computation is accelerated using FPGA.

WISHED STATE

Tensor Network Methods
WS-1.1.3a: For this application a new generation of tensor networks algorithms for the
simulation of quantum circuits and quantum many-body systems shall be developed
exploiting the current high-performance capabilities offered by GPUs and FPGAs. An
implementation of a low-level tensor operations in the software modules on GPU and FPGA
for the complete simulation of quantum circuits and quantum many-body systems shall be
tested as PoC.

High-Energy Physics algorithms
WS-1.1.3b: a definition of the strong / weak points for each platform, and the difficulty of its
use on the user side, is urgent in the field, since a late decision would imply recoding more
than once. Hence, studies in order to better understand features, pro and cons, support
model of each solution is wished. To develop the final hiring phase supporting FPGA devices
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possibly with a programming model SYCL based in order to set a coherent test bench as PoC
able to compare at least CPU, GPU and FPGA codes

Air Pollution
WS-1.1.3c: EULAG scales good, albeit the modelling of passive tracers impacts the overall
efficiency. Moreover, lack or poor quality of input data is a shortcoming, which may be
resolved by providing uncertainty quantification of the input parameters. Then, instead of
having just one simulation, it shall run a several or dozen ones called ensembles, after which
the results are, for instance, averaged. The number of ensembles is related to number of
sampled parameters. In this case it is crucial to provide even more efficient HPC code to be
able to deliver results in a reasonable amount of time. There is an opportunity to take
advantage of the accelerators, GPUs in particular, to speed up the most time-consuming
parts of the code.. Moreover, there is a possibility to benefit even more by utilizing FPGA
and lower precision calculations, as reported in [Rojek,2017]. The most-computational
intensive part of the code should be selected to be analyzed for the possibility of being
adapted to either GPUs or FPGA. The analysis should take into account data structures to
identify which should be changed into single or mixed precision to bring additional speedup.
The selection of the most time-consuming parts of code and analysis which and how can be
adapted to GPUs (and/or FPGAs) shall be designed. Then the analysis of trade-off between
lower precision and quality of results should be compared by means of the development and
implementation of PoC. Last but not least is the analysis of other project approaches the
code can benefit in terms of computational and energy efficiency.

Molecular Dynamics
WS-1.1.3d: In order to implement a parallel pipeline architecture for FPGA, the force
computation is separated from the atom-pair selection. First the complete list of atom-pairs
based on the cell-pair list is extracted. Then the force computation is performed for each
atom-pair in the list. The atom pair-list extraction is just a searching procedure that does not
contain heavy computations. On the other hand, force computation contains many
multiplications and divisions. Therefore, the host computer is used for atom-pair list
extraction and transfer the list to the FPGA for force computation. Once the list is extracted,
only a single loop is sufficient for the force computation of all the atom-pairs in the list. As a
result, loop-pipeling can be implemented on FPGA to accelerate the computation. The figure
1.1.3.4 shows the flow-chart of the CPU/FPGA heterogeneous architecture. Bonded-force
computation is done on CPU while non-bonded force computation is done on FPGA. After
computing all the forces, the atom coordinates are updated using the Newton’s equations.
Then a new atom pair-list is extracted. In this method, we there are two overheads, atompair-list data transfer to FPGA and force data transfer from FPGA.
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Fig.1.1.3.4: Flow-chart of the CPU-FPGA heterogeneous architecture.

The FPGA board is connected to the CPU through a PCI express bus. Initially, the atom-pair
list and the atom coordinates are transferred from the host computer to the global memory
(DRAM) of the FPGA board. After the computations are done on the FPGA board, force data
are read by the host computer. This data transfer is done through the PCIe port of the host
computer motherboard. The FPGA accelerator read the input data from the global memory
and performs the computation. The outputs are written back to the global memory. The
data read, computation and write-back is fully pipelined, so that force data are written to
the global memory in every clock cycle after the pipeline is filled. Since the proposed
architecture is completely designed by software, the same program code can be reused by
recompiling it for any OpenCL capable FPGA board. Any future algorithm change can be also
implemented by just updating the software and recompiling it by using just few hours of
design time. However, the data transfers between CPU and FPGA are still a problem. This
problem can be solved by future SoC based FPGA boards that contain a multicore CPU and
an FPGA on the same chip. Therefore, PCI express based data transfers can be replaced by
much faster on-board data transfers. To use shared memory may be also able to completely
eliminate data transfers. The heterogeneous computing system can contain multiple FPGAs
and they can be connected to build a scalable computing cluster.
ACTION STATE

The actions need to achieve an assessment of the foregoing wished states during the activities of the
project is simply listed in the following table:
WS-1.1.3a
WS-1.1.3b
WS-1.1.3c
WS-1.1.3d

Design
low level tensor operations
EULAG computing algorithms

Develop
Kernel functions
final hiring phase in HEP with SYSCL
Kernel functions

Implementation
PoC on GPU/FPGA
PoC on GPU/FPGA
PoC on GPU

n-body algorithms

Kernel functions

PoC on GPU/FPGA

Test
Time to solution
Time to solution
Time to solution
Energy to solution
Time to solution

The implementation and test actions must be carried out on the FPGA LAB of ENEA and a GPU
cluster make available by partners.
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4 Task-1.2: Runtime Services
Usually in a HPC infrastructure the runtime services ensure that application requirements are
dynamically satisfied and mapped onto system resources including execution models with workload
handling resources, fault tolerance and IO management. These services are well established in
traditional HPC data center and the users, mainly belonging to academic and big enterprises
research, are aware enough to use the computing resources. Because in the last years there has
been a growth of edge applications aimed at effectively analyzing big data in a timely manner, a
cloud edge continuum enabling HPC/HPDA is becoming a business case. As the levels and fidelity of
instrumentation increases and the types and volumes of available data grow, this new classes of
applications are being explored that seamlessly combine real-time data with complex programming
models and data analytics to monitor and manage systems of interest. However, these applications
require a fluid integration of resources at the edge, the core, and along the data path to support
dynamic and data-driven application workflows, that is, they need to leverage a cloud computing
continuum.
Furthermore, the proliferation of edge devices (Gartner estimates that there will be 25.1 billion
Internet of Things (IoT) end points by 2021; Jones, 2018) and the need to gather and process the
“rich” data being produced by smart sensors are leading to significant investment in edge computing
to support timely processing close to the data sources (Shi et al., 2016), as well as a rich edge
computing research agenda addressing issues such as performance, latency, fault tolerance,
interoperability, security, and privacy.

4.1 Task-1.2.1: Resources Management
CURRENT STATE

The resources management in heterogenous architectures might use the accelerator devices
equipped in a compute node with unwanted behaviors. In some case the resources management
system is not able to handle the fine-grained of the resources at level of compute node. Typical case
is the unpinned layout of more GPUs in a multi-socket node on which CPU and GPU coming from
different sockets with a slowdown in communication as bad performance.
Some projects as RECIPE [Fornaciari,2018] address these topics by applying runtime resource
management techniques leveraging resource virtualization and disaggregation to provide the ability
to partition and allocate resources at a finer grain than usually provided by job schedulers, even
partitioning accelerators devices. This approach improves resource usage, capacity computing
approaches allow multiple applications to coexist on the same compute node, sharing the
heterogeneous resources based on each application’s priority and Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. Thus the proposal of a hierarchical approach to resource management shall be the
best practice for heterogeneous architectures, where the top level (job scheduling) keeps the same
capabilities and interface as the state of the art, while enhancing it at a finer grain, without undue
impact on application programming. RECIPES do that, designing a hardware abstraction layer at
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compute node level which enables the fine-grained management of disaggregated resources, such
asdeeply heterogeneous accelerators, including hardware accelerators, GPU and FPGA-based
accelerators, and symmetric multiprocessors, while exposing the necessary set of hardware
monitors.
The current Resources Management Systems (RMS) can be leveraged to share a collection of
heterogeneous resources among the jobs in execution in a HPC cluster. However, they are not
designed to handle resources such as GPU/FPGA. Concretely, although RSMs can use a generic
resource plugin to manage accelerator devices, they can only be accessed by the job that is in
execution on the node to which the accelerators are attached. This is a serious constraint for remote
accelerators virtualization technologies able to deploy Cloud-Edge HPC capability, which aim at
providing a user-transparent access to all heterogeneous hardware in HPC cluster, independently of
the specific location of the node where the application is running with respect to the heterogenous
node. Nowadays the virtualization infrastructures allow to establish an abstract hardware layer
between physical and virtualized resources for achieving a high flexibility dynamic system able to
allocate functions as service with a centralized management that improve efficiency and reduce
costs. Therefore, the key word for cloud-edge HPC services is: Virtualize anything and everywhere.
Up to few years ago in HPC landscape, virtualization meant additional overheads with performance
loss as well as unavailability of virtualized fabric drivers to interconnect compute nodes. As these
reasons, so far virtualization solutions were banned in HPC large systems confined the usage to
functional services for HPC.
Currently, Mellanox, the most important player in Infiniband fabric, provides Virtual-IQ (Virtual
Intelligent Queuing technology) which is available on ConnectX® and ConnectX-2® adapters and
allows I/O consolidation over Mellanox InfiniBand and 10 Gigabit Ethernet. Virtual-IQ technology
supports hardware assisted direct Virtual Machine (VM) access, VM to VM switching, advanced
memory management, traffic filtering (LAN, SAN, VM migration, and console management), QoS,
improved server utilization, and segregation of all traffic types across multiple virtual NICs (vNICs)
and virtual HBAs (vHBAs). All these feature support includes guaranteed programmable sustained
bandwidth in both transmit and receive directions for each virtual connection with no changes to
data center infrastructure.
Concerning the GPU hardware, there exist several tools, reported in [Iserto,2014], for remote GPU
virtualization, based either on the CUDA or OpenCL APIs. Typically, these tools provide to
applications to run CUDA/OpenCL kernels are not aware that their requests are intercepted by the
corresponding GPU virtualization middleware and redirected to a real GPU, which is generally
located in a remote node of the cluster. Although remote GPU virtualization has demonstrated very
low overhead with respect to a configuration with a local GPU [Reano,2013], due to its novelty, this
technology is not yet supported by the job schedulers that are commonly encountered in production
clusters. In particular, some commercial RMSs in production today, such as: PBS or LSF, only deals
with real GPUs so that, when a job requests a number of nodes equipped with one (or more) GPU(s),
the scheduler will try to map that job to nodes that actually own the requested number of GPUs,
thus impairing the benefits of GPU virtualization. Instead with SLURM, an open-source RMS, is
possible to modify the scheduler, so that it becomes aware of the fact that the assignment should no
longer be constrained by the GPU kernels having to be executed in the same node where the
invoking application is mapped to. Therefore, SLURM is able to handle GPU virtualization allowing
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applications to leverage all the cluster GPUs, independently of their location that is the efficient way
to deploy HPC resources in a cloud-edge continuum.
Therefore the GPU virtualization is well supported as aforementioned. It is well supported at
commercial level by GPU vendors. NVIDIA GPUs for virtualization (vGPU) is a tool providing virtual
GPUs that can be shared between virtual nodes running on any physical node, anywhere. NVIDIA
Virtual Compute Server (vCS) software virtualizes NVIDIA GPUs to accelerate compute-intensive
workloads, including over 600 GPU-accelerated applications for AI, deep learning, data science, and
HPC. vCS gives data center admins the ability to manage GPU clusters with standard server
virtualization management applications, maximizing GPU utilization and ensuring security.
A profound and flexible integration of FPGAs into scalable data center infrastructures which satisfy
the cloud-edge HPC as service is a task of growing importance in the field of energy efficient cloudedge continuum. In order to achieve such an integration, the virtualization of FPGA resources is
necessary. The provision of virtual FPGAs (vFPGAs) makes reconfigurable resources available to
customers of the data center provider. Nowadays, FPGAs have grown in size and full utilization of
the devices cannot always be achieved in practice. One possibility to increase utilization is our
virtualization approach which allows for flexible design sizes and multiple hardware designs on the
same physical FPGA. One challenge of this approach are the unsteady load situations of elastic
clouds, which process short- and long-running acceleration services.
The items of FPGA virtualization are similar to the core objectives that resulted in the development
of virtualization used in traditional CPU/software systems including Accelerator as Service (AasS)
[Vaishnav,2018]. The main items are:
−

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Abstraction: FPGAs must be exposed to the cloud stack as a resource pool that can be
actively managed, i.e. it can be requested, allocated and deallocated by a tenant. Its usage
must be tracked in order to facilitate billing that is associated with the public cloud model. In
addition, once provided to a tenant, the FPGA must be programmable by the tenant similar
to other resources such as CPUs and GPUs. However, traditional system software stacks, i.e.
operating system and hypervisor, consider FPGAs only as fixed functional acceleration
devices while ignoring their nature of programmability.
Multi-tenancy: Ability to serve multiple different users using the same FPGA fabric.
Runtime Resource Management: Providing an abstraction/driver layer to the FPGA fabric
and means of scheduling tasks to the FPGA as well as monitoring its resource usage with a
high granularity level.
Flexibility: Ability to support a wide range of acceleration workload i.e. from custom
accelerators to framework specific accelerators designed in a High-Level Language (HLL) or a
Domain Specific Language (DSL).
Isolation: Providing the illusion of being a sole user of the FPGA resources for better security,
fewer dependencies and correctness of the program execution.
Sharing: FPGA resources should follow this model and enable sharing among multiple
tenants and their applications in order to maximize resource utilization.
Scalability: The system/application can scale to multiple different FPGAs or can support
multiple different users at relatively low overhead.
Performance: The impact of virtualization should be minimal on performance achievable and
FPGA resources usable by the user application.
Energy efficiency: workloads distributed in compute nodes equipped with multi-GPU/FPGA
improves the energy efficiency of the whole HPC system.
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−

−
−

Security: Ensuring information of other tenants is not leaked and for safekeeping the
infrastructure from malicious users. As FPGAs were not designed for multitenancy but for
single users, security features must be introduced in order to enable FPGA usage in the
cloud. FGPA accelerators typically run with full hardware access and hence a single malicious
tenant can bring down a complete shared compute host. Though there are techniques to
ease the impact and initially enable FPGAs in the kernel, security is best addressed by FPGA
manufacturers through additional hardware changes.
Faults Tolerance: Ability to keep the system/service running despite failures.
Programmer’s productivity: Improving the time to market and reducing the complexity of
deploying a design to an FPGA from its software description. User applications have
dependencies on the ecosystem (tools, libraries) that support FPGA usage. Typically there is
a tight coupling between specific FPGAs, their tool chains and the applications and libraries
that are written for a specific FPGA. In many cases there are no standard Application Binary
Interfaces (ABI) yet released. To enable transition into the cloud, one must provide the
ecosystem and the SDKs in the same manner as they are available in stand alone
environments.

To guarantee effective control of QoS, performance aspects, reliability, power and thermal aspects,
the RECIPE runtime resource management system proposed a novel hierarchical proactive-reactive
approach. The Figure 1.2.1.1 shows a high-level overview of the full hierarchical RMS, which can be
split between: i) the node-level (or local) runtime resource manager (LRM), and ii) the infrastructurelevel (or global) resource manager (GRM).

Fig.1.2.1.1 The RECIPE novel proactive/reactive hierarchical approach to resource management

The LRM is on charge for handling the computing resources assignment at node-level deploying a set
of virtualized resources. It is made by means a Runtime Resource Manager (RTRM) covering at node
level: i) fault tolerance; ii) resources usage. One instance of RTRM, (RECIPE project uses the open
source tool: BarbequeRTRM), will run in each node to manage its heterogeneous resources. The
resource manager will provide a “lightweight virtualization” mechanism allowing the applications to
cope with the heterogeneity of the underlying hardware. The LRM has to be able to collect electrical
and thermal data at level of node by means sensors provided by BMC (Baseboard Management
Controller) for slow sampling rate (seconds) as well as other tools are able to collect electrical and
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thermal data for accelerator devices. The LRM framework provides Run-Time Library (RTLib) tool to
properly manage the reconfigurability of the application. RTLib is integrated with the programming
models, such as: OmpSS [Fernández,2014], to minimize the effort in terms of applications porting. It
enables the synchronization of the application execution with the enforcement of the resource
management actions. This managed execution makes also possible the construction of a runtime
profile able to profile the application actual performance.
RTLib tool can be based on StarPU [Papadopoulos,2021], a software tool aiming to allow
programmers to exploit the computing power of the available CPUs and GPUs, while relieving them
from the need to specially adapt their programs to the target machine and processing units. At the
core of StarPU is its runtime support library, which is responsible for scheduling application-provided
tasks on heterogeneous CPU/GPU machines. In addition, StarPU comes with programming language
support, in the form of an OpenCL front-end. StarPU's runtime and programming language
extensions support a task-based programming model. Applications submit computational tasks, with
CPU and/or GPU implementations, and StarPU schedules these tasks and associated data transfers
on available CPUs and GPUs. The data that a task manipulates are automatically transferred among
accelerators and the main memory, so that programmers are freed from the scheduling issues and
technical details associated with these transfers. StarPU takes particular care of scheduling tasks
efficiently, using well-known algorithms from the literature. In addition, it allows scheduling experts,
such as compiler or computational library developers, to implement custom scheduling policies in a
portable fashion.
The GRM is the RMS such as: SLURM. It takes care of infrastructure-level joint workload allocation
and cooling control, by gathering feedback on the status of each node and by using the
thermal/power/performance/reliability models. It gathers global information of the infrastructure
tacking into account a complex model-based run-time multi-objective optimization, involving
performance, power, reliability and temperature in high-level IT workload management (allocation
and scheduling of workload to a specific node); as well as physical resource management of
processors, memories, storage, network and cooling management.

WISHED STATE

HPC is moving towards enabling access to its appliances to SME through a cloud-edge continuum
approach. Initiatives for edge HPC enabling capability are being deployed more and more but on
European Digital Ecosystem there is still a lack of united efforts for lowering the entry barriers for
users [Koller,2015].
WS-1.2.1a: Cloude-edge HPC capability in exascale heterogeneous architectures requires to
asses the virtualization environments for accelerator device such as GPUs and FPGAs. The
usage of the GPU/FPGA for computation acceleration has made significant inroads into
multiple application domains due to their ability to achieve high throughput and predictable
latency, while providing programmability, low power consumption and time-to-value. Many
types of workloads, e.g. databases, big data analytics, and high performance computing, can
be and have been accelerated by GPUs/FPGAs. As more and more workloads are being
deployed in the cloud, it is appropriate to consider how to make GPUSs/FPGAs and their
capabilities available in the cloud. However, such integration is nontrivial, in particular for
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FPGA, due to issues related of resource abstraction and sharing, compatibility with
applications and accelerator logics, and security. Therefore a PoC of a general framework for
integrating FPGAs into a virtualized environment that enable the main items described
above, in particular the isolation between multiple processes in multiple virtual machines,
precise quantitative resources allocation and priority-based workload scheduling.
WS-1.2.1b: Today, a per-node power profile can be obtained by the node BMC via IPMI
interface. However, this mechanism is characterized by a slow sampling rate (seconds), no
time-stamping, and does not allow an accurate energy accounting. To overcome these
problems, [Hackenberg,2014] proposes HDEEM, which allows power sampling up to 1 KS/s
(kilo Samples per second) and accurate energy accounting, thanks to an extension of the
BMC data monitoring features and a dedicated FPGA placed on each computing node.
However, due to the use of the BMC as embedded monitoring system, their solution is not
open and flexible to implementing new algorithms for on-board data processing, suffers
from closed design, and it is limited in memory storage. However, instantaneous readings
are possible only at 1 S/s and it will be wished to implement solutions that provides higher
sampling rate.
WS-1.2.1c: As a GRM, SLURM requires having complete visibility upon the cluster, and in
particular: mapping and resource usage for each application deployed in each cluster,
utilization and load, and power and temperature of the available resources on the node and
its accelerators. Data needs to be collected and used in (almost) real time, so that the
allocator can efficiently allocate the workload, avoiding unnecessary queues at the LRM
level. Therefore it is wishful to have a plugin that collect the LRM power/thermal data at
node level and insert them into SLURM database. The SLURM consumable resources plug-in
already provides a template and instructions on how to create new resources. The most
important point of this step is that the resources integrated in this plug-in should be
synchronized with the information provided by an external data sources, such as LRM and,
thus, their features standardized. Furthermore, these developments will enable to use in a
fully coordinated way all the heterogeneous resources (FPGAs and GPUs) of the cluster.
WS-1.2.1d: A RMS should be managed automatically by the runtime, ideally without
user/programmer intervention or with, at most, hints introduced in the programming model
to help drive the runtime decisions. Once the program has been developed on top of a
runtime system, the changes in the configurations should be transparently managed by the
runtime. It means to identify key components/information that guide the programmer in the
decisions about how to exploit important benchmarks in all the systems that the framework
works on and - find a way to implement these strategies into the runtime model.

ACTION STATE

The actions need to achieve an assessment of the foregoing wished states during the activities of
WP1 is simply listed in the following table:

Analysis
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Develop
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WS-1.2.1a
WS-1.2.1b
WS-1.2.1c

Virtualize solutions for
GPUs/FPGAs

virtualize
environment
based on OpenStack

virtualize GPU/FPGA devices

PoC on GPU/FPGA

LRM

LRM with power/thermal
data acquisition
A plugin for SLURM to
store external data

Monitoring

PoC on GPU/FPGA

Integrate LRM with SLURM

PoC on GPU/FPGA

Integrate OmpSs/StarPU in
SLURM

PoC on GPU/FPGA

GRM/SLURM

WS1.2.1d

Performance
-Throughput
-Latency

PRIORITY

These actions should be performed in an iterative/incremental process and the implementation and
test actions must be carried out on the FPGA LAB of ENEA and a GPU cluster make available by
partners
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4.2 Task-1.2.2: Fault Tolerance
There are many good reasons for designing applications with checkpointing and restarting
capabilities on HPC/HPDA systems. The two presumably most important ones are:
•

•

Fault tolerance (FT): HPC/HPDA systems are, as their name indicates, high performance
systems rather than high availability systems. For that reason the risk of job interruptions
caused e.g. by a node failure or a network interrupt must be taken into account at all times.
Resources Management: The runtime constrains limits on the systems demand efficient
automatic approaches to submitting long-running jobs without much effort.

For both the reasons, a common concept is the checkpoint-restart method. The basic idea of this
concept is that the application periodically saves its state to a separate storage area, and when a
fault occurs or before walltime limit is exceeded , the state can be restored and the computation
restarted from the last saved state.
The deliverable on this task reports on the existing checkpoint/restart approaches developed in the
past years and still under developments.
CURRENT STATE
Since about more than 20 years that MPI programming model allows to parallelize applications
focusing on exchange data among processes in cluster nodes. Therefore a first attempted to make
MPI applications FT was through the checkpointing and roll back techniques dated 1996 [Graham,
2001]. This issue arose when MPI-2 included API for dynamic process control to instance new
process groups with different communicators. These new processes could not be merged with
previously existing communicators to form intra-communicators needed for a seamless single
application model and were limited to a special set of extended collectives' communication
functions. Already with the petascale generation, the mean time between failure of nodes starts to
be a problem for large MPI jobs and to develop a FT MPI implementation that can survive node
failures is required to recovery at least a previous check-pointed state.
Therefore, while the MPI is the oldest parallel programming model in multi-processors cluster nodes
interconnected by a low latency and high bandwidth networks, its current support is limited.
Although several FT approaches that allow applications to tolerate system failures have been
proposed for MPI applications, no common vision is prevailing on which is the right approach for the
MPI Standard.
As far the most important part of the HPC applications MPI-based have adopted the Bulk
Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [Vailant, 2011] and its variants. A local failure in a single process or
node, in a MPI-based application with the BSP model, propagates in a global failure due to the
tightly-coupled model of these applications, forcing all processes to return the previous state via
Checkpointing/Restart (C/R) techniques. Hence the development efforts are focusing to improve the
efficiency of MPI reinitialization for providing BSP applications to recover from failures faster and
more efficiently.
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However the C/R techniques adopted in FT issues should be also used in long lasting simulations
where, e.g. Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations, carried out in drug design projects, require small
time steps on “ps” scale for time range of few seconds. In this case the MD jobs exceed the request
wall-time and a C/R is needed to split the simulations in a sequence of runs restarting from the last
checkpoint on which all data needs for reinitializing are saved in high performance storage areas.
The MPI FT techniques can be assigned into two types with different focuses [Guo,2021]:
−

−

C/R usually used in HPC applications, is one type of fault tolerance technique that focuses on
restoring application state. C/R helps MPI applications to restore application state from the
latest checkpoints through saving application execution state periodically. C/R restart MPI
applications in a global way and it is poor efficient for system failures but it is suitable for
long lasting simulation wall-time limited. Hargrove and Duell [Hargrove, 2006] implement
the system-level C/R library Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart (BLCR) library to automatically
checkpoint applications by extending the Linux kernel.
The other type of MPI fault tolerance technique focuses on restoring MPI state. Restarting is
a baseline solution for restoring MPI state, which immediately restarts an application after
execution collapses due to a failure. Later, because of the inefficiency of restarting an
application, HPC practitioners propose MPI recovery mechanisms to restore MPI state
online.
There are two pioneer MPI recovery frameworks including some of the main recovery
models:
• Global : the application execution must roll back to a global state to fix a failure;
• Local : the application can continue the execution by repairing the failed components
such as a failed code block locally without starting over the execution;
• Backward : the application execution must go back to a previous state in order to survive
a failure;
• Forward : the failure can be fixed with the current application state, and the execution
can continue;
• Shrinking : The application execution is able to continue with the remaining survivor
processes;
• Non-shrinking : The application manages to bring all failed processes back to resume
execution;
They are as follow:
User-level Fault Mitigation (ULFM) [Losada,2021]. User-level Fault Mitigation (ULFM) is a
leading MPI failure recovery framework providing shrinking recovery and non-shrinking
recovery. ULFM develops new MPI operations to add fault tolerance functionalities at the
application level. These functionalities include fault detection, communicator repairing, and
failure recovery. In particular, ULFM leverages the MPI error handler to notify process
failures.
Reinit [Laguna,2016]. is an alternative recovery framework designed particularly for global
backward non-shrinking recovery. Reinit implements the recovery process into the MPI
runtime, which is transparent from users. Therefore, the programming effort of using Reinit
is much less than using ULFM. Programmers only need to set a global restarting point, the
remaining recovery is done by Reinit. Also, Reinit is much more efficient than ULFM because
of Reinit recovery transparently handled in the MPI runtime, whereas ULFM recovery is
handled not only in the MPI runtime but also in the application.
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ULFM supports a wide range of recovery strategies including local forward recovery and
global restart recovery, whereas Reinit only supports global-restart recovery. ULFM is a
powerful MPI recovery framework, but difficult to use. Reinit needs much less programming
effort. The ULFM MPI fault tolerance proposal is among the most promising facilities
considered for inclusion in the MPI standard. It provides a small set of functions to support
MPI FT, but is deemed too difficult to integrate in BSP applications. For this reason, higher
framework level, such as Fenix [Teranish,2016], or Reinit++ [Georgakoudis,2021], are being
developed to make MPI FT more usable for several scientific applications.
Fenix: Although it is dated 2016 it is an interesting framework enabling MPI applications to
recover nearly transparently from losses of data and/or compute resources manifested as
observable errors. It is based on the premise that the MPI standard itself provide facilities
for trapping and isolating such errors, allowing the application to retain control of remaining
unaffected resources, obviating full program restart. Fenix has two distinct interfaces:
process recovery, and data recovery. The first allows a MPI application to recover from a
permanent loss of MPI processes (ranks) that cause MPI calls to fail. This is the most
important and novel part of Fenix. Fenix' data recovery API could be replaced by, or used
with, other mechanisms to restore application data.
In the process recovery the basic assumption is that nominally fatal errors in MPI programs
are detected by the runtime and reported via error codes. While default error response is
application shutdown (MPI_ERRORS_ARE_FATAL), Fenix overrides this, al- lowing remaining
resources (MPI processes) to be informed of the failure, and to call MPI functions to remove
the lost resources from their respective communication contexts.
In the data recovery, once a process recovery has returned an application to a consistent
state, the user needs to consider lost data. For BLP applications an intermediate state of
ranks lost due to error must be restored. Fenix proposes several plausible approaches, all
supported by Fenix' process and data recovery facilities. However, the user need not use
Fenix for data recovery, and may, for example, use Global View Resilience [Chien,2015],
Scalable C/R [Moody,2010], a combination of these and Fenix, etc. Fenix aims mostly at
providing fast, in-memory redundant storage for data recovery, whereas GVR and SCR target
le storage, where space is a much less scarce. To organize redundant storage for data
recovery after a fault, Fenix o ers data groups, containers for sets of data objects (members)
that are manipulated as a unit. Data groups also refer to the collection of ranks that
cooperate in handling recovery data. This collection need not include all active ranks. Fenix
adopts the convenient MPI vehicle of communicators to indicate the subset of ranks
involved.
Reinit++: It is a new design and implementation of the global-restart approach of Reinit
developed in OpenMPI. It recovers from both process and node crash failures, by spawning
new processes and mending the world communicator, requiring from the programmer only
to provide a rollback point in execution and have checkpointing in place. C/R and ULFM
shows that Reinit++ scales excellently as the number of ranks grows, achieving almost
constant recovery time, being up to 6x faster than C/R and up to 3x faster than ULFM. For
this reason it can be interesting to describe the design of this FT tool shortly reported as
follow:
-

Application Deployment Model : Reinit++ assumes a logical, hierarchical tree topology of
application deployment on which at top level there is a single root process spawns and
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-

-

-

-

monitors daemon processes, one on each of the computing nodes reserved for the
application. Daemons spawn and monitor MPI processes local to their nodes. The root
communicates with daemons and keeps track of their liveness, while daemons track the
liveness of their children MPI processes. Based on this execution and deployment model,
Reinit++ performs fault detection.
Fault Detection : Reinit++ targets fail-stop failures of either MPI processes or daemons. A
daemon failure is deemed equivalent to a node failure. The causes for those failures may
be transient fault or hard faults of hardware components. In the design of Reinit++, the
root manages the execution of the whole applications, so any recovery decisions are
taken by it, hence it is the focal point for fault detection. Specifically, if an MPI process
fails, its managing daemon is notified of the failure and forwards this notification to the
root, without taking an action itself. If a daemon process fails, which means either the
node failed or the daemon process itself, the root directly detects the failure and also
assumes that the children MPI processes of that daemon are lost too. After detecting a
fault the root process proceeds with recovery, which we introduce in the following
section.
MPI Recovery : Reinit++ recovery for both MPI process and daemon failures is similar,
except that on a daemon failure the root chooses a new host node to re-instate failed
MPI processes, since a daemon failure proxies a node failure. For recovery, the root
process broadcasts a reinit message to all daemons. Daemons receiving that message
roll back survivor processes and re-spawn failed ones. After rolling back survivor MPI
processes and spawning new ones, the semantics of MPI recovery are that only the
world communicator is valid and any previous MPI state (other communicators,
windows, etc.) has been discarded. This is similar to the MPI state available immediately
after an application calls MPI_Init. Next, the application restores its state.
Application Recovery : Reinit++ assumes that applications are responsible for saving and
restoring their state to resume execution. Hence, both survivor and re-spawned MPI
processes should load a valid checkpoint after MPI recovery to restore application state
and resume computation.
Programming Interface : a single function call, MPI_Reinit, for the programmer to call to
define the point in code to rollback and resume execution after a failure. This function
must be called after MPI_Init so ensure the MPI runtime has been initialized. Its
arguments imitate the parameters of MPI_Init, adding a parameter for a pointer to a
user-defined function. Reinit++ expects the programmer to encapsulate in this function
the main computational loop of the application, which is restartable through
checkpointing. Internally, MPI_Reinit passes the parameters argc and argv to this userdefined function, plus the parameter state, which indicates the MPI state of the process
as values from the enumeration type MPI_Reinit_state_t. Specifically, the value
MPI_REINIT_NEW designates a new process executing for the first time, the value
MPI_REINIT_REINITED designates a survivor process that has entered the user-defined
function after rolling back due to a failure, and the value MPI_REINIT_RESTARTED
designates that the process has failed and has been re-spawned to resume execution.
Note that this state variable describes only the MPI state of Reinit++, thus has no
semantics on the application state, such as whether to load a checkpoint or not.

All aforementioned frameworks need to have a tool able to select the data objects for
checkpointing. The most commonly used tool is: Fault Tolerance Interface (FTI) [BautistaGomez, 2011], a multi-level checkpointing interface for efficient multilevel checkpointing in
large-scale high-performance computing systems. FTI provides programmers with several
APIs which are easy to use, and allows programmers to choose checkpointing strategy that
fits the application. FTI enables multiple levels of reliability with different performance
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efficiency by utilizing local storage, data replication, and erasure codes. FTI is an applicationlevel checkpointing. It requests users to decide which data objects to be checkpointed.
Furthermore, FTI hides data processing details from users. Users only tell FTI the memory
address and data size of the date object to be protected to enable checkpointing of the data
object. Because failures can corrupt single or multiple nodes during the execution of an
application, FTI provides multiple levels of resiliency to recover from failures of different
severities.
To define the data objects for checkpointing is the main issue at user application level
because involve application developers to establish all data objects needed by the
application to restart by means recovery frameworks. However, many BSP applications allow
to identify data objects for checkpointing by means of the following three principles:
1. The data objects for checkpointing across iterations must be defined before the iterative
computation. Data objects defined locally within the main computation loop must be
excluded for checkpointing.
2. The data objects for checkpointing must be used (read or written) across iterations of
the main computation loop.
3. The value of data objects for checkpointing must vary across iterations of the main
computation loop.
FTI handles checkpoints in three different phases. The first, called initialization phase,
initializes the library and defines the protected memory regions. The second C/R-phase,
corresponds to the actual C/R procedure where it moves the data from the device and host
memory to the stable local storage device (SSD, NVMe) and vice versa in the case of
recovery. When the checkpoint-phase is terminated, the application resumes normal
execution, and the async-phase starts. In the async-phase the FTI managers perform the
necessary actions for the various checkpoint levels.
An extended version of FTI to provide support for FPGA and GPU checkpointing as well as
CPUs should be developed in the Horizone 2020 LEGaTO project [LEGaTO Project, 2020].
GPU checkpointing with FTI is transparent to the user, by automatically recognizing where
protected dataset are located and FTI takes care of all the required data movements. For
FPGA checkpointing two alternatives have been proposed, transparent host-based FPGA
checkpointing, and also, partial FPGA task checkpointing for long running FPGA kernels.
Unfortunately it looks like no design, development and implementation of the FTI extension
for FPGA has been done in the project.
To support Hybrid GPU/CPU in FTI, two extensions have been implemented in the
initialization-phase and the C/R-phase. In the initialization-phase the physical location of the
address is identified in the Unified Virtual Memory (UVM), available in the last GPU cards,
upon a FTI_Protect call the physical location of the data is internally determined. This is done
through the CUDA driver API support, namely the function cudaPointerGetAttributes(
&attributes, address ). When the checkpointing phase takes place, depending on the tag of
each address a different action is performed. In the case of CPU or UVM addresses, the
normal FTI C/R procedure is invoked. In the case of UVM addresses the CUDA driver is used
to fetch the data from the GPU and move them to the stable local storage. Finally, in the
case of GPU addresses, we overlap the writing of the file with the data movement from the
GPU side to the CPU side. This is done through streams and asynchronous memory copies of
chunks from GPU memory to host pinned memory.
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Other interesting work related C/R is being developed in the EU project EXA2PRO [EXA2:D4.3, 2019]
has provided to design a checkpoint/restart approach which takes benefit from the task-based
programming paradigm and the high-level information expressed through the API developing. The
goal in EXA2PRO project is to extend StarPU runtime system [Lion, 2020] with fault-tolerance
capabilities against the complete loss of a node of the cluster. In the point of view of the task-based
approach there are some characteristics that makes it more simpler and powerful. They are as
follow:
-

-

-

task-based programming paradigm already lets the runtime system determine the pieces of
data to be replicated. It seems to provide automagically determine the set of data to be
saved in a checkpoint: this is the data which has been modified since the last checkpoint,
and which will be needed by another task in the task graph. The application thus does not
need to explicitly define which data should be saved.
The task-based programming paradigm also splits the computation in well-known
computation pieces, which makes placing checkpoint locations more natural. The data can
be saved asynchronously: task execution can continue during the checkpoint. Only the tasks
which would overwrite data being saved have to wait for the checkpoint to be completed.
More precisely, each of these tasks only must wait for the corresponding specific data to be
saved into the checkpoint. There is no global synchronization barrier that would prevent the
computation from progressing.
The use of a high-level API provided by WP2 allows to insert checkpoint locations with highlevel constructions such as pragmas, for better productivity.
This approach allows to restart only the failing nodes and let the recovery to be performed
asynchronously. This means letting all other nodes to keep on with their computation while
the checkpoint is being restored and computation is being resumed on the replacement
node. This should make the approach very scalable.

While on the one hand it would appear to be very powerful, on the other hand it is not completely
user transparent, that means the developers must specify the best location for making a checkpoint
in order to get the least overhead and the smallest restart delay. For this reason, a simple
programming interface, suited to the task-based programming paradigm, shall be developed in order
to specify the checkpoint-restart behaviour. It is not yet known whether the actual data
checkpointing and recovery have been implemented, there is only a sketch of the envisioned
approach. In this sketched approach, the data in checkpoints phase are saved in the memory of
other MPI “backup” nodes, the checkpoint operation essentially consists in data transfer requests
between nodes, as if the backup nodes were to execute tasks which require the data. Each data to
be included in the checkpoint will thus be transferred to the backup nodes as soon its content to be
saved is computed by the last task that modifies it before the checkpoint. All the transfers for a given
checkpoint will thus be distributed over time according to the completion of the tasks that produce
the contents. The checkpoint will be considered as complete when the last data of the checkpoint is
confirmed to be received by the backup nodes. This approach allows to have a completely
asynchronous checkpoint strategy, even if the checkpoint is actually a coherent cut. In future
developments, it could be desirable to save checkpoints on storage systems, to avoid the memory
requirement overhead.
Finally there are some interesting develops on C/R related works with the coming of the
heterogeneous architectures CPU/GPU-based. Several interesting approaches were proposed based
on CUDA based. CheCuda [Takizawa,2009] was the first to implement a CR scheme on CUDA
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applications in 2009. Based on Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart(BLCR) ], the add-on package
CheCUDA backs up and releases the contexts on devices before checkpoints. Then, it recreates the
CUDA resources during the restoration process. CudaCR is able to capture the GPU state inside the
kernel and roll back to the previous state within the same kernel [Pourghassemi, 2017] it is focused
on fault-tolerant operations and presented an optimized schedule strategy for memory corruptions
in the device. CudaCR provides a stable performance despite lack of universality in that threads are
not allowed to modify global memory that has been accessed by another work. Finally CRUM (CR for
Unified Memory) is based on the Unified Virtual Memory (UVM), implemented in the drivers of the
recent model of GPUs [Garg, 2018].
More interesting for FPGA C/R development are the recent works to set up C/R mechanism in
OpenCL programs. CheCL [Takizawa,2011] is a C/R development for heterogeneous devices in
OpenCL language following CheCUDA. A new CUDA CR library, ADD FULL NAME (NVCR) [Nukada,
2011] was developed in the same year, with no need for recompilation, wherein migration of the
CUDA context is also necessary. VOCL [Xiao,2012] is able to support the transparent utilization of
local or remote GPUs by managing the GPU memory handles. VOCL uses a command queuing
strategy to optimally balance the power of clusters. Other developments of C/R frameworks
[Tien,2014] and [Gleeson, 2017] are also concerned with out-kernel migration in OpenCL GPU
performance.
A recent system, checkpoint/restart state CRState [Chen,2021], has been developed able to achieve
C/R in GPU kernels. The computation states including heap, data segments, local memory, stack and
code segments in the underlying hardware are identified and concretized in order to establish an
association between the underlying level state and the application level representation. Then, a
pre-compiler has been developed to insert primitives into OpenCL programs at compile time so
that major components of the computation state will be extracted at runtime. Since the
computation state is duplicated at application level, such OpenCL programs can be preempted and
ported across heterogeneous devices.
Compared to CheCuda and CheCL, CRState implements the underlying checkpoint/restart scheme at
a fine-grained level, and can accomplish the C/R operations without waiting for kernel to be finished.
Compared to the previous developments, CRState has achieved C/R on heterogeneous GPU devices.
The heterogeneity enhances the availability of checkpoint/start schemes in many large-scale
applications for resource management, fault tolerance and load balancing.
WISHED STATE
The current state of the C/R developments foregoing reported will provide critical enhancements
towards FT HPC systems with heterogenous architectures.
In the point of view the FT developments efforts leading to improve the efficiency of MPI
reinitialization to recover from failures faster and more efficiently should be issued within the next
develops of the MPI-X standards because it is a common technique on the HPC architectures
performing BSP applications. An example of the programming interface adoptable from MPI-X
standard could be as implemented in Reinit++ framework and depicted in the figure 1.2.2.1:
The programming interface of Reinit

typdef enum 
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Sample usage of the interface of Reinit++
int foo (int argc, char **argv, MPI_Reinit_state_t state)

/* Load checkpoint if it exists */
while(!done) 
/* Do computation */
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MPI_REINIT_NEW, MPI_REINITED, MPI_REINIT_RESTARTED
MPI_Reinit_state_t
typdef int (*MPI_Restart_point)
(int argc, char **argv, MPI_Reinit_state_t state);
int MPI_Reinit
(int argc, char **argv, const MPI_Restart_point point);

/* Store checkpoint */


int main(int argc, char **argv)

MPI_Init(&argc, &argv);
/* Application-specific initialization */
// Entry point of the resilient function
MPI_Reinit(&argc, &argv, foo);
MPI_Finalize();


Fig.1.2.2.1: Reinit++ programming interface

There is a single function call, MPI_Reinit, for the programmer to call to define the point in code to
rollback and resume execution after a failure. This function must be called after MPI_Init so ensure
the MPI runtime has been initialized. Its arguments imitate the parameters of MPI_Init, adding a
parameter for a pointer to a user-defined function. Reinit++ expects the programmer to encapsulate
in this function the main computational loop of the application, which is restartable through
checkpointing. Internally, MPI_Reinit passes the parameters argc and argv to this user-defined
function, plus the parameter state, which indicates the MPI state of the process as values from the
enumeration type MPI_Reinit_state_t. Specifically, the value MPI_REINIT_NEW designates a new
process executing for the first time, the value MPI_REINIT_REINITED designates a survivor process
that has entered the user-defined function after rolling back due to a failure, and the value
MPI_REINIT_RESTARTED designates that the process has failed and has been re-spawned to resume
execution. Note that this state variable describes only the MPI state of Reinit++, thus has no
semantics on the application state, such as whether to load a checkpoint or not.
Instead new C/R developments for heterogenous architectures shall be have an assessment on the
following items:
WS-1.2.2a: A transparent and easy way to implement C/R functionality in the users applications by
means a programming model like the #pragma directive of the compiler or a API software library
with functions call linked in the users applications like shown in the fig.1 and 2. FTI is a good
candidate for this aim and it can improve the C/R performances thanks to GPU support of RS
encoding computation, whilst the FPGA support shall be evaluated.
WS-1.2.2b: A user friendly tool to define the data objects for the C/R universal interface using
different I/O layers. The data objects need for the C/R shall be defined in a Data Control Language
(DCL) from the user in a standard human-readable data-serialization language, such as: YAML or
XML. Furthermore the C/R interface shall support several high performance parallel I/O systems,
such as: HDF5, PNetCDF, SionLIB.
WS-1.2.2c: A C/R interface independent from the architectures: CPU/GPU/FPGA. It shall take into
account a programming model based on OpenCL able to capture the computation state of a
CPU/GPU/FPGA kernels. Some of related works such as: CheCuda and CheCL, CRState shall be
analyzed for evaluating the support for FPGA
ACTION STATE
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The actions need to achieve an assessment of the foregoing wished states during the activities of
WP1 is simply listed in the following table:

WS-1.2.2a
WS-1.2.2b
WS-1.2.2c

Analysis
FTI API programming
model
DCL for C/R
CheCuda / CheCL / CRState

Design
GPU/FPGA support

Develop
RS encoding on FPGA

Implementation
PoC on GPU/FPGA

Test
C/R performance

C/R data Layer for HDF5
FPGA support

none
FPGA state in C/R

PoC on use case
PoC on GPU/FPGA

none
C/R performance

PRIORITY
The WS1, WS2 and WS3 actions can carry out in parallel workstreams without priority among them.
As the WP1 activities have been amended downwards not all actions will be performed, hence WS3
has major priority ahead WS1, WS2. The implementation and test actions must be carried out on the
FPGA LAB of ENEA and a GPU cluster make available by partners.
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4.3 Task-1.2.3: I/O Interfaces
Current large size HPC facilities are composed of thousands of compute nodes, high performance
networks and parallel I/O based on high performance storage systems capable of scaling to
terabytes/second of IO bandwidth while providing tens of petabytes of capacity.
In HPC systems, the I/O is a subsystem composed by software and hardware named typical “High
Performance I/O System” . The I/O software stack includes the I/O libraries, file system and some
operating system utilities. The I/O hardware, also known as I/O infrastructure, is composed by the
storage network, storage nodes, I/O nodes and the I/O devices. In most cases the available I/O
resources for a single application scale together with the amount of reserved compute resources.
However their efficient usage depends on the individual application implementation. The
performance of many research applications is limited by the I/O system. Infrastructure
underutilization or performance bottlenecks can be related to the I/O software stack and its
interaction with the application I/O patterns. Efficient use of I/O on HPC systems requires an
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understanding of how parallel I/O functions work (in both software and hardware) so that the
correct decisions can be made to extract best performance.
Although the parallel I/O system is not the main component energy-efficient in a HPC data center, to
save energy consumption of these kind of components has an outstanding impacts on the PUE
(Power Usage Effectiveness) thanks to improve the times of the applications checkpoint/restart in
case of the systems failures.
The deliverable on this task reports the state of art of the IO hardware and software technologies
currently available for the HPC applications in terms of:
-

Storage devices: NVMe, SSD, SAS/SATA
High Performance Storage systems: Appliances vs. RAID systems
Parallel Filesystems: SpectrumScale, Lustre, BeeGFS, Object Storage
IO Libraries: MPI-IO, NetCDF, HDF5, SIONLib

CURRENT STATE

-

Storage Device: The technology of the storage devices is currently as follow:
1. SAS/SATA (Serial Attached SCSI/Serial ATA): are mechanical storage. This
technology is the oldest available with mechanical disks becoming available
in the 70s and 80s. The major upsides to SATA disks are their storage
capacity and archive capacity. Disks are now commonly available up to 14 TB
on a single unit, which when combined in a RAID array can provide
significant levels of storage. Because they are magneto-mechanical, data
does not “fade” when they are placed in storage for long periods of time.
The major downside of these disks is however the speed. Because they are
mechanical and not electrical, this has a significant impact on the read and
write speeds.
2. SSD(Solid State Drive): are electronic storage devices that use integrated
circuits and transistors to store data on them. The data is read and written
electronically across the different circuits within. The major upside to SSDs is
their speed compared to SATA disks. Because all storage is electronic and not
mechanical, read and write speeds are much quicker. In addition because
there are no moving components, SSDs are much more reliable than SATA
disks. The major downsides are storage sizes and costs. Whilst capacity is
always increasing (Fraction Servers offers 4TB SSDs) they do not offer the
same amount of storage as SATA disks. In addition, costs are still higher,
especially on the larger capacity disks. However, increasing numbers of
customers are choosing these as the speed benefit outweighs the costs.
3. NVMe (Non-Volatile Memory): are the newest type of storage to hit the
market. Whilst SSDs are quicker than normal SATA disks, they do still use the
SATA interface to connect to the motherboard, and thus are limited to
6Gbps set by the SATA3 specification. NVMe disks however, connect to the
motherboard via the PCIe bus. This provides a much more direct route to the
CPU and RAM, allowing for significantly increased speeds. The major upside
to NVMe disks is the speed, far above mechanical SATA disks and providing a
significant improvement over SSDs too. The major downsides to NVMe disks
is the cost and hardware support. Costs are significantly higher to purchase
them than equivalent storage SSDs, and like SSDs, cannot provide the levels
of storage seen in mechanical SATA disks, however Fraction Servers can offer
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2TB NVMe disks. The other downside is the hardware support. Being a
reasonably new technology, not all hardware vendors have widespread
support for this format yet.
The following table table 1.2.3.1 shows the main specification of the devices:
NVMe
PCIe Gen 3.0 x4, NVMe 1.3
3,500 MB/s
Up to 500,000 IOPS
1.5 Million Hours
250GB - 4TB
No - U.2 Format Only
EUR 100

Interface Type
Read/Write Speed
IOPS
Reliability (MTBF)
Available Capacities
Hot-Swap Capable
Average 500GB Drive Price

SSD
SATA-III
500 MB/s
Up to 100,000 IOPS
1.5 Million Hours
250GB - 4TB
Yes
EUR 70

SATA
SATA-III
~130 MB/s
Up to 100 IOPS
~50,000 Hours
500GB - 20TB
Yes
EUR 50

Tab.1.2.3.1: main specifications of HD devices

NVMe is the new generation of Ultra-Low Latency (ULL) SSDs [Lee,2019], deployed by
different vendors such as: Intel’s Optane SSDs based on their 3D XPoint technology,
Samsung’s Z-SSD with their SLC based 3D NAND technology, and Toshiba’s XLFlash design
using a similar technology as Z-SSDs. They are coarsely defined as providing sub-10 μs data
access latency. The following table 1.2.3.2 compares ULL SSD performance with existing
storage technologies and shows how ULL SSDs help close the performance gap between
primary and secondary storage devices.

HDD (SAS/SATA)
Traditional SSD
ULL SSD (NVMe)
DRAM

Latency
(4 KB random read)
~10 ms
~100 μs
~10 μs
~100 ns

Performance Gap
(relative to DRAM)
100,000x
1000x
100x
1x

Tab.1.2.3.1: performances of HD devices

Some experimental tests on energy efficiency of IO devices were carried out in [Harrys,2020]
with a comparative analysis on energy efficiency among different IO technologies devices,
such as: HDD/SATA, traditional SSD/flash and NVMe. The comparative analysis shows several
critical observations related to: idle vs. active behaviour, read vs. write behaviour, energy
proportianility, impact on system software as well as impact on the overall energy efficiency.
Although the experimental setup is product-dependent, the experimental tests show the
following:
-

Idle vs. Active Power Consumption
Idle power consumption of NVMe is higher than that of traditional SSDs but lower
than HDD. However in terms of absolute values, this is few watts (±5 watts) on single
device. However the continuously low data access latency, provided by NVMe,
entails more power consumption.
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Active power consumption increases as device latency decreases. In these tests the
maximum active power consumption in computer with NVMe is up to 50% higher of
HDD and ~30% higher of traditional SSD. The reason is due as the NVMe involves
other system components, such as CPU and RAM contributing to power
consumption. Hence Newer storage technologies are often introduced with the
appeal of greater performance, but it should be noted that there is a cost in the
form of energy, especially due to their impact on other system components.
-

Read vs. Write power consumption
IO devices are characterized by RW asymmetry on which take longer to write to
device than to read from it. While HDD devices have the same power consumption
to read and write, and more or less traditional SSD too, NVMe devices uses more
power to write than to read excepts for tiny load of 1 KB that are suggest to avoid
[Wu,2019]. The energy asymmetry behaviour deserves more research to understand
the internal characteristics involved.

-

Energy proportionality
It means the power consumption in a system is proportional to the amount of
workload performed [Barroso,2007]. A characteristic feature of this proportionality
is a wide dynamic power range. The ideal energy proportional machine uses zero
power at zero utilization (idle) and its maximum power at its peak utilization.
Usually The HDD is not energy proportional. Its power usage is constant as it
consumes approximately the same power regardless of the amount of workload it
performs. The traditional flash-SATA SSDs, on the other hand, are more energy
proportional as they have in IO performance with greater power usage. Instead, the
NVMe is the most energy proportional. It has the greatest range of power usage,
spanning more than half the peak system power, which makes it ideal for use in
energy-efficient data centers.

-

Impact on system software
Power consumption is affected not only by the storage device, but also by the
system software that runs it. An increase in system software load can cause other
components such as CPU and memory to consume more power as aforementioned.
The tests show the lower latency of the NVMe can produce more requests at the
same time and this increase in throughput puts greater pressure on system software
involving CPU and memory. Obviously in this case it is the total energy consumed
that must be taken into accounts as lower latency of NVMe has high throughput to
reduce IO times. The tests show the latency of 4 KB random reads for the devices,
where the traditional SSDs are around two orders of magnitude faster than the HDD,
and an order of magnitude slower than the NVMe.

-

Impact on Overall Energy Efficiency
The overall energy efficiency is based on two different metrics: i) in terms of
bandwidth on a range of a requests size as bytes per joule; ii) in terms of throughput
on a fixed request size as IOPs per joule. The tests provide as result a NVMe greenest
in terms of bytes per joule, performing the most RW workload per unit energy. Even
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though a larger request has more data to be transferred than a smaller request, it
seems that the energy cost of transferring additional data in one request is less
significant than the cost of managing the request itself and the pressure put on
system software. Instead the IOPs per joule is coupled to the internal parallelism of
the IO operations that more performant on NVMe respect to older devices, at least
until it is saturated.
In conclusion the power consumption behaviour of the NVMes, it has undesirable idle
power consumption, it consumes higher power at peak load compared to older storage
generations, and it is energy asymmetric where writes cost more energy. Nevertheless, the
NVMe stands out as the most energy-efficient and energy-proportional storage generation
making it ideal for data centers.

-

High Perfomance Storage Systems: The technology of the storage for HPC has now become
no-standard RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) levels in order to achieve high
performances. Currently many vendors provide high performance storage system with nostandard RAID able to achieve high IOPs, throughput and low latency. Storage vendors such
as: DDN SFA/EXA5, IBM ElasticStorage, HPE ClusterStore are converging towards solutions
matching traditional HPC workloads based on simulation modelling and the new workloads
based on High Performance Data Analytics (HPDA) based on AI techniques. Typically, these
solutions achieve tens GB/sec of throughput, millions IOP/sec and they support very high
scalable counts of drives in flexible configurations with NVMe, SAS and SATA, smart cache
management and a fully declustered RAID for faster rebuilds. Differently from cloud services,
on which are more suitable data storage such as: blocks storage for virtualization and
containers or object storage for objects with own unique identifier, the HPC/HPDA storage
infrastructures are still based on parallel filesystems providing high performance I/O when
thousands of compute nodes share a filesystem Posix.
It’s quite usual among storage vendors to propose appliance solutions for high performance
storage as parallel filesystems, such as: Lustre, SpectrumScale or BeeGFS, require a
significant amount of systems expertise and infrastructure knowledge to be installed just to
get functional. For example Lustre, an open-source parallel file system, includes to install
different software on Metadata Servers (MDS), Metadata Targets (MDT), Object Storage
Servers (OSS), an Object Server Targets (OST). Different services need to be installed on
different physical servers. Performing these tasks can easily lead to operator mistakes and
exposing the lack of understanding of the overall HPC storage architecture.
For this reason a storage appliance provides turnkey solutions that embed the complexity
architecture of a parallel filesystem achieving high scalable IO infrastructures for HPC
systems.
One of the interesting storage appliance solution is provided by DDN with EXAScaler system
Lustre-based. The following figure 1.2.3.1 shows the main components involved in a typical
EXAScaler storage compared with the complexity of a traditional storage system including
block services such as: MDS, MDT, OSS and OST by composing a Lustre parallel filesystem.
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Fig.1.2.3.1: DDN EXAScaler storage appliance including all services of a Lustre Parallel System

For example the DDN ES18KX appliance solution provides a throughput of 76 GB/s respect to
90 GB/s of the equivalent DDN SFA18KX traditional storage system. Hence Lustre filesystem,
tuned by DDN in an appliance solution, provides still good performances embedding the
complexity of the parallel filesystem architecture.
The drawback of the storage appliance solutions is the lack of flexibility in case of several
HPC systems in a multi-fabric layout. A classic case is in ENEA CRESCO Data Center
[Iannone,2017], where traditional DDN SFA storage systems provide the SpectrumScale
parallel filesystem to several HPC clusters with IB/QDR and OmniPath fabric, as depicted in
figure 1.2.3.2.

Fig.1.2.3.2: ENEA CRESCO Data Center : the layout of a multi-fabric SpectrumScale GPFS
filesystem

-

I/O Software Stack: Parallel applications usually perform I/O in both serial and parallel. In
parallel I/O, a file is simply a stream of bytes so a user may have to substantially rearrange
their program data before writing it to disk. The problem in parallel is that data
rearrangement is almost always required if the parallel code should produce the same file as
the serial one. For example, in a general domain decomposition parallel tasks do not own a
single contiguous chunk of the global data set. Even in a simple 2D decomposition, the local
data comes from many different locations in the file, with each local row coming from a
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different place. This rearrangement implies communication between tasks during the IO
phases, often in a new pattern that is not used within the computational phases. There are
several ways to simplify this communication pattern which leads to four common I/O
strategies. Here we concentrate on the case of writing data: HPC codes typically write much
more data than they read, and also writing is a more complicated operation in parallel than
reading.
The simplest approach is to handle File per Process (Multiple Files, multiple write/readers). It
avoids the data rearrangement completely, with each task writing its data to a different file.
In practice this does not avoid the issue, but simply delays it to a later time: subsequent
post-processing or analysis programs will almost certainly have to access multiple files to
read the data they require. For very large core counts (>10,000) this scheme starts to run up
against technological limits in parallel file systems (particularly in metadata operations) and
this limits the scaling of this approach at this scale.
The other extreme is to handle a Single file, Single write/readers, where a single master task
coordinates the data rearrangement, e.g. receiving rows from many tasks and reconstructing
the global data set prior to writing it out. This pattern is also called Master I/O. Normally a
single process cannot benefit from the total available bandwidth and such an access scheme
is also limited by the memory capabilities of the single master process. Larger chunks of data
might be transferred step by step which serialises the write process even more.
Instead in Single file. Multiple write/readers, the data rearrangement is achieved by each
task writing its data directly to the correct place in the file, e.g each individual row is written
to a different location. Although this does not involve transfer of data between tasks, the
tasks will still have to communicate to avoid their writes clashing with each other if there are
overlaps between the individual data chunks.
Finally the Single File, Collective write/readers This sits between the two approaches above,
where either one or all of the parallel tasks perform I/O; here we identify a subset of tasks to
perform the I/O operations. These I/O tasks must communicate with the computational
tasks to receive and rearrange the data, and must coordinate with each other to avoid I/O
clashes. This technique can also be implemented using an I/O server approach where a
subset of the processes in the application are specialised to handle parallel I/O operations.
This allows the I/O to potentially proceed asynchronously to the rest of the application and
enable more efficient use of HPC resources.
The I/O Software stack provides APIs that allow to use the hardware in a common way
without worrying about the specific hardware technology. Parallel I/O libraries provide APIs
that enable parallel access to a single or several files. Unlike the parallel versions, serial I/O
libraries (such as those that provide the basic file operations in high-level programming
languages: C/C++, Fortran, Python) do not usually offer specific APIs for parallel access.
The lowest level in the software stack is the POSIX interface which refers to file operations
such as open, close, read, write, stat and so on. POSIX HPC extensions were designed to
improve performance of POSIX on large-scale HPC environments where the requirement for
performance usually outweighs consistency considerations. At the lowest level is the file
system software itself which manages access to the hardware resources and implements the
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functions required by the POSIX API. File systems have two key roles: i) Organising and
maintaining the file name space and; ii) storing contents of files and their attributes.
On HPC systems the middle level in the I/O software stack is dominated by MPI-IO. By using
MPI-IO, it is possible to apply optimisation techniques such as collective buffering and data
sieving. ROMIO is the most common implementation of the MPI-IO standard and it is used in
MPI distributions such as MPICH (which also covers Cray MPT and HPE MTP), MVAPICH, IBM
PE and Intel MPI.
The highest level in I/O software stack presents the high-level libraries. These are APIs that
help to express scientific simulation data in a more natural way such as multi-dimensional
data, labels and tags, non-contiguous data and typed data. Parallel versions sit on top of the
MPI-IO layer and can use MPI-IO optimisations. High-level libraries provide simplicity for
visualisation and analysis; and portable formats. HDF5 and NetCDF are the most popular
high level libraries. Specifically HDF5 and Parallel HDF5 contains various components to
manage memory, converting data types, storing data as chunks, I/O filters such compression
and de-compression, etc. The last could play a relevant rule in a GPU/FPGA heterogenous
architectures if compression and de-compression algorithms where to be developed.
Over the last years PnetCDF and ADIOS have also been selected by HPC users to perform
parallel I/O. Another library that is gaining popularity is SIONLib, a scalable I/O library for
parallel access to task-local files. The library not only supports writing and reading binary
data to or from several thousands of processors into a single or a small number of physical
files but also provides global open and close functions to access SIONlib file formats in
parallel.
All the libraries and interfaces described above implement parallel I/O using a shared file
approach with multiple processes writing to the same logical file (some approaches also
allow to use multiple physical files, which are treated together as one logical file). An
alternative approach is to use the standard programming language I/O interfaces can be
used to implement a file per process model of parallel I/O where every parallel process
writes its own file. This approach has its own advantages and disadvantages and is described
in more detail in [Mendez,2019].

WISHED STATE

The I/O technologies evolve independently from HPC architectures, so that their developments will
tend to improve the energy efficiency of the hardware devices as well as the performances
throughout the software stack. The only item that might have an assessment for heterogeneous
architectures is the following:
WS-1.2.3: to develop I/O filters such compression and de-compression on accelerator
devices: GPU/FPGA. While a GPU: nvcomp has already been developed as CUDA library, it
might interesting to have a development also in OpenCL in order to evaluate performance
on FPGA. The CUDA library nvcomp supports two compression schemas: Cascaded and LZ4.
These schemes differ significantly in their algorithmic approach and use cases. Overall, the
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wished aims are to achieve high compression/decompression throughput on GPU/FPGA,
requiring a high degree of parallelism.
Cascaded compression is a general compression scheme that is ideally suited for analytical
workloads. It uses a series of low-level compression building blocks that can be used in
combination. Since there are many possible combinations of these building blocks, Cascaded
compression can be configured in several different ways. Below is a brief overview of each
low-level building block compression scheme.
LZ4 is a compression scheme that is based on the LZ77 compression algorithm. It is a byteoriented encoding that achieves compression by encoding input bytes that have occurred
recently in the input stream with smaller symbols. Unlike Cascaded compression, LZ4
compression is less dependent on the input dataset having numerical patterns, and is
therefore better suited for inputs such as character strings.

ACTION STATE

The actions need to achieve an assessment of the foregoing wished states during the activities of
WP1 is simply listed in the following table:

WS-1.2.3

Analysis
IO filters

Design
FPGA support

Develop
Cascaded or LZ4 on FPGA

Implementation
PoC on FPGA

PRIORITY

The implementation and test actions must be carried out on the FPGA LAB of ENEA and a GPU
cluster make available by partners.
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5 Task-1.3: Programming Models
The HPC community provided several programming models that demonstrated their potential to
develop efficient applications. However, parallelization models are used separately and most of
them target CPUs or combinations of CPUs/GPUs, but not FPGAs. However, FPGAs open new
possibilities that can be highly beneficial to almost any HPC application. This is the main motivation
of Task 1.3, which evaluates the gap to adapt programming models to the project architecture,
which includes FPGAs, and describes how those models can be integrated to allow the application
layer to benefit from their complementarity.

5.1 Task-1.3.1: Streaming Model
CURRENT STATE

Streaming applications are usually described as DAta-flow Graphs (DAGs), where each node
implements some kind of operator/function/filter over the input data to produce some kind of
corresponding output data. In the recent past, several environments have been developed and
adopted to process both structured and non-structured data according to the streaming
programming model, mostly targeting big data and distributed architectures. Apache Storm
[Storm,2021], Flink [Flink,2021], Spark Streaming [Spark,2021], just to name a few frameworks, all
provide the possibility to develop stream processing applications sorting different expressive power
(programmability) and performance. In general, these programing frameworks are quite efficient,
but i) they do not provide the necessary latencies usually required within HPC computations, and ii)
they do not provide adequate support to different kinds of accelerators. Indeed, several
programming frameworks have been designed with the intent to provide better latencies besides
good throughput. In some cases, the typical continuous streaming model is replaced by a discretized
streaming model accumulating and processing the input data in batches, such that better
performance can be provided mainly in terms of throughput. Recent models, such as the one
provided by WindFlow [Mencagli,2021], succeed in keeping the advantages of both approaches in
the simultaneous delivery of good throughput and limited/low latencies. Exploring different kinds of
accelerators still represents an active research field, although GP-GPU exploitation has already been
taken into account. At the moment being, several high level “streaming” programming models are
available, providing different ways to build the operator network processing the stream of input
data. As far HPC world is concerned, there is no clear evidence of which one can be adopted and,
even more important, no evidence of which solutions may be used to deliver the performance
typically required in this field (both in terms of throughput and in terms of latency).

WISHED STATE

In the near future, we would like to have available stream parallel programming frameworks
supporting the possibility to seamlessly exploit CPU and reconfigurable hardware accelerators in the
execution of different kind of stream parallel patterns/computations. In particular to limit the
amount of hardware specific knowledge required to the application programmers to achieve
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efficient exploitation of reconfigurable hardware accelerators. In turn, this means the compiler
and/or run time support of the new stream parallel frameworks should: i) support development of
accelerator kernels using common, existing programming languages; ii) provide seamless ways to
execute the kernels on the accelerators (e.g. simple library/object method call); iii) provide seamless
ways to compose accelerated kernels within other parallel patterns running on CPU cores (e.g.
running an accelerated kernel as a pipeline stage or as a map worker).
WS-1.3.1: the deployment of a programming framework leveraging on existing frameworks
efficiently supporting the streaming model on modern shared-memory multicores (FastFlow
[Aldinucci,2017]) and on the possibility to offload particular streaming operators and/or
entire DAGs relative to a streaming application to accelerators leveraging state-of-the-art
FPGAs and the related high level synthesis tools. In this way, the application developers shall
use a set of tools taking care (mostly in automatic) of all those tasks that usually are in
charge of the application programmer and only related to the offloading of pre-compiled
kernels to FGPA accelerators, with proper data transfer to and from accelerator memory and
with the scheduling of suitable tasks on the accelerator. Ideally, the application developers
shall be able to write just the high-level code modelling the operators to be deployed for
acceleration, the code modelling the overall DAG of the streaming applications and the nonaccelerated operators. Then the programming tools developed shall take care of compiling
and deploying the accelerated operators as proper FPGA configurations, and to provide the
hooks necessary for the operators running on CPU to schedule tasks to the accelerator and
process the corresponding results.

ACTION STATE

We have currently analyzed the problems and peculiarities of the process offloading tasks for
processing by FPGA implemented operators in a streaming application where the non-accelerated
operators are implemented in FastFlow. We individuated the steps necessary to generate the FPGA
accelerated operators through standard FPGA toolchain(s) and those necessary to feed data to FPGA
and to retrieve data from FPGA via OpenCL interfaces properly wrapped into FastFlow operator
nodes deployed and run onto CPU cores. The next steps go through experiments with code
developed ad hoc to expose problems and to experiment solutions, and then continue with the
engineering of:
a. the FPGA operator interface generation/operation in FastFlow
b. the process compiling high-level code to FPGA (configuration) code suitable to be operated
via its OpenCL interface.

WS-1.3.1

Develop

Implement

Test

FPGA operator interface
generation/operation in
FastFlow

compiling high-level code to FPGA
(configuration) code suitable to be operated
via its OpenCL interface

Experimental ad hoc code to
expose problems and solutions

PRIORITY
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The initial priority is in the achievement of some working, interoperable streaming operator
FastFlow application/nodes (components) properly interacting with FPGA counterpart to implement
accelerated streaming operators and/or portions of DAG with operator nodes. After, this priority will
be moved to the engineering of the process and to the development of the proper
tools/components.
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5.2 Task-1.3.2: Tasks Model
CURRENT STATE

The task-based programming model consists in describing an algorithm as a set of tasks that are
connected with dependencies, which can be represented by a DAta Graph (DAG) in most cases.
There are now several task-based runtime systems [Duran,2011], [Augonnet,2011], each with its
specificities, features, and interface. These tools have been used to develop various HPC applications
[Carratalá-Sáez,2020], [Sukkari,2017], [Agullo,2016], [Agullo-Bramas,2016], that demonstrated the
potential of the approach on distributed heterogeneous computing nodes. However, FPGAs have
been less studied than GPUs, because they rely on the stream concept and did not equip many HPC
clusters.
Supporting efficiently new processing unit type impacts the task-based runtime systems on several
points. There is first a technical effort to combine the different technologies to have a framework
that functions and manages the data movement. In the front end, it is necessary to adapt the
interface to the users to expose the specificities of the Processing Unit (PU). Finally, as some tasks
can be computed on different processing units, it is the internal scheduler which decides how they
are distributed. Therefore, the scheduling strategies should be evaluated and potentially improved
to deal with the specific aspects of the new PU.

WISHED STATE
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Task-based runtime systems should support FPGAs by managing the data transfer and the execution
of the tasks on the devices. The programming model should be improved to exploit the specificities
of the specialized hardware such as accelerators or coprocessors that offer an interesting approach
to overcome the limits encountered by conventional processor architectures. As a result, many HPC
facilities are now equipped with one or several accelerators (e.g. a GPU), in addition to the
conventional processor(s). While a lot of efforts have been devoted to offload computation onto
such accelerators, very little attention has been paid to portability concerns on the one hand, and to
the possibility of having heterogeneous accelerators and processors to interact on the other hand.

WS-1.3.2a: OmpSs-2 [OmpSs,2021] is a programming model composed of a set of directives
and library routines that can be used in conjunction with a high-level programming language
in order to develop concurrent applications. OmpSs@FPGA [OmpSs@FPGA,2021] is an
extension of OmpSs programming model to support easily offloading tasks to FPGA devices.
It uses the task and target directives to define the portions of application code that will
become accelerators in the FPGA. The supported languages are C and C++.

WS-1.3.2b: StarPU [StarPU,2021] is a runtime system that offers support for heterogeneous
multicore architectures, it not only offers a unified view of the computational resources (i.e.
CPUs and accelerators at the same time), but it also takes care of efficiently mapping and
executing tasks onto a heterogeneous machine while transparently handling low-level issues
such as data transfers in a portable fashion. At the core of StarPU is its runtime support
library, which is responsible for scheduling application-provided tasks on heterogeneous
CPU/GPU machines. In addition, StarPU comes with programming language support, in the
form of an OpenCL front-end (SOCL OpenCL Extensions). StarPU task programming library,
that initially targets heterogeneous architectures, like GPUs, already support FPGA
[Christodoulis,2018] and it will support Xilinx and/or Intel using Vitis and Intel OneAPI
toolchains.

ACTION STATE

The actions are as follow:
WS-1.3.2a

Develop
OmpSs@FPGA on FPGA(Xilinx Alveo)

Implement
PoC using VITIS

WS-1.3.2b

StarPU on FPGA(Xilinx Alveo)

PoC using VITIS

Test
Performance
- Time to solution
Performance
- Time to solution

PRIORITY

The first step will consist in supporting the target hardware based on FPGA Xilinx Alveo. Second, the
improvement of the runtime system will be performed in an iterative/incremental process.
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5.3 Task-1.3.3: High Level Synthesis Flow
CURRENT STATE

for many years High-Level Synthesis (HLS) has been promising a smooth path toward working HW
starting from a pure SW specification, without ever giving a satisfactory solution. In the recent
period, this promise seems to be finally fulfilled thanks to the availability of many HLS flows (see
[Nane,2016] for a list of HLS tools) and to the widespread diffusion of commercial tools like Vitis
[Vitis,2021] and OneAPI [Intel,2021], the former developed by Xilinx and the latter by Intel, both
encompassing an HLS engine. Both these flows allow synthesizing working HW starting from
specifications given as C/C++ programs, communicating with a host program through openCL APIs;
the interfaces with the external environment (memory banks, PCIe, transceivers) are embedded in a
pre-designed shell which communicates through the AXI4 protocol with the section containing the
programmable logic, customized by the user. The instantiation of the shell, as well as the
connections among shell ports and the user kernels, specified as C/C++ programs, are carried out by
the HLS flow. The correctness of the whole solution, i.e. both the SW running on the host and the
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SW used to configure the FPGA through the HLS engine, is checked at the different levels of
abstraction: it is possible to check for the correctness of the solution
−
−

−

through the execution of the SW emulation of the application, which executes the C/C++
code used to program the host and the FPGA; at this level, there is only pure C/C++ code,
executed in a multiprocess/multithreaded environment (functional correctness);
through the execution of the HW emulation, where the C/C++ code running on the host
interacts with the HW simulation of the HDL code produced by the HLS engine; at this level,
the HW simulation gives insights about the achieved degree of parallelization and about the
speed performance of the HW (Fig.1.3.1.1); the infos are bit-true and cycle-accurate for the
parts not interacting with the external world, while the modeling of the interaction with the
PCIe and the external memory banks is not cycle-true;
through the execution of the C/C++ code running on the host which interacts with the FPGA
which has been programmed with the configurable part of the bitstream (the shell is
preloaded on the FPGA) produced by the proprietary compilation flow used to translate the
HDL into an FPGA configuration file.

Fig.1.3.3.1: Vitis Hw emulation timing diagram

The possibility to check for the correctness at the functional level, being the functional behavior
preserved by the successive transformations which are correct-by-construction, greatly simplifies
the development cycle and makes transparent to the user the low-level details which are managed
automatically by the flow.
The availability of HLS flows like Vitis on the cloud (Nimbix, AWS, Alibaba, …), together with the
possibility to execute the produced bitstreams on FPGA accelerator cards available on the cloud at
prices of few $/hour, lowers another barrier to the adoption and development of FPGA accelerators,
as it is not anymore required the acquisition, the installation and the maintenance on-premise of the
HW/SW infrastructure required to run accelerated applications. In order to further reduce the
expertise on FPGA required, Xilinx has recently made available many libraries (Artificial Intelligence,
Linear Algebra, Vision, DSP, …) [Xilinx,2021] that can be used as building blocks to set up complex
and powerful applications.
WISHED STATE
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In spite of the great advances characterizing the development flows for accelerators based on FPGAs
and recalled in the previous section, there are still significant improvements that could (and should)
be introduced to reduce the adoption barrier in heterogeneous HPC environments.
WS-1.3.3a: to develop of a unique development environment which should allow the
programming, within a given model of computation, of both the “standard” section of a
heterogeneous HPC system and the FPGA-based accelerated section of the same system.
Today, apart from the OneAPI approach which has to be fully verified in its generality and
portability of performance - there is no development flow that allows the contemporaneous
and seamless programming of the parallel system as a whole: the accelerators have to be
programmed in their own environment and the code has to be manually split between the
conventional CPUs and the accelerators. The integration of the Vitis HLS flow with FastFlow
(T4.1.1 - streaming models) and with OmpSS (T.4..2 - Task-based models) will be investigated
and implemented during the lifetime of the project. These will allow the achievement of two
programming environments (one for the streaming models and the other for the task-based
ones) that seamlessly include the FPGA accelerators.
WS-1.3.3b: to implement a standard HW communication layer which allows the seamless
communication among kernels assigned to different FPGAs and the realization of a
corresponding SW stack that should be integrated within the unified programming
environment. It means to split the part of the code allocated in the accelerated section
among different FPGAs. These implementation will be addressed in the activities forecasted
in T2.4 (IP for low-latency intra-node and inter-node communication links), where the HW
infrastructure will be implemented, and in T4.4 (Inter-FPGA communication SW stack),
where the SW part of the communication layer will be developed.
WS-1.3.3c: to develop a novel numerical representations, like posit or BFloat16, that are
very well suited for domains like AI and should give important improvements both in terms
of use of the HW resources and in the memory bandwidth requirements. It will be developed
in T4.3 (Mixed precision technologies), where compiler extensions will be introduced to
allow the adoption of new arithmetic representations and their seamless insertion in the
code, having instructed the compiler about data ranges of variables and implementing
policies to decide which is the best numeric representation

ACTION STATE

in order to achieve, at least in a prototype form, the wished states reported above, the following
actions in the project are planning:
WS-1.3.3a

Develop
unified programming environments Vitis based for:
- FastFlow and OmpSS
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Test

inter-FPGA HW/SW communication
infrastructure

WS-1.3.3b
WS-1.3.3c

Implement

multi-precision arithmetic

Performances:
- Time to solution
- Energy
to
solution
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PRIORITY

The three wished states sketched above are listed in order of their priority: the lack of a common
programming environment is a real barrier to the adoption of accelerators, so its achievement has
the highest priority. The implementation of a communication infrastructure for efficient inter-FPGA
data movement could give a real benefit to many applications, allowing data to pass through a
dedicated path not involving the communication network and the SW layers of the HPC system. As
this improvement is transversal to many domains, it has a second highest priority. The proper
management of multi-precision arithmetic is, at a first approximation, not a barrier to the adoption
of the FPGA technology, because it does not extend the class of problems that can be managed, but
could be classified as “nice to have” feature because, in certain classes of problems like AI, it could
lead to performance gain in terms of speed, used resources, and power budget.
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5.4 Task-1.3.4: Mixed Precision for New Accelerators
CURRENT STATE

The effort in computing artificial intelligence algorithms is an open challenge in the field of
computing platforms nowadays. When considering strict requirements, such as lowering the power
consumption, maximizing the throughput, and minimizing the latency the computational complexity
becomes more and more critical.
A very challenging path is to employ an encoding that allows a fast processing and hardware-friendly
representation of information. Among the proposed alternatives to the IEEE 754 standard regarding
floating point representation of real numbers, the recently introduced Posit [Cococcioni,2021]
format has been theoretically proven to be really promising in satisfying the mentioned
requirements. However, with the absence of proper hardware support for this novel type, this
evaluation can be conducted only through a software emulation. Indeed, hardware support for posit
numbers has been growing recently, with the development of integrated posit units inside RISC-V
cores [Sharma,2021], [Tiwari,2019]. An early stage version of a Posit Processing Unit has already
developed at University of Pisa [Cococcioni,2021].
Programming mixed-precision accelerators is a complex and error-prone task that currently needs to
be performed mostly manually. A recent survey of precision tuning frameworks [Cherubin,2020]
highlighted the lack of industry-grade tools to automatically optimize the precision-latency-energy
trade-off [Stanley-Marbell,2021]:. Particularly, there is a lack of support for High Level Synthesis
toolchains, as well as for hybrid systems employing both software and hardware components.
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TAFFO [Cherubin-Cattaneo,2020] is a set of plugins for the LLVM compiler framework that enables
precision tuning on C/C++ kernels and code fragments, driven by programmer hints in the form of
pragmas or attributes. It includes key components of value-range analysis, data type manipulation,
and feedback estimation, needed to perform effectively the precision tuning at the intermediate
representation level. It currently supports floating and fixed point types.

WISHED STATE

The possibility to have a representation of the numbers with a variable precision need of furthers
development efforts and there is no unique approach for all application problems. In general a
mixed precision arithmetic may use processor architectures more general purpose but the
development of programming tools is needed.
WS-1.3.4a: to develop means to accelerate posit computations in a way that does not
completely alter an existing processor architecture. Therefore, we aim to build an
accelerator that can be either a co-processor (an external device such as the GPU), or an
integrated unit in a processor architecture (such as the Floating Point Unit (FPU) or the
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)). The final aim of this approach is to achieve mixed precision
training of Neural Networks using 16-bit and 8-bit posits for, respectively, gradient
computations and weights.
WS-1.3.4b: to extend TAFFO to support a wider range of data types, including posit, as well
as to integrate TAFFO with the Vitis HLS toolchain in order to support a range of solutions
including custom hardware. Furthermore, in order to support HPC codes, there is a need to
provide a smooth integration with parallel programming models, particularly for intra-node
parallelism.

ACTION STATE

the following actions in the project are planning:
WS-1.3.4a

Develop
Posit mixed precision using GPU/FPGA

WS-1.3.4b

TAFFO in Vitis/OpenMP including posit

Implement
Training NN with posit on GPU/FPGA

Test
Performances:
- Time to solution
- Energy
to
solution
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5.5 Task-1.3.5: Secure Services for HPC
CURRENT STATE
The adoption of dedicated hardware for cryptography functions and services has become common
practice on platforms requiring low-latencies, high-throughput, and energy efficiency. Particularly in
the context of HPC, computational power and energy-efficiency are crucial aspects. Some of these
needs have been already addressed in EPI SGA1, where a cryptography hardware IP has been
developed under UNIPI lead in WP9 (Stream2). Such cryptography IP in EPI SGA1 includes a RISC-V
core plus a secure DMA and accelerators for symmetric-key cryptography based on AES 128/256
with up to 9 ciphering modes of operation, public-key cryptography based on Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) with curves up to 521-bit, SHA2/SHA3 as HASH functions up to 512-bit of digest
length, and on-chip random number generation.
For what concerns symmetric-key cryptography and HASH functions, the cryptography IP proposed
in EPI SGA1 addresses the need of a dedicated infrastructure for security functions, with long-term
cryptographic protection and satisfying the requirements of Post-Quantum security. In case of
public-key algorithms, ECC has been declared to be unsafe against post-quantum computation and
the NIST is running a standardization process since 2016 for new public-key algorithms resistant to
post-quantum computing capabilities.

WISHED STATE
Within this project, CINI aims at extending the capabilities of the cryptography IP proposed in EPI
SGA1 and improving its functionalities. The main improvements are related to:
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WS-1.3.5a: Revise the architecture of the current crypto accelerators in EPI, particularly the
AES in XTS mode to extend its capability and performance (throughput/latency), in order to
encrypt on the fly the data from a computing tile to a fast memory.
WS-1.3.5b: Extending the support to Post-Quantum algorithms that are currently in race for
the NIST standardization process, focusing on Lattice-based algorithms for Digital Signature
and Key Encapsulation Mechanisms (KEM) on RISC-V/ARM processors to investigate and
understand the bottlenecks of the algorithms. This improvement could be related to the
implementation of hardware IPs for eXtendable Output Function (XOF) based on
SHAKE128/256 and for the computation of Number Theoretic Transform (NTT).

ACTION STATE
In order to achieve the improvements reported above, we planned the following actions:

Analysis

WS-1.3.5a

AES in XTS mode

Implement
Hardware IP for FPGA RISC-V/ARM

WS-1.3.5b

Post-Quantum Lattice for Digital Sign & KEM

Hardware IP for FPGA RISC-V/ARM

Test
Performances:
- Throughput
- Latency
bottlenecks

PRIORITY

The two improvements listed above are independent of each other and have the same priority.
REFERENCES
None
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6 Task-1.4: System Architecture
Future HPC platforms increasingly depend on heterogeneous node architectures to meet power and
performance requirements. In the HPC landscape, two main approaches have appeared as viable
solutions for a possible system architecture bridging the current gaps in terms of power and performance
that are required in exascale computing: the first approach relies on multi-core processors whose high
performance is boosted by the use of GPU-based accelerators; the second approach aims at integrating
FPGA-based accelerator within the host architecture. Additionally, interconnection networks featuring
very low latency are going to be indispensable to support high performance of the computation nodes.
This task addresses the gap analysis in the system architecture for HPC and identifies pathways for the
development of heterogeneous architectures and interconnection networks that can fill the current gaps
and pave the way towards exascale computing.

6.1 Task-1.4.1: Heterogeneous Architectures
CURRENT STATE

Clusters of hybrid nodes hosting accelerators and multi-core processors connected by low-latencyhigh bandwidth networks are the main platform for High-Performance Computing nowadays.
Several interesting research initiatives aim at providing alternative platforms based on completely
different computing paradigms, including quantum computing. However, none of them has many
chances to replace the aforementioned platform in, say, the next 5 years, at least for a wide set of
applications. The main issue that hinders the scalability of current (and near-future) systems remains
the cost of data movement that exceeds, by far, the cost of floating-point arithmetic. Commercial
HPC solutions may be divided in two categories. The first category comprises systems using
proprietary interconnection technologies that offer any-to-any connectivity with a high bandwidth
(but also a non-negligible latency). These systems support a quite limited number of computing
nodes (e.g., the Nvidia DGX supports up to 16 GPU) and are designed with deep-learning
applications in mind. In the second category, there are nodes connected with technologies like
Infiniband that support a much higher number of nodes that is limited, in some sense, only by the
initial cost and the power consumption. This is the most common solution adopted in
supercomputing centers in Europe and around the world.
Surely the most important news for heterogeneous systems are in the field of the integrated hybrid
CPU/GPU architectures. Current compute nodes designs place the x86 processor inline between
system memory and GPUs. The CPU feeds system memory with external I/O while feeding data from
memory to discrete GPUs deployed within a compute node. In a system with four A100 GPUs, the
bandwidth limitation focuses on the PCIe connections between the processor and each GPU. NVIDIA
assumes PCIe 3.0 x16 (16GB) support from the processor, despite the A100 offering PCIe 4.0
(perhaps a dig at Intel Xeons). Intra-GPU connectivity through NVlink (NVIDIA’s proprietary GPU
interface) provides up to 600GB/s throughput and 2039 GB/s of high-bandwidth memory (HBM).
In middle 2021, NVIDIA announced the deployment on early 2023 of an Arm-based CPU/SoC, named
GRACE. The design of Grace removes the PCIe bottleneck and instead uses NVlink (4th generation,
900GB/s) in a mesh configuration to connect each processor and GPU to both HBM and LPDDR5x
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system memory, which from the image presented (figure 1.4.1.1a), looks to be in a “system-in-apackage” design. This arrangement is similar to the architecture of the Apple M1 processor
(although that currently uses LPDDR4x). Conceptually, the change in data flow is shown in figure
1.4.1.1b.

(b)

(a)

Fig.1.4.1.1: NVIDIA ARM GRACE and GPUs. (a) system-in-a-package design. (b)data flow exchange

The whole memory subsystem is cache-coherent, which simplifies programming. The use of Arm
Neoverse cores and LPDDR5x memory creates a power-efficient system that NVIDIA claims will offer
10x better performance than today’s DGX-based systems running with x86 processors.
Grace will be based on a future iteration of Arm’s Neoverse cores, and it is internal product for
NVIDIA, to be offered as part of their larger compute node offerings. NVIDIA isn’t directly gunning
for the Intel Xeon or AMD EPYC server market, but instead they are building their own chip to
complement their GPU offerings, creating a specialized chip that can directly connect to their GPUs
and help handle enormous, trillion parameter AI models.
Grace is designed to fill the CPU-sized hole in NVIDIA’s AI server currently available (Table 1.4.1.1).
GPUs are incredibly well-suited for certain classes of deep learning workloads, but not all workloads
are purely GPU-bound, if only because a CPU is needed to keep the GPUs fed. NVIDIA’s current
server offerings, in turn, typically rely on AMD’s EPYC processors, which are very fast for general
compute purposes, but lack the kind of high-speed I/O and deep learning optimizations that NVIDIA
is looking for. In particular, NVIDIA is currently bottlenecked by the use of PCI Express for CPU-GPU
connectivity; their GPUs can talk quickly amongst themselves via NVLink, but not back to the host
CPU or system RAM.

CPU Cores
CPU Architecture
Memory Bandwidth
GPU-to-CPU Interface
CPU-to-CPU Interface
Manufacturing Process
Release Year

GRACE

Xavier

?
Next-Gen Arm Neoverse
(Arm v9?)
>500GB/sec LPDDR5X (ECC)
>900GB/sec NVLink 4
>600GB/sec NVLink 4
?
2023

8
armel
(Custom Arm v8.2)
137GB/sec LPDDR4X
PCIe 3
N/A
TSMC 12nm
2018

Parker
(Tegra X2)
2
Denver 2
(Custom Arm v8)
60GB/sec LPDDR4
PCIe 3
N/A
TSMC 16nm
2016

Tab.1.4.1.1; NVIDIA SoC comparison
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The solution to the problem, as was the case even before Grace, is to use NVLink for CPU-GPU
communications. Previously NVIDIA has worked with the OpenPOWER foundation to get NVLink into
POWER9 for exactly this reason, however that relationship is seemingly on its way out, both as
POWER’s popularity wanes and POWER10 is skipping NVLink. Instead, NVIDIA is going their own way
by building an Arm server CPU with the necessary NVLink functionality.
The end result, according to NVIDIA, will be a high-performance and high-bandwidth CPU that is
designed to work in tandem with a future generation of NVIDIA server GPUs. With NVIDIA talking
about pairing each NVIDIA GPU with a Grace CPU on a single board – similar to today’s mezzanine
cards – not only does CPU performance and system memory scale up with the number of GPUs, but
in a roundabout way, Grace will serve as a co-processor of sorts to NVIDIA’s GPUs. This, if nothing
else, is a very NVIDIA solution to the problem, not only improving their performance, but giving
them a counter should the more traditionally integrated AMD or Intel try some sort of similar
CPU+GPU fusion play.
By 2023 NVIDIA will be up to NVLink 4, which will offer at least 900GB/sec of cumulative (up + down)
bandwidth between the SoC and GPU, and over 600GB/sec cumulative between Grace SoCs (Table
1.4.1.1.2.). Critically, this is greater than the memory bandwidth of the SoC, which means that
NVIDIA’s GPUs will have a cache coherent link to the CPU that can access the system memory at full
bandwidth, and also allowing the entire system to have a single shared memory address space.
NVIDIA describes this as balancing the amount of bandwidth available in a system, and they’re not
wrong, but there’s more to it. Having an on-package CPU is a major means towards increasing the
amount of memory NVIDIA’s GPUs can effectively access and use, as memory capacity continues to
be the primary constraining factors for large neural networks – you can only efficiently run a
network as big as your local memory pool.
And this memory-focused strategy is reflected in the memory pool design of Grace, as well. Since
NVIDIA is putting the CPU on a shared package with the GPU, they’re going to put the RAM down
right next to it. Grace-equipped GPU modules will include a to-be-determined amount of LPDDR5x
memory, with NVIDIA targeting at least 500GB/sec of memory bandwidth. Besides being what’s
likely to be the highest-bandwidth non-graphics memory option in 2023, NVIDIA is touting the use of
LPDDR5x as a gain for energy efficiency, owing to the technology’s mobile-focused roots and very
short trace lengths. And, since this is a server part, Grace’s memory will be ECC-enabled, as well.

GPU-to-CPU Interface
(Cummulative, Both Directions)
CPU-to-CPU Interface
(Cummulative, Both Directions)

GRACE
>900GB/sec
NVLink 4
>600GB/sec
NVLink 4

EPYC 2 + A100
~64GB/sec
PCIe 4 x16
304GB/sec
Infinity Fabric 2

EPYC 1 + V100
~32GB/sec
PCIe 3 x16
152GB/sec
Infinity Fabric

Tab.1-4-1.2; CPU & GPU Interconnect Bandwidth comparison

NVIDIA big vision goal for Grace is significantly cutting down the time required for the largest neural
networking models. NVIDIA is gunning for 10x higher performance on 1 trillion parameter models,
and their performance projections for a 64 module Grace+A100 system (with theoretical NVLink 4
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support) would be to bring down training such a model from a month to three days. Or alternatively,
being able to do real-time inference on a 500 billion parameter model on an 8 module system.
The family of custom Arm cores was never good enough, and never made it out of NVIDIA’s mobile
SoCs. Grace, in contrast, is a much safer project for NVIDIA; they’re merely licensing Arm cores
rather than building their own, and those cores will be in use by numerous other parties, as well. So
NVIDIA’s risk is reduced to largely getting the I/O and memory plumbing right, as well as keeping the
final design energy efficient.
If all goes according to plan, expect to see Grace in 2023. NVIDIA is already confirming that Grace
modules will be available for use in HGX carrier boards, and by extension DGX and all the other
systems that use those boards. So while we haven’t seen the full extent of NVIDIA’s Grace plans, it’s
clear that they are planning to make it a core part of future server offerings.
In 2021 Intel disclosed more about its new HPC-focused GPU offering: Ponte Vecchio. It will be the
heterogeneous architecture of the Aurora supercomputer at ANL [Fig.1.4.1.2]. Aurora will be on 2
ExaFlops peak performance with compute nodes based on 2 Intel Xeon scalable “Sapphire Rapids”
processors and 6 Xe-HPC arch-based PonteVecchio GPUs. The CPU-GPU interconnect is on PCIe Gen4
whilst GPU-GPU is an all-to-all Intel Xe link. The Intel Xe-HPC architecture include a new instruction
set. Contains 8 vector and 8 matrix engines, alongside a large 512 KB L1 cache. Ponte Vecchio has
already achieved 45 TFLOPs of single-precision compute performance in its current A0 silicon
version. This data center accelerator is the first Xe-HPC-based processor featuring a multi-tile design,
including Compute, Rambo, HBM, and EMIB tiles, a total of 47 tiles with 100 billion transistors. XeHPC Slice is the main building block, which combines 16 Xe-Cores. What might be interesting is the
fact that Ponte Vecchio is equipped with Ray Tracing Units. Same as HPG, each Xe-Core is tied to a
single RT unit. The purposes of those cores have been listed on the official slide as Ray Traversal,
Triangle Intersection, Bounding Box Intersection. Being a server accelerator means that those cores
are of course not for gaming. Ponte Vecchio will be available in 1 and 2-stack configurations. This
means specs up to 8 cores, 128 Xe-Cores, and 128 Ray Tracing Units. The 2-stack configuration will
have 8 memory controllers for HBM2e. Intel Ponte Vecchio GPU features 5 different process nodes,
making it one of the most complex HPC accelerators on the market. This may have an impact on the
supply of Ponte Vecchio GPUs, should any component see an expected shortage. Intel is comparing
itself to the NVIDIA A100 accelerator by more than doubling its FP32 throughput at 45 TFLOPs.
NVIDIA’s solution offers 19.5 TFLOPs.

Fig.1.4.1.2: Aurora: a 2 ExaFlops peak perfomance supercomputer with Intel Pontevecchio XE-HPC GPUs
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In AMD house the CDNA architecture for GPUs is evolving to the next level of CDNA 2 achieving over
4x1 performance boost over the prior generation architecture, with 47.9 TFLOP/s peak doubleprecision vector FP64 throughput, to enable exascale levels of performance with unrivalled
programmability in heterogeneous systems. It will be the GPU architecture of Frontier at ORNL
(Fig.Xa) with +1.5 ExaFlops of peak computing power. The AMD CDNA 2 architecture is designed
first and foremost for the most taxing scientific computing and machine learning applications and
the fig.1.4.1.3 shows the performance of the new GPU MI200 vs the prior generation MI100.

Fig.1.4.1.3: Frontier: a 1.5 ExaFlops peak power supercomputer at ORNL based on AMD CDNA 2
architecture

The AMD CDNA 2 architecture is designed first and foremost for the most taxing scientific computing
and machine learning applications. It powers the new AMD Instinct™ MI200 generation of products
that target solutions ranging from compact single systems all the way to the world’s largest exascale
supercomputers with unique and highly differentiated programming models. The AMD Instinct
MI200 Graphics Compute Die (GCD,) with up to 110 Compute Units (CUs) per die, is built on
advanced packaging technologies, enabling two GCDs to be integrated into a single package in the
OAM (OCP Accelerator Module) form factor in the MI250 and MI250X products (Fig.1.4.1.3).

Fig.1.4.1.3: OAM Universal Baseboard for AMD Instinct MI200
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Each AMD CDNA™ 2 GCD has multiple blocks dedicated to compute, memory access and
communication and they are connected with a high-speed on-die fabric. One of the crucial
innovations in the AMD CDNA 2 architecture is employing AMD’s unique Infinity Fabric to extend the
on-die fabric across the package so that each GCD appears as a GPU in one shared memory system.
Connecting two GCDs together in this fashion doubles the resources, creating a larger computational
building block on top of the many other enhancements. One of the fundamental innovations in the
prior generation AMD CDNA architecture was the introduction of the Matrix Core technology in the
compute units (CUs) to boost computational throughput with a focus on datatypes used in machine
learning. In the table 1.4.1.3 reports the Generational comparison of numerical formats and peak
throughput between MI250X OAM and MI100 (PCIe).

Computation
MI200 Matrix FP64
Vs
MI100 Vector FP64
MI200 Vector FP64
Vs
MI100 Vector FP64
MI200 Matrx FP32
Vs
MI100 Matrix FP32
MI200 Packed FP32
Vs
MI100 Vector FP32
MI200 Vector FP32
Vs
MI100 Vector FP32
MI200 Matrix FP16
Vs
MI100 Matrix FP16
MI200 Matrix BF16
Vs
MI100 Matrix BF16
MI200 Matrix INT8
Vs
MI100 Matrix INT8

MI100
(Flops/CLK/CU)

MI100
(Flops/CLK/CU)

MI100
(TFLOPS peak)

MI250X
(TFLOPS peak)

64

256

11.5

95.7

64

128

11.5

47.9

256

256

46.1

95.7

128

256

23.1

95.7

128

128

23.1

47.9

1024

1024

184.6

383

512

1024

92.3

383

1024

1024

184.6

383

Tab.1.4.1.3: MI250X (OAM) vs. MI100 (PCIe).

The Matrix Core technology in the AMD CDNA 2 architecture builds on this foundation and has been
enhanced to support a wider range of datatypes and applications, with a particular emphasis on
scientific computing with FP64 data. Additionally, similar to the prior generation, the CU array is
partitioned into four shader engines that execute the compute kernels that are spawned by the
command processor. The extremely high bandwidth register files and local data storage are tailored
to support computational throughput. Additionally, the shared memory hierarchy outside of the CUs
is critical to delivering the bandwidth necessary for real-world applications which work on large scale
datasets that reside in memory. The AMD CDNA 2 memory controllers focus on efficiently accessing
large working sets of data and bringing it on-die so that the
L2 cache can provide amplified the bandwidth to feed the CUs. The AMD CDNA 2 architecture boosts
many different dimensions of the memory hierarchy, simultaneously improving bandwidth
generationally and capacity while enhancing synchronization.
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Each GCD contains an L2 cache that is physically partitioned with one slice per memory controller
and shared by all the resources on a single GCD. The AMD CDNA 2 family uses a 16-way setassociative design with 32 slices with a total capacity of 8MB (per GCD). To keep pace with the
computational capabilities of the CUs, the bandwidth from each L2 slice has been doubled to 128B
per clock – a peak of 6.96 TB/s for the MI250, more than 2x the prior generation4. The queuing and
arbitration for the distributed L2 cache have been enhanced to improve utilization of this read
bandwidth over a wide range of workloads. The AMD CDNA 2 memory capabilities have been scaled
up in tandem with the computational requirements to handle large exascale-class computing
problems. The memory capacity has doubled to 64GB per GCD from 32GB in the prior generation, so
that a multichip MI200 series accelerator can access up to 128GB of data (which is 64GB per GCD x 2
per AMD Instinct MI250/250X device) – 4x the total memory capacity than the prior generation5 and
comparable to the main memory of an entire server from a decade ago. The HBM2e memory
interface operates at aggregate 3.2TB/s which is 2.7x the previous generation5 of peak theoretical
memory bandwidth taking into account the dual GCDs. To keep pace with this increase in off-chip
bandwidth, the connection between the individual memory controllers and L2 cache slices has
doubled to 64-bytes wide.
The most critical improvements to the AMD CDNA™ 2 architecture are in the communication
capabilities of each GCD within the AMD MI200 device and especially in the unique capabilities
offered by AMD Infinity Fabric™ technology. The previous generation relied on standard PCI-Express
to connect to the host processor and offered three AMD Infinity Fabric™ links connecting to other
GPUs. In the flagship HPC topology example show in Figure 1.4.1.4a, the AMD CDNA 2 architecture
builds out the communication capabilities to an entirely different level with four different types of
interfaces specialized for different purposes: in-package Infinity Fabric, inter-package Infinity Fabric
links, coherent Infinity Fabric links to the host processor, and a downstream PCIe link. The inpackage Infinity Fabric, coherent Infinity Fabric, and downstream PCIe links are all novel and unlock
the unique system capabilities illustrated in Figure 1.4.1.4a. In the more traditional mainstream and
flagship machine learning topologies, illustrated in Figure 1.4.1.4b-c, the GPUs are connected to the
host processor via PCIe but still benefit from the increased number of GCD-to-GCD Infinity Fabric
Links within the GPU device as well as the inter-package external Infinity Fabric links.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.1.4.1.4. Block diagrams of a node built using the AMD Instinct™ MI250X accelerator and optimized 3rd
generation AMD EPYC™ processor: a) flagship HPC, b) mainstream HPC/ML, c) ML-optimized
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The key to accelerated computing for HPC and ML is a software stack and ecosystem that easily
unlocks the capabilities for software developers and customers. AMD ROCm™ stack, shown in Figure
1.4.1.5, provides an open-source and easy to use set of tools that are built around industry
standards and enable creating well-optimized portable software for everything from simple
workstation programs to massive exascale applications. The principles behind AMD ROCm are fairly
simple. First, accelerated computing requires equality between both processors and accelerators.
While they focus on different workloads, they should work together effectively and have equal
access to resources such as memory. Second, a rich ecosystem of software libraries and tools should
enable portable and performant code that can take advantage of new capabilities. Last, an opensource approach empowers vendors, customers, and the entire community along with amplification
of AMD’s own investment.

Fig.1.4.1.5: AMD’s open-source ROCm stack includes tools developers need to build high-performance
applications for scientific computing and machine learning

The AMD ROCm™ ecosystem is crucial for putting the capabilities of the AMD CDNA™ 2 architecture
into the hands of developers, vendors, customers, and the entire community. For example, the
rocBLAS library has incorporated the new instructions for FP64 matrix multiplication and packed
FP32 vectors so that developers that work with higher-level libraries will get excellent performance
from day one. At a lower level, the ROCm compiler and runtime can take advantage of these same
features to generate high-performance binaries for custom code and a more diverse set of
applications beyond linear algebra. At an even higher level, AMD’s Infinity Hub contains
containerized HPC and ML applications that are ready to use and support the latest MI200 series
accelerators. At the same time, the unique capabilities of the AMD CDNA 2 architecture - especially
cache coherency, enable simplifying applications and delivering even greater performance. For
example, parts of NWChemEx make use of coherent unified memory; porting this to non-coherent
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processors and accelerators could add complexity, introduce new bugs, and generally delay
deploying the application. AMD MI250X accelerator with the optimized 3rd gen AMD EPYC™
processor in a cache-coherent configuration can greatly improve productivity.
To conclude the current deployment of heterogeneous architectures based on CPU/GPU, it has to
be notify the Italian pre-exascale HPC system, named Leonardo, is composed of a booster module
with 3456 compute nodes with a CPU Intel Xeon Ice-Lake and 4x Nvidia Ampere 100 GPUs SXM able
to provide 240 PFlops of HPL (High Perfomance Linpack) benchmark. The system architecture of the
node is shown in Fig.1.4.1.6 and the main specification are reported in the table 1.4.1.4. The blad is
based on ad hoc board provided by Atos in BullSequana platform with CPU-GPU connection via
PCIe4 16x via HDR Connect16 HCA that provides 16 PCI links towards the CPU and 16 PCI links
towards GPUs with a bandwidth of 64 GB/s duplex. The GPU-GPU connection is composed of all-toall full NVlink at 200 GB/s bi-directional.

Tab.1.4.1.4
Leonardo booster module compute node specification:
CPU: 1 Intel Xeon Icelake, 32 cores (2.4 GHz -250 W)
Memory: 256 GB
CPUs:Accellerators: 1:4
Accellerators: 4 x Nvidia Ampere 100 (SXM)
GPU-CPU bandwidth: 400 GB/s
Accellerator memory: 256 GB HBM2e (4x64 GB)
Accellerator memory bandwidth: 6.5 TB/s (1.6 TB/s x 4
GPUs)

Fig.1.4.1.6: Leonardo Booster module with system architecture of the blade

Currently for CPU and FPGAs is widely used in embedded systems. Integrating the high-level
management functionality of processors and the stringent, real-time operations, extreme data
processing, or interface functions of an FPGA into a single device forms an even more powerful
embedded computing platform.
SoC FPGA devices integrate both processor and FPGA architectures into a single device.
Consequently, they
provide higher integration, lower power, smaller board size, and higher bandwidth communication
between the processor and FPGA. They also include a rich set of peripherals, on-chip memory, an
FPGA-style logic array, and high speed transceivers.
The Table 1.4.1.5 shows the SoC FPGA products currently available on the market for three different
vendors. The processors in these devices are fully dedicated, “hardened” processor subsystems (not
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a soft IP core implemented in the FPGA fabric). All three industry product lines employ a fullfeatured ARM® processor with a memory hierarchy and dedicated peripherals that largely boot, run,
and act like any “normal” ARM processor.
Integrating these technologies on the same piece of silicon eliminates the cost of one of the plastic
packages, and saves board space. If both the CPU and FPGA use separate external memories, it may
also be possible to consolidate both into one memory device, for further savings. As the signals
between the processor and the FPGA now reside on the same silicon, communication between the
two consumes substantially less power compared to using separate chips. The integration of
thousands of internal connections between the processor and the FPGA leads to substantially higher
bandwidth and lower latency compared to a two-chip solution. Previously, the lack of an ARM
processor had been a barrier to using FPGA technology for full production, but this new breed of SoC
FPGAs delivers a fully-functional, fully-compatible, high-performance, dual-core ARM Cortex-A9
processor running up to 1GHz with today’s 28nm process technology.
The Intel SoC solution based on ARM Hard Processor System (HPS). It consists of a multi-core ARM
Cortex MPCore applications processor, a rich set of peripherals, and multiport memory controller
shared with logic in the FPGA. The HPS gives you the flexibility of programmable logic combined with
the performance and cost savings of hard IP.
-

Embedded peripherals eliminate the need to implement these functions in programmable
logic, leaving more FPGA resources for application-specific custom logic and reducing power
consumption
- The hard multiport SDRAM memory controller, shared by the processor and FPGA logic,
supports DDR2, DDR3, DDR4, LPDDR2, LPDDR3, RLDRAM 3, and QDR II+ SDRAM devices with
an integrated ECC support for high reliability and safety-critical applications.
High-throughput data paths between the HPS and FPGA fabric provide a level of interconnect
performance that is not possible in two-chip solutions. The tight integration between the HPS and
FPGA fabric provides over 125 Gbps peak bandwidth in the Arria V SoC for example with integrated
data coherency between the processor and the FPGA.
The flexibility offered by the FPGA logic fabric, with up to 5.5 million Logic Elements (LE) in the
Stratix 10 SoC, lets you differentiate your system by implementing custom IP or off-the-shelf
preconfigured IP from Intel or its partners into your designs. This allows:
-

Adapt quickly to varying or changing interface and protocol standards
Add custom hardware in the FPGA to accelerate time-critical algorithms and create a
compelling competitive edge
Reduce power consumption and FPGA resource requirements by leveraging hard logic
functions within the FPGA, including PCIe ports and additional multiport memory
controllers.

Processor
Processor Class
Single or Dual Core
Processor Max. Frequency
L1 Cache
L2 Cache
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Altera SoC
ARM Cortex-A9
Application processor
Single or Dual
1.05 GHz
Data: 32 KB
Instruction: 32 KB
Unified: 512 KB,

Xilinx Zynq 7000 EPP
ARM Cortex-A9
Application processor
Dual
1.0 GHz
Data: 32 KB
Instruction: 32 KB
Unified: 512 KB

Microsemi SmartFusion2
ARM Cortex-M3
Microcontroller
Single
166 MHz
No data cache
Instruction: 8 KB
Not Available
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with Error Correction Code
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not Available

Yes

Yes

Not Available

Generic (GIC)
64 KB, with ECC
8-channel ARM DMA330
32 peripheral requests
(FPGA + HPS)
Yes
LPDDR2, DDR2, DDR3L,
DDR3
16 bit, 32 bit
400 MHz (Cyclone V SoC),
533 MHz (Arria V SoC)
1x Quad SPI controller
1x NAND controller
2x 10/100/1G Ethernet
controller
2x USB 2.0 On the Go
controller
1x SD/MMC/SDIO controller
2x UART
4x I2C controller
2x CAN controller
2x SPI master, 2x SPI slave
controller
4x 32 bit general-purpose
timers
2x 32 bit watchdog timers

Generic (GIC)
256 KB, no ECC
8-channel ARM DMA330
4 peripheral requests
(FPGA only)
Yes
LPDDR2, DDR2, DDR3L,
DDR3
16-bit
667 MHz

Nested, Vectored (NVIC)
64 KB, no ECC
1-channel HPDMA
4 requests

1x Quad SPI controller
1x static memory controller
(NAND,
NOR, or SSRAM)
2x 10/100/1G Ethernet
controller
2x USB 2.0 OTG controller
2x SD/SDIO controller
2x UART
2x I2C controller
2x CAN controller
2x SPI controllers (master or
slave)
2x 16 bit triple-mode
timer/counters
1x 24 bit watchdog timer

1x 10/100/1G Ethernet
controller
2x USB 2.0 OTG controller
2x UART
2x I2C controller
1x CAN controller
2x SPI
2x general-purpose timers
1x watchdog timer
1x real-time clock (RTC)

FPGA Fabric
FPGA Logic Density Range
Hardened Memory Controllers
in FPGA
High-speed Transceivers
Analog Mixed Signal (AMS)

Cyclone V, Arria V
25 K to 462 K LE
Up to 3, with ECC

Artix-7, Kintex-7
28K to 444 K LC
Not available

Fusion2
6 K to 146 K LE
Not available

Available at all densities
Not available

Higher-density devices only
Not available

Boot Sequence

Processor first, FPGA first, or
both simultaneous

Higher-density devices only
2 x 12-bit, 1 MSPS analog-todigital converters (ADCs)
Processor first

Memory Management Unit
(MMU)
Floating Point Unit/NEON
Multimedia Engine
Acceleration
Coherency
Port (ACP)
Interrupt Controller
On-Chip Processor RAM
Direct Memory Access
Controller
External Memory Controller
Memory Types Supported
External Memory ECC
External Memory Bus Max.
Frequency
Processor Peripherals

Yes
LPDDR, DDR2, DDR3
8 bit, 16 bit, 32 bit
333 MHz

Processor first

Tab.1.4.1.4: The commercial FPGA devices SoC currently available

Intel offers a full-range SoC FPGA product portfolio spanning high-end, midrange, and low-end
applications. In HPC data center among the most interesting there are:
-

Agilex F Series: enable next-generation, high-performance applications via higher fabric
performance, lower power, gains in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) functionality, and higher
designer productivity compared to previous-generation FPGAs. The Intel Agilex FPGA meets
the myriad challenges of data-centric compute while opening up new possibilities for
business and industry. The FPGA fabric die at the heart of every Intel Agilex FPGA is built on
Intel’s 10 nm SuperFin chip manufacturing process technology, the world's most advanced
FinFET process. The fabric die leverages the second generation of Intel® Hyperflex™ FPGA
Architecture, which uses registers, called Hyper-Registers, throughout the FPGA, optimized
for leading performance on 10 nm. The second generation of Intel Hyperflex FPGA
Architecture, combined with Intel® Quartus® Prime Software, delivers the optimized
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performance and productivity required for next-generation systems. The FPGA fabric also
features architecture optimizations for accelerating AI functions and DSP operations through
dedicated structures for half-precision floating point (FP16) and BFLOAT16, as well as
increased DSP density compared to prior generation FPGAs. Intel Agilex FPGAs can
implement fixed-point and floating point DSP operations with high efficiency. The DSP blocks
provide 2X the number of 9x9 multipliers compared to the prior generation. This also
doubles the amount of INT8 operations that Intel Agilex FPGAs can deliver per DSP block.
The addition of new modes for FP8 and FP16 supports highly efficient implementations for
specific AI workloads, such as CNNs for image and object detection with a lower device
utilization and lower power compared to implementation with FP32. Announced but not yet
available is the Apollo Agilex SOM as SoC (Fig.1.4.1.7) . It takes advantage of the latest Intel®
Agilex® SoC with 1400K logic elements to obtain performance and power breakthrough (with
up to 40% lower power than Stratix 10 series). Combining high-end hardware interfaces such
as two high-capacity and high-bandwidth DDR4 SO-DIMM Sockets (up to 32GB DDR4), onboard QSFP28 connector, PCIe Gen 4x16 up to 25.8 Gbps/ch with carrier, on-board USBBlaster II, and FMC/FMC+ connectors for I/O expansion.

Fig.1.4.1.7; The new Intel Apollo Agilex SOM SoC FPGA and block diagram

-

-

Stratix 10: offer breakthrough advantages in bandwidth and system integration, including a
next-generation HPS. Stratix 10 devices feature the revolutionary HyperFlex™ architecture
and are manufactured on the Intel 14 nm Tri-Gate process, delivering breakthrough levels of
performance and power efficiencies that were previously unimaginable. When coupled with
64 bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 processor and advanced heterogeneous development and
debug tools such as the Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCLTM1 and Intel SoC FPGA Embedded
Design Suite (EDS), Stratix 10 devices offer the industry’s most versatile single-chip
heterogeneous computing platform.
Arria 10: SoCs deliver optimal performance, power efficiency, small form factor, and low
cost for midrange applications. The Arria 10 SoCs (Fig.1.4.1.8), based on TSMC’s 20 nm
process technology, combine a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 HPS with industry-leading
programmable logic technology that includes hardened floating-point DSP blocks. By
building on the architecture of the dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor from the Arria V SoC,
the Arria 10 SoC offers an easy performance upgrade and software migration path for Arria
V and Cyclone V SoC designs. The architectural innovation in the implementation of IEEE 754
single-precision hardened floating-point DSP blocks in Arria 10 SoCs enables processing rates
up to 1.5 TFLOPs and power efficiency up to 40 GFLOPs/Watt.
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Fig.1.4.1.8; The commercial FPGA discrete currently available

Discrete FPGA devices requiring a compute host compatible with a Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI). The following table 1.4.1.5 resumes the commercial discrete FPGA boards
currently available on the market with technical specification available on line in [FPGA,2021]

Vendor
Micron
Micron
Xilinx
Achronix
Intel
Intel

Model
SB-851
EX-700
Alveo
VectorPath™ S7t-VG6
Stratix
Agilex

FPGA
Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale+ UV9P FPGA
up to six single-wide AC Series modules
U200, U250 or U280 Modules
AC7t150
Stratix 10GX/DX/SX/TX/NX/MX/SX SoC
Agilex F/I-series/DE 10 /SoC

PCIe
x16 Gen3
x16 Gen3
x16 Gen3
x16 Gen4
X16 Gen4
X16 Gen4

Tranceiver
2 QSFP28
N/A
2xQSFP28
QSFPDD QSFP56
2xTQSFP56
2xQSFPDD

Tab.1.4.1.5; The commercial FPGA discrete currently available

The Achronix FPGAs cover a small niche of the market but miss the High Level Synthesis flow
required by TextaRossa. The Intel Stratix family will be soon superseded by the forthcoming Intel
Agilex with FPGA OneAPI. But there are risks on their availability on the market and FPGA OneAPI
development flow is still at its beginning. At the current state of the technology, the most viable way
for FPGA accelerator for HPC solutions to be adopted in TextaRossa is to rely on Alveo boards for the
following reasons:
•

they are a mature technology and their Vitis based development flow has more than 2 years
of presence in the market, so it is quite tested (the same is not still true for OneAPI)
• the boards have interesting characteristics as they can be both tailored for heavy
computational loads (U250) and for more I/O demanding loads (U280 which offers gen4x8
connectivity and 2 High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) slots of HBM, each having 4GBytes of
memory).
The Appendix 1 reported the product table for Xilinx Alveo and Intel Agilex FPGA, in order to
compare the specifications for the next activities.
The ENEA CRESCO FPGA Lab (Fig.1.4.1.9) has made available to the TextaROssa a pool of compute
nodes equipped as follow:
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•
•
•
•

n.6 Linux X86_64 nodes with 2 x Intel Xeon Haswell CPU, 128 GB RAM
n.2 Xilinx U280 + n.2 Xilinx U250
Sys.Op. Linux Centos 7.4
Development software tools: Xilinx VITIS & Intel OneAPI

The access to the FPGA Lab resources is available getting an account in ENEAGRID infrastructure
following the access rules reported in ENEA CRESCO portal [CRESCO,2021]. The compute nodes
equipped with FPGA boards can be access via ssh on front-end node: cresco-in.portici.enea.it and
forwarding on to:
cresco-xilinx0/1/2/3/4/5.portici.enea.it
A graphical remote access to compute nodes of the FPGA Lab is available using ENEA F.A.R.O. (Fast
Access Remote Objects) using a client ThinLIC on the front-end node: cresco-in-gui.portici.enea.it
For the TextaRossa project are available some Development Operations tools as follow:
A gitlab for source codes and data benchmark repositories [GITLAB,2021]
ENEA Staging Storage Sharing system based on Owncloud using AFS (Andrew File System), The
geographical distributed filesystem of the ENEAGRID infrastructure as backend [E3S,2021]

Fig.1.4.1.9: The ENEA FPGA Lab, with F.A.R.O as GUI to develop with VITIS and Intel OneAPI

U250

U280

Look-up tables

1,728K

1,304K

Registers

3,456K

2,607K

DSO Slices

12,288

9,024

4x 16GB 72b

2x 16GB 72b

DDR total capacity

64 GB

32 GB

DDR Max Data Rate

2400 MT/s

2400 MT/s

77GB/s

38 GB/s

DDR memory

DDR Total BW
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HBM2 Total Capacity

-

8 GB

HBM2 Total Bandwidth

-

460 GB/s

Internal memory total capacity

57 MB

43 MB

Internal memory total BW

47 TB/s

35 TB/s

PCI Express®

Gen3 x16

2x Gen4 x8, Gen3 x16

Network Interface

2x QSFP28

2x QSFP28

Typical power

110 W

100 W

Maximum power

225 W

225 W

Tab.1.4.1.6; The commercial FPGA discrete currently available

The FPGA Xilinx U250 is more oriented for computations that require a lot of logic (intensive
computations), while the U280, having more I/O bandwidth (2 HBM2 memory banks, 4 GB each,
with a global bandwidth of 460 GB/s and 2x Gen4x8 PCIe channels) is more suited for applications
that, while still being computationally demanding (U280 has a quite high count of logic resources DSP, LUT, and registers), have heavy I/O requirements. Apart from the different characterization
depending on the availability of more I/O logic or a larger quantity of “pure computational” logic,
both the FPGA boards are well suited for HPC applications, having - both of them - a lot of logic
resources (i.e. computational power) connected with internal memory (~50 MB) with a huge
bandwidth (~40 TB/s). The Tab.1.4.1.6 shows the technical specification of the U250/U280 FPGA
board installed in the ENEA FPGA Lab.
Finally, last but not least, it is needed to report the European Processor Initiative (EPI) [Kovac,2020]
project, whose aim is to design and implement a roadmap for a new family of low-power European
processors for exascale computing, high performance big data and a range of emerging application.
The technology domain of the EPI activities in HPC landscape shall carry out:
•

A first implementation of a processor platform addressing a strong set of common
technologies different application domains. It deals with the selection of cutting-edge
process technology, massive parallelism with multi-cores, a memory hierarchy with HBM
integrated using a silicon interposer, a chiplet approach with a high-speed link between
silicon dies, a low-power design approach with a low-voltage operating point and fine-grain
power management, built-in security to isolate applications and resist against the new cyber
threat environment. The software stack will be designed to integrate and take advantage of
these features to achieve high-energy efficiency and maximize performance across a wide
range of layers from the low-level firmware, all the way up to system software and
application run times.
• the development and demonstration of fully European processor IPs based on the RISC-V
instruction set architecture, providing power-efficient and high-throughput accelerator tiles
within the GPP chip. Using RISC-V allows for leveraging open-source resources at the
hardware architecture level and software level, as well as ensuring independence from nonEuropean patented computing technologies.
Exascale computing systems need to simultaneously meet challenges related to performance,
system cost and energy efficiency. To deliver performance, a vast amount of resources is
required, but the wrong choices of components, architecture or implementation might result in
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a system that is much too expensive and/or too power hungry. To find the right balance, global
system level optimization is necessary. For this purpose, EPI will harmonize the heterogeneous
computing environment by defining a common approach: the so-called Common Platform (CP)
shown in Figure 1.4.1.10 It will include the global architecture (hardware and software)
specification, common design methodology and the global approach for power management
and security.

Fig.1.4.1.10; EPI Common Platform architecture

The CP is organized around a 2D mesh Network-on-Chip (NoC) connecting computing tiles based
on general purpose Arm cores with high energy efficiency accelerator tiles, an RISC-V-based EPI
accelerator (EPAC), a Multi-Purpose Processing Array (MPPA), cryptographic IP and embedded
FPGA with different acceleration levels or any other application-specific accelerator. A common
software environment between heterogeneous computing tiles will harmonize the system, as
well as act as a common backbone of IP components for IO connection with the external
environment, such as memories and interconnected or loosely coupled accelerators. With this
CP approach, EPI will provide an environment that seamlessly integrates any computing tile. The
right balance of computing resources for application matching will be defined through the ratio
of the accelerator and general-purpose tiles. The EPAC accelerator tile will be a fully European
processor IP accelerator, based on the RISC-V ISA and aimed at providing very low-power and
high-computing throughput accelerator to the general-purpose cores. It will include specialized
tiles, such as a Vector Processing Unit (VPU), Stencil/Tensor accelerator (STX) and Variable
Precision co-processor (VRP). A first silicon implementation of EPAC 1.0 test chip was
announced in the middle of 2021 including of a subset of block functions synthetized on FPGA,
such as: the Avispado RISC-V core, the VPU, the NoC (NoC9, the shared L2 cache with Coherence
Home Node (L2HN), interrupt controllers, IO peripherals and several other components.

WISHED STATE

There is a clear need to improve, where possible, the components of the current system
architectures and to develop system software, libraries, and applications for the purpose of reaching
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a significant fraction of the peak performance of exascale supercomputers that will be available in
the upcoming years. Only if this task is accomplished, those systems will have the chance of being
sustainable, meaning that their cost and power consumption will be acceptable. Overlapping data
communication and computation on this kind of platform is the most critical requirement. Support
for independent streams of processing (including the computation required for data movement) and
programmable network interfaces are just some examples of possible solutions to reduce the
overhead introduced by inter (and intra) nodes communication.
Taking into account the CPU/GPU/FPGAs technologies suitable for HPC exascale oriented two
distinct wished states shall be assessed corresponding two different system architectures of a
compute node for an energy sustainable exascale HPC system.
WS-1.4.1.a: a system architecture currently available based on CPU and integrated GPUs
able to provide energy efficiency performance less than 100 mW/GFlops at level of compute
node, with a high bandwidth of GPU-GPU interconnect and a unified memory address
among GPUs. The CPU host shall guarantee an efficient GPU data movement for inter-node
communication. This system architecture shall allow of using programming models and
toolchains for new implementations of numerical algebra kernels as well as parallel
applications widely used and IA algorithms in a complete HPC infrastructure able to scale up
towards an exascale size with energy consumption sustainable (< 20 MW).
WS-1.4.1.b: a system architecture currently available based on SoC CPU+FPGA or CPU and
discrete FPGA devices able to provide energy efficiency performance less than 100
mW/GFlops at level of compute node. The FPGA-FPGA interconnect shall be developed
inside the compute node and whereas needed a unified memory address among FPGAs. The
CPU host shall guarantee an efficient FPGA data movement for inter-node communication.
This system architecture shall allow of using programming models and toolchains for new
implementations of numerical algebra kernels as well as specific parallel applications and IA
algorithms in a complete HPC infrastructure able to scale up towards a exascale size with
energy consumption sustainable (< 20 MW).

ACTION STATE
It is apparent that the aforementioned system architectures as well as the associated new programming
models is not enough to get a real benefit at user application level so that a re-thinking of algorithms and
new software refactoring of fundamental building blocks of real-world applications are also required. The
actions need to achieve an assessment of the foregoing wished states during the activities of WP1 is
simply listed in the following table:
WS.1.4.1.a

WS.1.4.1.b

Design
Requirements and Specifications of compute node with a system
architecture CPU+GPU based
Requirements and Specifications of compute node with a system
architecture CPU+FPGA based

Test
Design a HPL test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
Design a HPL test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution

PRIORITY
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To develop new implementations of numerical sparse linear algebra kernels. For instance,
communication avoidance variants of conjugate gradient-based solvers. This software development
requires hardware/software resources equipped with GPUs/FPGA devices currently available and
software development tools such as Vitis for FPGA Xilinx and Intel OneApi for GPUs and FPGAs
Altera.
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6.2 Task-1.4.2: Interconnection Networks
The goal of the TEXTAROSSA project in the framework of interconnect system is to design and
provide a Low-latency, direct network for FPGA accelerators optimized vs. the needs of new
computing paradigms like AI and HPDA.
The interconnection between nodes is one of the crucial components to achieve optimal
performance: the bandwidth interface must be based on the CPU and accelerator bandwidth
requirements. The choice of the network technology and topology will impact the effective latency
of the data exchange between nodes and the power efficiency. The objective is to find the best
balance between network performance and consumption.
The aim of the activity is to design the interconnection networks for intra-node/inter-node
communications adopting a hierarchical infrastructure of separate layers with different topologies,
congestion-minimizing routing algorithms and communication protocols.

CURRENT STATE

Today the computing efficiency, the power consumption and the system cooling have become key
factors driving HPC design. In this perspective, the next generation one-million cores HPC systems
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have to adopt low power CPUs, co-design and integrate application-oriented computing
accelerators, designing scalable, low latency, high performance interconnection architectures
suitable for such as extreme scale systems.
The ExaNeSt [Katevenis,2016] project, funded in EU H2020 research framework (call H2020-FETHPC2014, n. 671553), aimed to demonstrate the efficient usage of low power architectures in Exascale
computing platforms.
One of the main goals within ExaNeSt has been the design of ExaNet: a novel, unified (for data and
storage traffic), low latency, high throughput, RDMA-based interconnect architecture suitable for
extreme scale system. The project leaned on high end SoC FPGAs — the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+
[Xilinx,2021] with 4 ARM Cortex-A53 embedded cores running at up to 1.5GHz — to integrate
thousands of cores into a fully working system prototype.
ExaNet was responsible for data communication at the lower level of the network interconnect of
the ExaNeSt project. The INFN APE Research group, which in the past has designed the APEnet
[Ammendola,2011] 3D-Torus network architecture, was responsible for the ExaNet Network IP
[Ammendola,2018] that provided switching and routing features and managed the communication
over the High Speed Serial (HSS) links through different levels of the ExaNeSt interconnect hierarchy.
EuroEXA [Euroexa,2021] is a major European FET research initiative that leverages on previous
projects results (ExaNeSt, ExaNoDe [ExaNoDe,2021] and ECOSCALE [Mavroidis,2016]) to design a
medium scale but scalable, fully working HPC system prototype exploiting state-of-the-art FPGA
devices that integrate compute accelerators and low-latency high-throughput network.
EuroEXA enhances the ExaNet architecture, inherited by the ExaNeSt project, and introduces a multitier, hybrid topology network built on top of an FPGA-integrated Custom Switch that provides high
throughput and low inter-node traffic latency for the different layers of the network hierarchy.
The EuroEXA computing node, the CRDB (Co-design Recommended Daughter Board), is based on a
module hosting Xilinx Ultrascale+ FPGAs for application code acceleration hardware, control and
network implementation. The interconnect is an FPGA-based hierarchical hybrid network
characterized by direct topology at blade level (16 computing nodes on a board named Blade) and a
Custom Switch [Biagioni,2020], implementing a mix of full-crossbar and Torus topology, for
interconnection with the upper levels.

WISHED STATE

The goal is to offer support for the execution on a system of multiple FPGAs of applications
developed according to the streaming programming models based on Kahn Process Networks (KPNs)
and possibly on task-based paradigm.
It will be carried out designing a final architecture able to allow for a directed graph of tasks built
and mapped on the multiple FPGA network for the execution. It will leverage on the ExaNet
interconnect IPs enhanced by intra-node and inter-node communication links for FPGAs optimized
vs. the needs of new computing paradigms like AI and HPDA. A full software stack, including lowlevel system software and interfaces with HLS shell for programming the heterogeneous hardware
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system, will allow users to exploit the enhanced ExaNet IPs, programming and configuring the
hardware at higher abstraction level as possible.
WS.1.4.2.a: HLS-based design of: (i) high speed, low-latency, high-throughput intra-node
switch and inter-node multi protocol serial link controller, (ii) optimized IO interface for HLSbased accelerators supporting the integration in the VITIS flow.
WS.1.4.2.b: to design a Linux device driver able to set configuration parameters of the
network (node address and topology) and monitoring its status.
WS.1.4.2.c: to design a user space library able to provide methods to the toolchains to
configure and initialize the network IPs and to setup the communication channels between
tasks.

ACTION STATE

In order to achieve the wished state goal we plan to design and implement both hardware and
software components.

WS.1.4.2.a

Design
HLS based design intra-node switch and multiprotocol serial link
control

Development
PoC on FPGA

WS.1.4.2.b
WS.1.4.2.c

Linux driver to set the network
User Space Library to configure the network

PoC on FPGA
PoC on FPGA

Test
Performance of
- speed
- Latency
- Throughput
No test
No test

PRIORITY

The produced IP will be evaluated through incremental integration in the other WPs.
1. node-testbed: a single multi-task based FPGA testbed consisting of a limited number of
hardware accelerated tasks and network IP implementing intra-node communication. This
testbed will allow us to evaluate the node architecture, the supporting software and the
programming framework.
2. small-scale testbed made of few node-testbeds interconnected through inter-node
communication IPs to validate the multi-node platform, the toolchains and preliminary
release of the user space library.
3. final testbed, fully integrated hardware-software system, validated running kernels selected
from the TEXTAROSSA application portfolio to evaluate and characterize system
performance.
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7 Task-1.5: Hardware Platforms
The objective of this task is to define two types of platforms/compute nodes featuring the twophase cooling technology in order to improve the readiness of this technology. This technology will
be demonstrated on two types of accelerators : first FPGA accelerators, with moderate power and
second GPU with High Power (more than 300W). With the limited budget of T1.5 task, it is not
possible to develop specific nodes according to the heterogeneous architectures defined in T1.4, but
the objective is to define the characteristics of these nodes that are close to this optimal definition
and will provide the best demonstrators for the two-phase cooling technology. The selection and
needed adaptations will be developed in WP5. This gap analysis is then focussed on cooling at level
of node and rack for both FPGA and GPU platforms.
Cooling electronic components that use a closed loop liquid circuit applied directly to or near the
surface of the chip is not a new technology. This approach has been used in past, and now almost
exclusively on mainframe or HPC commonly found in supercomputer facilities. In recent years,
economical versions of direct cooling using water have been developed and sold to the personal
computer market for those customers wishing to maximize performance. Nowadays a version of the
technology, with modifications, is available for the commercial server market. Direct cooling
provides a more‑efficient method to transfer the heat from these hot components to the building
chilled water loop and then outside with very little additional energy, compared to transferring the
heat first to air and later to the building chilled water system. In addition, in a direct cooling system,
the water temperature returning after cooling the IT equipment is much higher than typically found
in data centers, and provides more opportunity for heat reuse or the ability to reject this heat to the
atmosphere with a dry cooler, thereby eliminating the requirement of a cooling tower or chiller
plant in most climates.
Usually the direct cooling systems are actives requiring an external source of energy to move the
fluid into the loop. The general scheme is reported in Fig.1.5.1 where the main components of the
loop may be distinguished.

Fig.1.5.1: Schematic of Direct Liquid Cooling System

The circulating pump, or the compressor in the case of vapour compression technologies, has to be
designed to counterbalance all the pressure drops in the loop and to maintain the necessary mass
flow rate to evacuate the thermal load from the heatsink, where thermal load is transferred to the
coolant. In the cold heat exchanger, heat is definitively evacuated to the external ambient. An
expansion tank is used to prevent fluid expansion, eventual water-hammers and other instabilities to
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mechanically damage loop’s components. Active direct cooling can be single or two-phase. Even if
heat transfer mechanisms are quite different between them, the constituting components play the
same role. In two-phase systems either latent and sensible heats are used: the heatsink is an
evaporator and the cold source becomes the condenser (with sub-cooling). Referring to the scheme
reported in Fig. 1.5.1 and for standard two-phase pumped circuits, in steady state conditions, the
sub-cooled fluid coming from the cold heat exchanger/condenser, flows to the heatsink. Hot fluid or
vapour reaches the cold heat exchanger or condenser where heat is definitively evacuated to the
external ambient. Through the return transport/liquid line, sub-cooled liquid return to the
evaporator where the loop starts again. The expansion tank is also used to impose and regulate
saturation conditions, but this point will be better approached in the following. In other cases, the
pump is replaced by a compressor, the tank suppressed and an expansion valve mounted on the
liquid line, obtaining a Rankine vapor compression cycle. In the case where a direct contact
technology is used, such as jet-impingement/spray-cooling, the scheme reported in Fig. 1.5.1 is also
valid, but a collecting tank must be provided to ensure that fluid is in liquid state before its return to
the evaporator.
Single phase cooling systems, also called “liquid cooling”, are maybe the simplest and most used
configuration. The physical principle of this technology is relatively simple and, in its “classical
configuration”, is the best-known technology. The working fluid, heated in the heatsink, flows within
the transport lines, ideally adiabatic, to the cold heat exchanger. A pump is used to move the fluid
into the loop and it has to be designed to ensure the adequate mass flow rate and the necessary
pressure head to counterbalance for all the pressure drops in the circuit. Some accessories, such as
expansion vessel and valves have to be provided to ensure the smooth functioning. In fig. 1.5.2a a
concept scheme is reported.

Fig.1.5.2a: scheme of single phase cooling

Fig.1.5.2b: scheme of two phase cooling

The active two phase cooling systems are divided in two categories with different physical working
principles and thermodynamic characteristics. In pumped two-phase technology the evaporator
operates at higher temperature than condenser and a pump is installed on the liquid line. In vapor
compression technology, because of the use of Rankine cycle, the evaporator can operate at lower
temperature than condenser and a compressor is used on the vapor line.
Even if the concept scheme for this kind of technology is similar to the one related to single-phase
cooling systems, the operating principle is completely different. Here, latent heat is used to extract
heat by hot source. In Fig. 1.5.2b the concept scheme of a pumped two-phase cooling system is
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reported. In the case where a free surface tank is used as a reservoir, where saturation conditions
are imposed, subcooled liquid coming from the condenser enters in it.

7.1 Task-1.5.1: FPGA Platform
CURRENT STATE
The state of the art of the platforms that have been developed within European projects capable of
hosting discrete FPGA accelerators or SoCs is listed below. This list also contains systems available on
the market or in production that have become part of the TOP500 HPC list.
•

ExaNoDE. The principle of the project is to apply novel 3D integration and hardware design
technologies, mixed with virtualization of resources and the UNIMEM memory system to
deliver a prototype-level system demonstrating that those technologies are promising
candidates towards the definition of a compute node for the Exascale computing. The
ExaNoDe project idea is built around the following design goals:
- Affordability: Ensure the solution is commercially viable and competitive in both its
performance and its cost of ownership.
- Design Efficiency: Using power-efficient compute elements and System design principles
to ensure minimum duplication and abstractions within the infrastructure, to avoid
unnecessary power consumption and latency overheads.
- Operational Efficiency: power consumption proportional to activities making actual
progress.
- Everything Close: Leverage physical distance and data locality to design for minimum
resistance and capacitance, so as to deliver the lowest power overhead associated with
the required data connectivity.
ExaNoDe is also closely collaborating with the ExaNeSt [Katevenis,2016] and ECOSCALE
[Mavroids,2016] H2020 projects confluence in EuroEXA [Euroexa,2020]. ExaNeSt
investigated how storage, interconnections and cooling systems will have to evolve towards
Exascale. ECOSCALE, instead, aims to provide a holistic approach for a novel heterogeneous
energy efficient hierarchical architecture, a hybrid MPI+OpenCL programming environment
and a runtime system for exascale machines. The combination of these three projects aims
at covering the whole picture of an Exascale HPC machine.
The main idea of the ExaNoDe integration concept is to create a Modular Compute System
partitioned into a number of chiplets stacked on a Silicon Interposer, several of them being
integrated with memory devices and FPGA on a Multi-Chip-Module (MCM).
The partitioning envisioned in the ExaNoDe project prototype is:
-

Compute subsystem partition: general purpose multicore ARMv8 CPU, plus a set of
specialised units such as GPU and generic heterogeneous accelerators.
- Memory subsystem partition: DRAM and NVMe modules.
- Interconnect and I/O partition: traffic routing and scheduling, accesses to remote
memory and storage, legacy I/O interfaces (e.g., PCI-e).
The FPGA components are used to implement the I/O interfaces and the actual Compute
subsystems. ExaNoDe plans to use off-the-shelf ARMv8 based SoCs integrating on the same
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die an FPGA and a multicore ARMv8 CPU, since the design of the compute Chiplet is out of
the scope of the project. The selected target for the project is the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+
MPSoC, embedding a quad ARM Cortex-A53 processor, a Mali-400 MP2 GPU and an FPGA.
Both the ARMv8 CPU and the FPGA will be used as compute units, in order to achieve the
requested level of performance. The Xilinx SoC has been selected mainly for two reasons:
- the high level of integration between heterogeneous compute units (i.e., CPU, GPU,
FPGA), that goes in the direction of a higher compute density;
- the flexibility they provide for integration in a prototype demonstrator (i.e., FPGAs used
not only as compute units but also to host glue logic between components).
- Multiple chiplets will lie on the Silicon Interposer which provides Chiplet-to-Chiplet,
Chipletto-IO and Chiplet-to-Memory communication. ExaNoDe will address Processorto-Memory and Processor-to-Processor bandwidth versus energy efficiency by
implementing new memory schemes in order to realise the benefits of the 3D
integration technologies and determining the optimal trade-offs for an interposer-based
3D implementation.
The architecture proposed in Exanode/Exanest is a compute node composed of:
-

Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC
Partitioned global address space based on Unilogic+Unimem architecture sharing the
memory that communicate through a hierarchical communication infrastructure
Reconfigurable acceleration logic based on FPGA
MPI is used for communication among compute nodes via CPU-based routers following
the application topology.

The block diagram of the compute node is depicted in Fig.1.5.1.1.

Fig.1.5.1.1: compute node including two MCMs and interposer technology
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In Exanest, 4 compute nodes were integrated in a Quad FPGA Daughter Board (QFDB). The
QFDB includes four Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ FPGAs, 64 GBytes of memory and an SSD shown
in Fig.1.5.1.2. It is a energy-efficient System-On-Module, built around two state-of-the-art
MCM’s, each one including two Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+FPGAs and another smaller embedded
FPGA plus peripherals on an interposer (red block in the figure below). Each Ultrascale+
FPGA contains a quad-core A53 processor, significant reconfigurable logic (600K logic cells),
and 40Mbits of internal memory. In addition, a significant amount of DDR4 memory is
connected to each FPGA (16 GBytes). One SSD is also connected to the daughter card, in the
M.2 form factor.

Fig.1.5.1.2: QFDB block diagram

A Exanest blade were equipped with 4 QFDB, that means 16 compute nodes with Direct
Liquid Cooling to assemble a rack with 12 blades that means 192 compute nodes. A HPC
testbed with 8 blades is under test and a roadmap to exascale was provided estimating the
maximum power for Exanest compute node technology solution as shown in the below
table1.5.1.1.

Hierarchy

Scale (compute
node)
1

Performance

Maximum Power

Zynq
Ultrascale+
1.5 TFlops
40 W
FPGAs
QFDB
4
6 Tflops
160 W
Blade (16 QFDB)
64
96 Tflops
2.5 kW
Chassis (6 Blades)
384
576 Tflops
20 kW+ 3 kW (cooling)
Rack (12 Chassis)
4608
6.9 Pflops
276 kW
Exascale (114 Racks)
663K
1 Eflpos
40 MW
Tab.1.5.1.1: Exanest compute technology compute node scaled for Exascale

•

DAVIDE. The trade-off between computing power and energy-efficiency is becoming of
crucial importance for high performance computing evolution, in particular for the race
towards the exascale. In this context E4 built the DAVIDE [Bartolini,2018]: HPC cluster
prototype, based on Open Power architecture, liquid cooled, with 45 computing nodes
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equipped with 4xGPU P100. Each node is equipped with Fine-Grain Power and Performance
Monitoring Support [3]. The system was ranked #301 in TOP500 and #14 in GREEN500 in the
June 2017 list. Each node of D.A.V.I.D.E. contains a dedicated programmable SoC that serves
as an energy and power gateway. The energy-gateway (EG) is connected to power sensors.
This allows measurement with high sampling rate the power consumption of the entire
node, as well as of the main computing components in the node. At the higher level, the job
scheduler features a dedicated plugin to receive the monitoring information and to correlate
them with user requests and scheduling decisions. This correlation enables per user and per
job energy-accounting and profiling. In parallel, this information is recorded into a database,
and computed by the management node for the training of job-to-power predictors based
on the historical job request and power traces. Once available, the trained power predictors
are used by the job scheduler to constrain the total power consumption of the D.A.V.I.D.E.
supercomputing machine.
The power cap (Limiting power and energy consumption) can be specified by the system
administrator to follow infrastructure requirements. For this goal, the job scheduler and
dispatcher is augmented by a dedicated engine. This is capable of using a per job power
prediction to select which job should enter the supercomputing machine at each moment, in
order to fulfill the specified power envelope while preserving job fairness.
•

CYGNUS. It is an HPC cluster ranked #485 in top 500, June 2021. It is an example of GPUFPGA hybrid cluster. Some nodes (named Albireo) are equipped with both FPGAs and
GPUs, and other nodes (named Deneb) are with GPUs only. There are two types of
interconnection network, 64 of FPGAs on Albireo nodes (2 FPGAS/node) are connected
by 8x8 2D torus network without switch with an inter-FPGA network, for all computation
nodes (Albireo and Deneb) are connected by full-bisection Fat Tree network with 4
channels of InfiniBand HDR100 (combined to HDR200 switch) for parallel processing
communication such as MPI, and also used to access to Lustre shared file system.

•

AMPERE. Ampere Altra Mt. Jade and Mt. Collins 2U Models are based on ARM, Up to
128 Armv8.2 cores with up to 3.0 GHz frequency. It supports 128 lanes of high speed
PCIe Gen4 and 8×72 ECC protected DDR4 3200 memory. Description available online
[Ampere,2020]. These systems are capable of hosting GPU or FPGA type accelerators.

•

GIGABYTE. G242-P32 Model is a single socket ARM Ampere Altra Processor, this system
is capable of hosting GPU or FPGA type accelerators. Description available online
[Gigabyte,2020].

From point of view of the Direct Cooling In Quattro has developed a two-phase flow cooling system
for thermal control of processors. Several prototypes have been developed and tested in different
configurations. Configurations vary in terms of pump model, condenser types, evaporator geometry.
Part of the tests have been performed on processor simulators and part with real processors. The
simulators are essentially aluminum blocks with electric cartridge heaters. The heaters are able to
give the typical heat loads of the processors, and even more providing up to 1000 W of thermal
power. Part of the tests have been performed on real processors like AMD Threadripper 3990 wx,
one of the most powerful CPUs with its 64-Core, 128-Thread to support compute-intense workloads.
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Tests were performed in standard clock speed and even in overclocking configuration. The latter to
simulate a real processor with high thermal power.
Tests (more than 5000 tests, actually) have shown that the two-phase flow cooling system performs
quite well maintaining the processor’s die temperature below its upper limit, even with the high TDP
of 600 W. The new cooling system is able to cool up to 1000 W with an electric block that simulates a
processor. These results are encouraging and demonstrate the validity of the new cooling
technology in different conditions of thermal loads and ambient temperatures (up to 45 °C). Besides,
these results demonstrate that it is possible to cool efficiently processors (CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs) with
different TDP.
Recently, In Quattro, have developed the first commercial two-phase cooling systems for gaming PCs
and professional workstations (Fig.1.5.1.3). The integration enables deployment of high wattage
processors like AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3990x 64-Core, 128-Thread to support compute-intense
workloads.

Fig.1.5.1.3 Testing Two-Phase Cooling System on AMD Threadripper 3990X at 3DWS Laboratory

The Direct Liquid Cooling (DLC) has undergone several tests in recent years. A complete test setup
demonstration was carried out at ORNL [Coles,2014] to determine the thermal performance of a DLC
and its potential impact on overall data center energy use. The Fig.1.5.1.4 shows the location of the
system components and how they work with each other in the testbed layout. Integrated pump and
cold-plate assemblies absorb heat from the CPU. The memory DIMMs are cooled by transferring
heat to a manifold (in contact using heat transfer tape) carrying the cooling water. The cooling water
supply and return paths are provided by a set of flexible tubes for each server. The heat collected is
transferred using the tube set to the facility cooling support by means of a Cooling Distribution Unit
(CDU). Some of the cooling for the server is not provided by the direct cooling system; there are a
number of electronic components inside the server that still need to be air‑cooled, using fans inside
the server. However, the airflow requirement is reduced, and therefore the number of fans and their
speed is reduced, providing a significant reduction in the energy consumed by the server for the same
processing load. This server fan energy reduction accounts for most of the reduction in server energy use.
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The test used a a two‑step approach: (1) measure the fraction of power supplied to the servers that
is captured as heat by the prototype cooling system, and (2) use these fractions to calculate
estimates using models comparing a server equipped with a stock cooling configuration (air cooled)
to a prototype cooling system (direct‑water cooled).

Fig.1.5.1.4: Schematic of Direct Liquid Cooling System

The parameters varied during the tests were: supply water temperature, supply water flow rate
(which affects the return water temperature), and server power.
The lowest supply water temperature tested for this demonstration was 15°C. The lower upply
water temperatures may produce improved results, but some data center operators will be
concerned with managing condensation. Condensation is a valid concern and should be investigated
with the installation of any direct cooling system. A key advantage when using direct cooling is that
adequate cooling is also possible when using much higher (e.g., 45°C) supply water temperatures. In
these situations, the direct cooled components are still well below critical temperature as specified
by the component manufacturer or server original equipment manufacturer.
The thermal performance in this demonstration was evaluated for a range of supply water
temperatures in order to investigate the potential for cooling infrastructure energy savings using
atypical cooling infrastructures; for example, dry coolers or cooling towers only. The temperature
range used was 15°C–45°C.
Furthermore three computing power levels were adopted: Idle (120 watt/node), Middle (270
watt/node), Full (430 watt/node) and a water supply flow rate 0f 4.9 Gallons per minute (gpm). The
results for the maximum facility-side flow rate (~4.93 gpm) for the facility side that could be
provided by the demonstration setup are shown in Fig.1.5.1.5.
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Fig.1.5.1.5: Maximum Heat Capture Vs. Water Supply Temperature For Three Sever Power Levels

Taking into account the results of this tests, some observations can be done as follow:
-

For all power levels, the fraction of heat captured increases as the supply water temperature
is lowered.
- At higher supply water temperatures, the fraction of heat captured becomes distinctly
different between the three power levels. At lower supply water temperatures, the fraction
of heat captured is less different
This suggests that the server power level should be considered when investigating the supply water
temperature for an optimized overall operating cost. For example, if the server power level is low,
and the supply water temperature is high (30°C), the amount of heat captured is low compared to
higher server power levels. It would be an advantage to be able to freely select from a wide range of
supply water temperatures and capture a large fraction of the server power. However, the data
show that this freedom is not available.
The Direct Two-Phase Cooling (DTPC) Two-phase pumped cooling systems are the most effective
way to evacuate the thermal load by increasing the overall efficiency of the cooling system itself.
Most of the authors that analysed this kind of technology focused their attention on performances,
heat transfer efficiency and heat recovery requirements. When talking about electronics cooling, in
fact, the attention is in particular paid to chips and data server cooling, which are characterised by
quite high heat flux densities, but pretty small heat transfer surfaces. In this case, despite the really
high heat flux densities, the heat rate to be evacuated is limited if compared with application
analysed in this work. The effectiveness of this kind of technologies has been demonstrated in
[Thome, 2010]. By comparing two-phase pumped systems with single-phase ones, they showed that,
to maintain constant chip temperature, the use of two-phase technology allows sensitive pumping
power saving and using a lower coolant mass flow rate. If, instead, the same pumping power than
active single-phase technology is used, a temperature difference of 13K is realised in favour of twophase one. Such solutions are currently designed to fit the thermal evacuation requirements of
military aircrafts. In those cases, very high thermal power, up to hundreds of kilowatts, with peaks in
the order of thousands of kilowatts, must be evacuated [Homitz,2010]. The American society ACT
develops two-phase technologies to be used for civil and military applications. They ensure a
lowering of overall system mass due, in particular, to the reduction of the mass flow rate and
pumping power [Act,2019]. Even if the concept scheme for this kind of technology is similar to the
one related to single-phase cooling systems, the operating principle is completely different. Here,
latent heat is used to extract heat by hot source.
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WHISED STATE

Find a host to use as a prototype that allows you to host the accelerator card inside. This host must
allow the cooling of as many components as possible through the two-phase mechanism developed
by IN4. The new cooling technology, although has shown its effectiveness on single processor, needs
extensive tests on a real HPC server with several FPGA and CPUs to demonstrate its potential.
Another important objective is to provide an engineered solution at server and rack levels.

WS-1.5.1 To demonstrate the potential energy-saving of the two-phase cooling technology
compared to the traditional DLC by means an experimental test setup that consists to
replace the conventional cooling system for some components, internal to the compute
node (e.g. CPU, GPU or FPGA discrete or integrated). The conventional cooling system uses
exclusively the flow of air provided by internal fans to keep electrical components within
acceptable operating temperatures. The technology used in the project replaces the air
cooling provided for high-‐‐‑heat generating components with cooling provided by a liquid in
single-phase or vapour in two-phase transition. Therefore, two different compute nodes use
the direct cooling technology with two heat removal solutions (single/two-phase) comparing
the energy-saving performances. Estimates of the energy savings potential were performed
by analyzing two scenarios: (1) a compute node retrofitted with DLC single-phase, and (2) a
compute node with retrofitted DLC two-phase. Therefore the energy-savings cannot be
measured, but must be a comparison of two estimates: the energy use for the DLC singlephase and the energy use for the DLC two-phase.
In the experimental test setup some parameters shall be varied, such as: supply water
temperature, supply water flow rate (which affects the return water temperature), and
computing power of the node. The performance associated with higher return water
temperatures shall be used to investigate the possibilities of heat reuse. The computing
power of the node shall be varied to investigate the effects of different levels of compute
node utilization.
In the wished experimental setup in order to compare the energy-saving provided by two
different direct cooling solutions at rack level, a layout shall be make deployed as in the
Fig.1.5.1.6.
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Fig.1.5.1.6 Experimental test setup schematic layout

The liquid going from the RackCDU to the servers is being provided by Asetek. This fluid is
mostly water, but it also had anti-corrosion and freeze protection additives. Hereinafter, the
liquid will be referred to simply as water. The parameters supply water temperature and
return water temperature refer to the water flowing between a IN4 CDU and RackCDU
indicated in Figure 1.5.1.6 as “cooling water supply/return.” The IN4 contains a valve
controls, flow rate and temperature sensor used to adjust the supply water temperature.
The Asetek direct cooling system controls the return water temperature to take advantage
of potential heat reuse opportunities by adjusting the water flow rate. It should be noted
that the return water temperature is an important parameter to vary, in order to understand
the full range of thermal performance. The remaining parameter being varied is the
computing power level. The computing power is setby running High Performance LINPACK
(HPL) software on the compute nodes. Three power levels shall be used: Idle (no software
applications running), 50 percent power (HPL operating at half the number of CPU cores),
and Full or 100 percent power (HPL running all CPU cores).
The following parameter ranges shall be evaluated:
•
•
•

Supply Water Temperature
Water Flow Rate in order to test a range of return water temperatures
Direct-Cooled IT Equipment Power
- Idle
- 50 Percent Power
- Full or 100 Percent Power
Refer to Fig.1.5.1.6 the experimental test setup uses the following equipment:
•

Compute node: at least 2 nodes in 2 distinct racks equipped with at least one GPU or
FPGA discrete or integrated on the motherboard. Each node shall be equipped with
direct single and two phase cooling systems. The two racks are equipped with
Asatek RackCDU technology. The direct cooling shall be applied to all
CPU/GPU/FPGA equipping the compute node. Each compute node provided an
Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI) where the front panel air-inlet
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•

•

•

•
•
•

temperature, fan speeds, and CPU component temperatures were provided and
recorded as well as a data acquisition system for electrical energy consumption of
the compute node.
IN4 CDU: two systems provided by IN4 to supply variable water temperature and
flow rates to Asatek RackCDU. The temperature set points is manually entered, and
the water flow rate is manually controlled between both the building chilled water
system and RackCDU as required for temperature stability and to adjust to the
target RackCDU return temperature.
Direct Cooling System: The Asetek RackCDU cooling system consists of two parts: (1)
a rack-mounted CDU providing cooling water distribution to the compute node and
water-o-water heat exchange between the node coolant and facilities water; and (2)
cooling devices placed inside of the compute node for single phase direct cooling
and external to the compute node for two phase direct cooling. These cooling
devices contact temperature-sensitive components such as CPU/GPU/FPGA. For
each compute node a set of flexible tubes provides a supply and return for cooling
water going to the cooling devices inside the compute node.
Power Consumption node: The electrical power of each compute node shall be
acquired by means an external microcontroller with measures of precision at least of
1% and sampling rates al least of 1 second. The date acquired shall be collected by
means json objects accessible via web services.
Power Consumption rack: The electrical power of the two racks shall be acquired on
the Power Distribution Units in the same way of the compute node.
BTU meters for Asatek RackCDU and IN4 CDU for flow rates, temperatures of water
on supply and return, pressure water supply for the two racks with precisions and
sampling rates are being defined in the requirements and specifications deliverable.
Compute node Thermal Stress Software: HPL benchmark software shall be used as a
means of exercising the CPUs, GPU or FPGA so as to vary the power consumed, and
therefore the heat generated by the compute node.

ACTION STATE

The actions need to achieve an assessment of the foregoing wished states during the activities of
WP1 is simply listed in the following table:
WS-1.5.1

Design
Experimental test setup

Develop
A single and two phase direct cooling

Implementation
PoC on FPGA

Test
Energy to solution

Within this action, the aim is to deploy an architectural solution FPGA technology based, discrete or
SoC integrated, chosen for the development of the IDV-E prototype. This architectural solution must
be able to cool through the two-phase system that will be developed in other WPs.

PRIORITY

The WS-1.5.1 shall be implemented and tested on IT equipment including the aforementioned on at
least two compute nodes equipped at least two FPGA on each make available by partners.
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7.2 Task-1.5.2: GPU Platform
CURRENT STATE

ATOS has developed a full rack infrastructure dedicated to HPC and based on its its own liquid
cooling technology. This infrastructure provides a common form factor for different types of
compute blades. The compute nodes may be either CPU nodes, usually 2-socket nodes with last
generation of Intel, AMD or ARM high performant processors, or hybrid nodes with one or two CPU
and up to four Nvidia GPU of last generation.
The CPU and GPU units are selected to achieve the best performance per watt and then have a high
TDP (300 – 400W) that would require very high heatsinks and strong air flow with air cooling. In
order to ensure density (up to 96 2-socket CPU nodes in one rack), the rack is fully liquid-cooled (no
air the compute or switch blades then no fan). In order to achieve a Power Usage Effectiveness close
to one, the temperature of the liquid in the customer loop must be high enough to use external freecooling without additional energy. As a consequence, the current ATOS technology uses a customer
primary loop up to 40°C and a rack heat exchanger to evacuate the heat from the secondary loop
which cools the blades thanks to cold plates and water blocks. These features are implemented in
Bull Sequana XH2000 (Fig.1.5.2.1), and used in the JUWELS Booster Module which is number 8 in the
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June 2021 Top500 with 44 Mflops (Rmax) in 1,8MW and number 7 in the June 2021 Green500 with
25Gflops/W.

Fig.1.5.2.1 Bull Sequana XH2000

Fig.1.5.2.2a: BullSequana compute blade with
three compute nodes

Fig.1.5.2.2b:block JUWELS booster Module Cluster
compute nodes

Different types of compute blades are provided by Bull Sequana XH2000 [BullSequana,2021]. The
Fig.1.5.2.2a shown a compute blade with 3 dual-sockets with a DLC instead the Fig.1.5.2.2b shown
the block diagram of the compute blade with 2 dual-sockets and 4 GPU Nvidia V100 composing the
booster module of JUWELS at Julich Supercomputing Centre.
In Bull Sequana XH200 rack cooling system is performed by hydraulic modules located in the bottom
of the rack and containing as main components: a heat exchanger, a pump and regulation valves.
Hydraulic modules main function is to maintain rack internal hydraulic circuit temperature to a fixed
regulation temperature. Cooling is based on Bull Sequana compute blade cooling by direct contact
with DLC cold plate. Heat spreaders are used to dissipate heat from CPU sockets and hydraulic tubes
connect the cold plate to the rack internal hydraulic circuit.

WISHED STATE

The efficiency of the ATOS technology may become limited when the component consumption
increases too much with lower maximum Tcase temperature. The current maximum is 400W but
continues to increase and might reach more than 700W in few years, then the dissipation of such
component heat must be more and more efficient. In parallel, the maximum temperature supported
by such component (max Tcase) is decreasing and keeping an inlet temperature of 40°C is more and
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more challenging. Maximum Tcase of bigger integrated circuits was around 90°C few years ago, is
around 70°C in some components now, and is still decreasing, especially with HBM. The inlet
temperature is important for two reasons. The first one is that be under 40°C may prevent from free
cooling in Summer in some European areas. The second one is that maximum inlet 40°C
temperature implies maximum 45°C outlet temperature with Atos technology, and 45°C is too low
for heat reuse, but the objective would be to have outlet temperature over 50°C for efficient heat
reuse. The objectives are then to improve the efficiency of the cooling with a minimum temperature
gap between component max Tcase and liquid temperature and then increase rack inlet and oulet
temperature.

WS-1.5.2: A new generation is under development, to increase the power of the rack (up to
147kW) and the cooling capability. With this new generation, the blade interface will be opened
under the name OpenSequana, for other HPC manufacturers to develop their specific blades and
benefit from the rack infrastructure. The main characteristics wished for OpenSequana are:
-

-

-

All-in-one design :Compute, Networking, Power, Cooling in one rack
High density (~200 CPU per m2):
▪ 1U blade with 3 dual-socket compute node or
▪ 1U blade with single-socket accelerated compute node with 4 GPU
Best in class PUE close to 1
▪ Warm water cooling up to 40 °C inlet supply
▪ No fan (DLC PSU shelves)
▪ Capable of cooling vendors highest TDP/Tcase units. Possible lower
temperature inlet supply water for 350W CPU and 500W GPU (down 35 °C)
High availability: Redundancy n+1 on PSU and Hydraulic Chassis (heat exchanger+pump)
Easy maintenance (similar to standard air-cooled system):
▪ All components are hot-swappable and can be serviced without interrupting
system production
▪ Processors and DIMMs can be replaced without removing the compute
blade cold plate

ACTION STATE

This task will define the characteristics of a GPU platform implementing the system architecture
defined in Task 1.4 to run efficiently the user applications defined in Task 1.1. The criteria such as the
number of CPU and GPU, the performance of these CPU and GPU, the capacity and bandwidth of the
memory attached to the CPU, the bandwidth between CPU and GPU, the bandwidth to the
highspeed interconnect network, will be analyzed taking into account the hardware feasibility.
This node must also be a good test vehicle for the two-phase two-phase cooling technology. It could
consume from 3kW to 4 kW DC and solution with GPU in standard OAM form factor would be
preferred. The selection of one OpenSequana GPU blade in the Atos portfolio with the last
generations of CPU and GPU, and the adaptations will be done in WP3 and WP5.

WS-1.5.2

Design
OpenSequana GPU node
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Develop
A single and two phase direct cooling

Implementation
PoC on GPU

Test
Energy to solution
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PRIORITY

Define the requirements of this GPU node as it is the initial step before the selection and adaptation
of the blade.
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7.3 Task-1.5.3: Power and Thermal Management
CURRENT STATE

One of the challenges in the race towards exascale computing is the steadily increasing power
density of high-performance computing platforms, a fact that can be observed in CPUs, GPUs and
FPGAs alike. As an example, recent CPUs reached an impressive TDP of 400W [Intel-Xeon-9282].
Thermal management is thus increasingly becoming a vital part of the optimization process of an
HPC infrastructure. Insufficient cooling could lead to reduced computing performance due to the
need to throttle operating frequencies for extended periods of time, and may lead to reliability
issues including increased fault rates. On the other hand, energy efficiency concerns demand
efficient cooling technologies capable of reducing cooling energy requirements in order to meet the
exascale challenge [Zhabelova,2018] [Iranfar,2019].
On a more detailed level, the power consumed by computing devices is highly variable for reasons
including different code execution patterns, cache miss patterns and time-varying use of
computational resources. These high and frequent power variations, coupled with the small thermal
capacitance of the active silicon layer and the non-negligible thermal resistance towards the heat
dissipation stack give rise to fast thermal transients causing the temperature of active silicon to vary
by tens of degrees in tens of milliseconds [Terraneo,2019] requiring control at a timescale that
cooling systems are structurally incapable of meeting, evidencing a strong need for innovative
cooling solutions, thermal modeling and control methodologies.
For what concerns thermal modeling, in the current state-of-the-art we can find the 3D-ICE 3.0
extensible thermal simulator [Terraneo,2021]. While this thermal simulator is currently capable of
simulating air- and water-cooled scenarios, at present it lacks support for two-phase cooling.
For what concerns innovative cooling solutions, two-phase cooling technology has been explored in
the state-of-the-art in its gravity-driven thermosiphon configuration for increased heat dissipation
capability and energy efficiency of computing units [Iranfar,2019]. Alternative solutions, such pumpdriven two-phase cooling received far less attention despite its potential to deliver increased heat
removal capacity.
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For what concerns thermal control policies, a prominent solution in the state-of-the-art is the use of
event-based control resulting in thermal policies with a low computational overhead [Leva,2018].
This approach has been verified on actual hardware using DVFS, but its extension to handle
hierarchical scenarios as well as the control of two-phase cooling solutions remains to date an open
challenge.

WISHED STATE

The current scenario outlined by the state of the art evidences the strong need to move in two
complementary directions:

WS-1.5.3a: To bring efficient cooling as near as possible to the active silicon. The use of
pump-driven two-phase cooling solutions is expected to bring both higher cooling capacity
to the advantage of increased computing performance due to the possibility to keep
computing units at an average higher operating frequency, to increase reliability due to a
lowering of operating temperatures, as well as to improve energy efficiency.
WS-1.5.3b: To employ hierarchical thermal control policies to overcome the problem posed
by fast thermal dynamics using fast actuators such as DVFS, while increasing the cooling
capacity at a timescale compatible with cooling systems in order to optimize operating
frequencies to the advantage of both computing power and power efficiency.

ACTION STATE

To address the evidenced research directions our main activities will be devoted to:
-

Designing thermal models for pump-driven two-phase cooling solutions, using validation
data provided by the prototype developed by IN4.
Designing hierarchical thermal control policies taking advantage of pump-driven two-phase
cooling solution.

WS-1.5.3a
WS-1.5.3b

Design & Development
thermal models for pump-driven two-phase cooling
solutions
thermal control policies models for pump-driven twophase cooling solutions

Implementation
PoC on FPGA platform

Test
Thermal model validation

PoC on FPGA platform

Control policies
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8 Summary of Actions
The list of the actions requiring development and test activities in all tasks of the co-design stack is
has follow:

TASK-1.1: User Applications

T-1.1.1
WS.1.1.1a

WS.1.1.1b

New algorithm and software libraries

(INRIA, UBx, CNR, PSNC, ENEA)

Design
Data movement in Krylov methods and
multiple precisions in basic sparse matrix
operations
Task based model for dense linear algebra
and FMM kernels on FPGA

Develop/implement
PoC of new algorithms in GPU and/or
FPGA
PoC Chamelon solver and Heteroprio
on FPGA

AI and HPDA algorithms

(INRIA, CINI, INFN, PSNC)

WS.1.1.2b

Design
Integration INFN interconnection
IPs for FPGA Xilinx and stack
software
Neuronal simulation test case

Develop/implement
PoC of NNs in FPGA Xilinx with high level
programming model offering abstraction for
coomunications
PoC of Nest and NeuronGPU in GPU

WS.1.1.2c

Allocation algorithms

PoC NNs over StarPU in FPGA

T-1.1.3

Scientific flagship codes

FHG, INRIA, UBx, ENEA, INFN, PSNC

Design
low level tensor operations
EULAG computing algorithms

Develop
Kernel functions
final hiring phase in HEP with SYSCL
Kernel functions

Implementation
PoC on GPU/FPGA
PoC on GPU/FPGA
PoC on GPU

n-body algorithms

Kernel functions

PoC on GPU/FPGA

T-1.1.2
WS.1.1.2a

WS-1.1.3a
WS-1.1.3b
WS-1.1.3c
WS-1.1.3d

Test
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution

Test
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution

Test
Time to solution
Time to solution
Time to solution
Energy to solution
Time to solution

TASK-1.2: Runtime Services

T-1.2.1

Resources Management
Analysis

Design

Develop

virtualize
environment
based on OpenStack

virtualize GPU/FPGA devices

PoC on GPU/FPGA

WS-1.2.1a

Virtualize solutions for
GPUs/FPGAs
LRM

LRM with power/thermal
data acquisition
A plugin for SLURM to
store external data

Monitoring

PoC on GPU/FPGA

Integrate LRM with SLURM

PoC on GPU/FPGA

Integrate OmpSs/StarPU in
SLURM

PoC on GPU/FPGA

WS-1.2.1b
WS-1.2.1c

GRM/SLURM

ENEA

WS1.2.1d

T-1.2.2

Fault Tolerance
Analysis
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Implementation

Test
Performance
-Throughput
-Latency

ENEA
Design

Develop

Implementation

Test
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WS-1.2.2a
WS-1.2.2b
WS-1.2.2c

FTI API programming
model
DCL for C/R
CheCuda / CheCL / CRState

T-1.2.3

I/O Interfaces

WS-1.2.3

Analysis
IO filters

GPU/FPGA support

RS encoding on FPGA

PoC on GPU/FPGA

C/R performance

C/R data Layer for HDF5
FPGA support

none
FPGA state in C/R

PoC on use case
PoC on GPU/FPGA

none
C/R performance

ENEA
Design
FPGA support

Develop
Cascaded or LZ4 on FPGA

Implementation
PoC on FPGA

TASK-1.3: Programming Models

T-1.3.1

Streaming Model

CINI

WS-1.3.1

Develop
FPGA operator interface
generation/operation in
FastFlow

Implement
compiling high-level code to FPGA
(configuration) code suitable to be operated
via its OpenCL interface

T-1.3.2

Tasks Model

CINI, BSC, INRIA, UBx

WS-1.3.2a

Develop
OmpSs@FPGA on FPGA(Xilinx Alveo)

Implement
PoC using VITIS

WS-1.3.2b

StarPU on FPGA(Xilinx Alveo)

PoC using VITIS

T-1.3.3

High Level Synthesis flow

WS-1.3.3a

Develop
unified programming environments Vitis based for:
- FastFlow and OmpSS

Test
Performance
- Time to solution
Performance
- Time to solution

ENEA
Implement

Test

inter-FPGA HW/SW communication
infrastructure

WS-1.3.3b
WS-1.3.3c

Test
Experimental ad hoc code to
expose problems and solutions

multi-precision arithmetic

Performances:
- Time to solution
- Energy
to
solution

T-1.3.4

Mixed precision for new accelerators

CINI UNIPI-POLIMI

WS-1.3.4a

Develop
Posit mixed precision using GPU/FPGA

Implement
Training NN with posit on GPU/FPGA

WS-1.3.4b

TAFFO in Vitis/OpenMP including posit

T-1.3.4

Secure services for HPC

Test
Performances:
- Time to solution
- Energy to solution

CINI

Analysis

WS-1.3.5a

AES in XTS mode

Implement
Hardware IP for FPGA RISC-V/ARM

WS-1.3.5b

Post-Quantum Lattice for Digital Sign & KEM

Hardware IP for FPGA RISC-V/ARM

Test
Performances:
- Throughput
- Latency
bottlenecks

TASK-1.4: System Architecture

T-1.4.1

Heterogeneous architectures

CNR,E4,ENEA

WS.1.4.1a

Design
Requirements and Specifications of compute node with a system
architecture CPU+GPU based

WS.1.4.1b

Requirements and Specifications of compute node with a system

Test
Design a HPL test to evaluate
-Time to solution
-Energy to solution
Design a HPL test to evaluate
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architecture CPU+FPGA based

-Time to solution
-Energy to solution

T-1.4.2

Interconnection Networks

INFN

WS.1.4.2.a

Design
HLS based design intra-node switch and multiprotocol serial link
control

Development
PoC on FPGA

WS.1.4.2.b
WS.1.4.2.c

Linux driver to set the network
User Space Library to configure the network

PoC on FPGA
PoC on FPGA

Test
Performance of
- speed
- Latency
- Throughput
No test
No test

TASK-1.5: Hardware Platforms

T-1.5.1

FPGA platform

WS-1.5.1

Design
Experimental test setup

T-1.5.2

FPGA platform

WS-1.5.2

Design
OpenSequana GPU node

T-1.5.2
WS-1.5.3a
WS-1.5.3b
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E4, InQuattro, ENEA
Develop
A single and two phase direct cooling

Implementation
PoC on FPGA

Test
Energy to solution

ATOS
Develop
A single and two phase direct cooling

Implementation
PoC on GPU

Test
Energy to solution

Power and Thermal Management

CINI-POLIMI , PSNC

Design & Development
thermal models for pump-driven two-phase cooling
solutions
thermal control policies models for pump-driven twophase cooling solutions

Implementation
PoC on FPGA platform

Test
Thermal model validation

PoC on FPGA platform

Control policies
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9 Conclusions
The analysis carried out in this deliverable has shown the following issues:
1. Whilst the heterogeneous architectures GPU-based are being deployed leveraging with the
development of HPDA applications including containerized libraries able to run efficiently on
GPU, the alternative FPGA-based is still on ab-initio phase because need rethinking the
algorithms adopting another point of view which takes into account the nature of the
accelerator device. Maybe not all the function kernels of algorithms developed in OpenCL
for GPUs will be able to perform with the same efficiency on FPGAs.
2. The usage of HPC as Service in a cloud-edge continuum means to take into account three
fundamental key items: i) to develop virtualization techniques able to support
heterogeneous architectures; ii) to deploy a RMSs able to support high granularity at
accelerator hardware; iii) a high level abstract layer for users working in cloud able to access
to HPC edge capabilities.
3. The programming model based on streaming and tasks processing must be assessed on
FPGA, whilst about the high level synthesis flow for FPGA accelerators, the comparison is
between Xilinx Vitis and Intel OneAPI. Both are using OpenCL/SYCL that allow a good level of
interoperability between different accelerator devices and thanks to a high level synthesis
flow may build a testbed layout for mixed precision and cryptography services.
4. The system architectures for the next exascale HPC systems sustainable in energy efficiency
point of view are being to deployed with GPUs integrated solutions with efficient cooling
systems, maybe with direct liquid. FPGA SoC system architectures could be used for
specialized applications that can run on dedicated HPC partitions with an efficiency much
better respects CPU/GPUs. For these reasons an analysis of the applications efficiency, that
can take advantages from new algorithms developed specifically for FPGAs, must be carried
out as priority.
5. The direct cooling of accelerator processor in a platform node needs an experimental
testbed, as reported in this deliverable in order to compare the efficiency between single
and two phase cooling systems.
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Annex I: Xilinx FPGA product tables
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Annex II: Intel FPGA product tables
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Annex III: Intel Agilex I-Series FPGA product tables
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